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Ken & Mally Ham. Colorful rhyming alphabet tells the Gospel from 
Genesis; parent's section suggests activities and further teaching.  
Final section is coloring book version of the prior colored 
illustrations.[Adding this to see if field Updated now works.] 1995  118 
pg.

A is for Adam  PRE-GR 3  #1050

Ken & Mally Ham. Video version of the Hams' very popular rhyming 
ABC book, covering history from Creation to coming Judgement. 
Explains the Gospel. 2002  21 min.

A Is for Adam  PRE-GR 3  #5025

Ken & Mally Ham. Very similar to the animated "D Is for Dinosaur."  An 
alphabetical presentation of the Gospel for children learning the 
alphabet. 1996  21 min.

*A Is for Adam: The Gospel From Genesis  K-GR 3  #6223

Francis Schaeffer, Everett Koop. Closely scrutinizing human life in its 
embryonic form...this episode leads into an examination of abortion as 
practiced in our society, its roots and growth in the legal system." (GF)  
Compares the status of the unborn today with that of slaves in the 
1800's, who were regarded as not quite human, and therefore, without 
rights.   50 min.

*Abortion of the Human Race  HS-COL  #6182

Michael Pitman. Author is a theist, not a Christian, who taught natural 
science in Cambridge while writing this. He concludes "There has been 
neither chemical evolution nor macro-evolution..." Book "proposes a 
creationist model of archetypal forms…" 1984  268 pg.

Adam and Evolution. A Scientific Critique of Neo-Darwinism  COL  
#1017

Bill Cooper. Modern secular history books dismiss ancient historical 
documents as "pious frauds" by Christian monks, because the 
documents agree with Genesis! Cooper correlates geneologies and 
histories from different parts of Europe (and China) that display a 
knowledge of creation, the Flood, Noah and his descendants. 1995  
256 pg.

*After the Flood: The early post-flood history of Europe traced 
back to Noah  GR 10-COL  #1091

Donald Chittick. Difference between fact and interpretation; radioactive 
dating, geology, astronomy. Varying interpretations of Biblical creation 
account: 6-Day, Gap, Day/Age theories. Emphasizes "speaking the 
truth in love," allowing one's opponent to back off from his position 
without embarrassment. 1989  2 hours

Age of the Earth ~The  HS-COL  #2001

Tas Walker. This geologist shows that the scientific evidence better fits  
the Biblical time frame - the earth is thousands of years old, not billions. 
2004  56 min.

Age of the Earth ~The  GR 9-COL  #5034

Russ Hanson. Very quick overview of many evidences that the earth is 
"young." Covers geology, archaeology, fossils, human population data, 
dating methods, and much more. Lecture with edited-in graphics. 2008  
52 min.

Age of the Earth ~The  GR 7-COL  #5060

Henry Morris Jr.. "Scientific and Biblical proofs of recent creation." 
(ICR) Good information, but this series has flat presentations. 1991  50 
min.

Age of the Earth ~The  HS-COL  #6066
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Kent Hovind. "Scientific evidences that the earth is not `billions of years 
old.'  Covering the Gap Theory, Big Bang, Cave Men, the Original 
Creation, why men lived over 900 years...before the flood. God's cure 
for cancer, etc." (per Kent Hovind)  Interesting speaker, but his attitude 
towards evolutionists could be better. [DVD: 5170]   2 hrs.

Age of the Earth ~The  HS-COL  #6117

John Morris. Many evidences for the "young" age of the earth, 
presented by a geologist. 1993  44 min.

Age of the Earth: A geologic perspective ~The  HS-COL  #6132

Terry Mortenson. AUDIO. 5 reasons for believing that the age of the 
earth is vitally important to Christianity, affecting the believability of the 
Gospel itself. 2007  50 min.

Age of the Earth: Why Does It Matter?~The  GR 10-COL  #4020

Kent Hovind. "...with light-hearted humor and colorful illustrations, Dr. 
Hovind demonstrates why the big bang is a big dud and why evolution 
violates many known laws of science. He also gives over twenty 
scientific indicators...that show the earth is not 'billions of years old.' 
…demonstrates that evolution is not science, but faith ….evolution is a 
religion." (Per the producer) (OK to copy, unedited, for free distribution 
only.) 2012  117 min.

Age of the Earth~The  GR 7-COL  #5170

Gary Bates. Traces the history of this strange phenomenon utilizing the 
research of many of the ‘heavyweights’ of UFOlogy. Bates discusses 
UFOs seen by credible witnesses, accounts of alien abductions, and 
claims that visitors from space have had messages from Jesus for us. 
Has endnotes per chapter. 2004  381 pg.

Alien Intrusion: UFOs and the Evolution Connection  GR 10-COL  
#1121

Gary Bates. Are we being visited by aliens from other worlds? 
Demons? Angels? Are people who report seeing UFO's crazy? Seeking 
attention? Being kidnapped by little gray men? Does the Bible say 
anything about this phenomenon? 2004  65 min.

Aliens, UFO's and the Bible (VHS is #6299)  GR 8-COL  #5004

Gary Bates. Are we being visited by aliens from other worlds? 
Demons? Angels? Are people who report seeing UFO's crazy? Seeking 
attention? Being kidnapped by little gray men? Does the Bible say 
anything about this phenomenon? 2004  65 min.

Aliens, UFO's and the Bible: Are We Alone in the Universe? (DVD 
is #5004)  GR 8-COL  #6299

Georgia Purdom. Dr. Purdom gives a creationist perspective to help us 
understand God's original design and purpose for microbes, and how 
various genetic mechanisms since the Fall have led to bacteria that 
cause disease. 2010  61 min.

All Creatures Great and Small:  Microbes and Creation  GR7-COL  
#5141

Ken Ham. Ken relates some of the shocking statistics presented in the 
book "Already Gone" that reveal the reasons why young people are 
leaving church and abandoning the faith of their parents. 2009  43 min.

Already Gone  GR7-COL  #5142

Animated. Excellent animation, 6 sing along songs. "How we got the 
Bible, outstanding stories, memorizing the book names, famous men 
who loved the Bible, and the timeless nature of the Bible's wisdom. 
1988  25 min.

*Amazing Book ~The  PRE-GR 4  #6168

Actors. Great photography, sing-along songs, zany characters. 1990  
35 min.

*Amazing Creation Room! ~The  PRE-GR 3  #6055

Duane Gish. Discusses suggested origins of the universe and life from 
the evolution and creation models.  Photos, drawings. 1990  112 pg.

Amazing Story of Creation from Science and the Bible  GR 6-10  
#1012

D. James Kennedy. Four-part lecture series refuting the claim that 
America's founders were not Christians.  Contents:  1A: The Pilgrims 
Speak Today,  1B: The Faith of Washington,  2A: America, A Christian 
Nation,  2B: Was Lincoln a Christian?   

America's Christian History  GR 8-COL  #2061

David Barton. The writers and signers of the Declaration of 
Independence and the Constitution have their say today about what 
they really believed was the proper role of religion in government!  
Barton also quotes recent court rulings demonstrating what  happened 
to reverse the country's stance on this foundational Constitutional 
issue. 1992  1 hr.

*America's Godly Heritage  GR 7-COL  #6142

David Barton. This is the audio from the video of same title. 1990  60 
min.

America's Godly Heritage [Part 1]  GR 8-COL  #2055

David Barton. "This audio continues the theme of our popular audio and 
video presentation, America's Godly Heritage, but also contains a 
significant amount of new information on the Founding Fathers and 
their vision for our country." (Wallbuilders) 1990  

America's Godly Heritage [Part 2]  GR 8-COL  #2056

Norm Sharbaugh. A beginner's survey of evidences for creation from 
logic, biochemistry, the Bible, geology, fossils, human artifacts found in 
coal, space science. 1997  288 pg.

AMMUNITION For Piercing the Armor of the Philosophy of 
Evolution  GR 10-COL  #1073

Donald Chittick. Evidence that ancient men had technological 
advancements rivaling today's! Some of his evidences are much more 
compelling than are others. Visuals are good, but some are not shown. 
2000  55 min.

Ancient Man  GR 7-COL  #6282

Roger Oakland. "...Both the creationist and evolutionary models of the 
origin and history of man are tested against the observable evidence." 
MB 1992  58 min.

Ancient Man: Created or Evolved?  GR 7-COL  #6137

Ken Ham. "A wise preacher once said that from the beginning, God's 
existence has been obvious to all….But for many years, His very 
creative acts have been scorned by that one creature He loved above 
all others: man.
     In this astonishing new gift book…, the wonder and distinctness of 
God's creative acts are shared. Each devotion touches on an uaspect 
of our world as seen through a biblical lens…." 1997  95 pg.

And God Saw That It Was Good  GR 9-COL  #1095

Narrated. "...the wisest of human engineers could not improve the 
control system found in the tail of a common squirrel. Similar 
statements could be made while observing the inhabitants of any pond, 
field or wilderness. God has left His indelible signature…" 1992  66 min.

Animal Kingdom: Great Are Thy Works ~The  GR 7-COL  #6144

Ian Juby. Part 21: Responds to criticisms regarding Mt. Ararat, and 
delves into case studies that reveal how subjective are the "absolute" 
radioactive dating methods.
Part 22: finishes answering the skeptical arguments, dealing in detail 
with the "hominoids" -  supposed part-ape/part-human fossils 2008  
28/28 min.

Answering the detractors  GR 7-COL  #5102
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Ken Ham, Cindy Malott.  In Volume 1, children get answers to the top 
22 questions on Creation and the Fall, such as "When did time begin?" 
and "If a snake talked to Eve, why can't snakes talk today?" 2008  48 
pg.

Answers Book for Kids, Vol. 1  K-GR 5  #1138

Ken Ham, Cindy Malott. Choosing the 22 hardest questions kids have 
about dinosaurs and the Flood of Noah, Ken Ham and the creative 
team at AiG give understandable answers. Examples: Were people 
different before the Flood than they are today? Did Noah take dinosaurs 
on the Ark? How did Noah keep the animals on the Ark from eating 
each other and his family? Why did God allow some creatures to go 
extinct? 2008  48 pg.

Answers Book for Kids~The [Vol. 2]  K-GR 5  #1139

Ken Ham, Cindy Malott. 22 of the hardest questions kids (and adults) 
come up with on God, such as: Who made God anyway? What does 
God look like? Why can't I see him? Does God laugh? How does God 
know something before it happens? How could God be Jesus and 
Jesus be God? How can they be the same, but different? 2009  48 pg

Answers Book for Kids~The [Vol. 3]  K-GR 5  #1140

Ken Ham, Cindy Malott. 22 questions from Kids on Sin, Salvation, and 
the Christian Life, such as: Why did God create people when He knew 
they would sin? Could God not forgive our sins without the suffering of 
Christ? Will God and Jesus keep me safe from Satan’s fallen angels? 
When a solider is in Iraq and he kills someone, is he breaking God’s 
commandments? 2009  48 pg

Answers Book for Kids~The [Vol. 4]  K-GR 5  #1141

Don Batten (ed.), Ken Ham, Jonathan Sarfati, Carl Wieland. Chapter 
topics: Does God Exist?, Six Days, the "Gap Theory", Carbon Dating, 
How Can We See Distant Stars in a Young Universe?, the Origin of 
Evil, Arguments for Evolution?, Cain's Wife, Were the Nephilim 
Extraterrestrials?, Global Flood, Continental Drift, Noah's Flood - What 
about All That Water?, How Did the Animals Fit on Noah's Ark?, How 
Did Fish Survive the Flood?, Where Are All the Human Fossils?, Ice 
Age, How Did Animals Get to Australia?, How Did the "Races" Arise? 
2000  274 pg.

Answers Book, Revised and Expanded ~The  GR 11-COL  #1075

Stacia McKeever, Dan Lietha, Buddy Davis. Introduces the foundational 
events of biblical history in 7 fun lessons: Creation, Corruption (the Fall 
of man), Catastrophe (Noah’s Flood), Confusion (the Tower of Babel), 
Christ, Cross, Consummation (new heavens and new Earth). 96-page 
teacher’s manual, 7 handouts, 1 CD-ROM with illustrations and music 
by Buddy Davis. 2005  

Answers for Kids II: The Seven C's of History  GR 1-6  #7005

Ken Ham. "Ken addresses the issues of a literal six-day Creation, 
genetics, race, Cain's wife, Noah's Ark, fossils, and many other 
important questions."--MB 1993  30 min.

Answers in Genesis  HS-COL  #6141

Gary Parker. Dr. Parker humorously cuts down the "family tree" of 
supposed semi-humans, exposing the frauds, hoaxes and assumptions 
that later were disproved. 1986  55 min.

*Ape-Man: Fact or Fiction?  GR 8-COL  #6001

Philip Bell. ". . .You'll hear quotes from evolutionists sating that the 
popular illustrations and models of ape-to-man secession are actually . 
. . figments of overly creative imaginations. Bell reveals that the ideas 
and theories in science are constantly changing, but the ones that are 
constantly proven correct are those that agree with the biblical record!" 
2006  53 min.

Apemen "Missing Links" & the Bible  GR 10-COL  #5044

Michael Girouard. Dr. Girouard focuses on the facts concerning alleged 
"fossil men," stressing the wealth of evidence against any being human 
predecessors. 1990  48 min.

*Ape-Men: Monkey Business Falsely Called Science  HS-COL  
#6002

Ken Ham. In SPANISH: Esta presentación le mostrará cómo cultivar 
una mentalidad bíblica sobre la ciencia, la educacion, la adoracion, la 
sicologia, los generos, la historia, el gobierno, la economia y la 
literatura.
In English: This presentation will show you how to cultivate a Biblical 
mindset on science, education, worship, psychology, gender, history, 
government, economics, and literature. 2007  89 min

Aprendiendo a Pensar Biblicamente  GR7-COL  #5151

Joseph M. Holden. Join Joseph Holden on location as he surveys ten 
amazing archaeological discoveries in the land of Israel and Egypt that 
verify the historical reliability of the Bible. Interviews with several 
scholars, some Christian and some not. 2010  80 min.

Archaeology and the Bible: The Top 10 Amazing Discoveries  GR 
8 - COL  #5195

Jonathan Sarfati. Learn how to think Biblically and logically about 
miracles. Many attacks on miracles misunderstand what science can 
and can't do, or even resort to arguing in circles. There ARE hoax 
miracles, so how do you recognize them?   42 min.

Are Miracles Scientific?  GR 9-COL  #5196

Kent Hovind. Have the differences between Genesis 1 and 2 bothered 
you? Hovind can help! Want to do something about the evolutionary 
indoctrination of society? Practical suggestions.   30/30 min.

Are There 2 Creation Accounts in Genesis?/Battle Plan: What 
Christians Can Do Now  HS-COL  #2032

Kent Hovind. Quick overview of fallacies concerning origins, that are 
commonly found in science textbooks. Illustrated. 2002  35 pg.

Are You Being Brainwashed? Propaganda in Science Textbooks  
GR 9-COL  #1103

Jonathan Sarfati. "In this candid presentation before an international 
conference of nearly 600 creationist speakers and writers, scientist Dr. 
Jonathan Sarfati reveals the out-of-date, faulty and downright 'flakey 
evidences' that reputable creationists must avoid. Bottom line: hold 
'facts' loosely, and focus intensely on God's written Word as the guide 
to evidence interpretations!" 2004  49 min.

Arguments Creationists Should NOT Use  GR 9-COL  #5029

Don Batten. "…deals with the claimed 'apeman' fossils promoted by the 
Smithsonian Institute. He shows that the stories developed by 
evolutionists do not match the facts. Fossil patterns actually fit a post-
Flood dispersal of apes and a post-Babel dispersal of humans. Also 
shows how detailed 'artist illustrations' of what certain apeman 
supposedly looked like are really just imaginative drawings from 
fragmentary fossils!" 2004  37 min.

Artistic Ape Anecdotes: 'The Art of Deception?'  GR 10-COL  #5042

Donald DeYoung. 100 questions on astronomy and the universe, 
answered from a Christian perspective by a physics professor. 
Discusses earth and moon, solar system, stars, general science and 
technical terms. Easy to read! 2010  155 pg.

Astronomy and the Bible: Questions and Answers    #1145
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Mike Riddle. Sscientific evidence for the age of the solar system, a 
Biblical and scientific analysis of the origin of stars, a closer look at 
evidence being used to support the big bang, the Bible and Big Bang 
cosmology: are they compatible? Bonus material: Interviews with 
Danny Falulkner, Russell Humphreys, Jason Lisle, Joe Sebeny; scenic 
video of God's creation. Lesson plans available at 
www.Train2Equip.com. 2004  72 min.

Astronomy and the Bible: the Heavens Declare the Glory of God  
GR 9-COL  #5008

Jonathan F. Henry. Well-illustrated, this book discusses dozens of 
astronomy topics, always from a creationist stance.  Subjects include 
the history of astronomy and the space program, and current thinking 
on speculative matters such as black holes, the origin of asteroids, and 
many more! 1999  80 pg.

Astronomy Book ~The  GR 7-10  #1064

Ken Ham. Amazing animals, fascinating aboriginal stories of the 
creation of Eve, the fall of man and Noah's flood--handed down from 
the days of the flood! 1994  30 min.

Australia's Evidence for Creation  HS-COL  #2026

Andrew Snelling. The enigmatic sandstone formation called Ayers 
Rock, the cliffs containing layers of sorted fossils, the coal layers on 
beds of granite and clay, and large metal deposits--all fit together in a 
pattern that argues for a catastrophic flood like that described in the 
Bible! 1990  108 min.

Ayers Rock and Other Exciting Evidences for the Flood in 
Australia  HS-COL  #6003

John Morris. Demo for the radio program "Back to Genesis," ICR's one-
minute daily feature, ...addressing scientific, theological, and life issues. 
Dr. John Morris looks at the universe, the earth, and the world we live in 
to direct listeners to the Creator." Each segment starts and ends with a 
loud, annoying "ding," but it might keep you awake on a long drive! 
1996  1 min. x 60

Back To Genesis  GR 8-12  #4002

Francis Schaeffer, Everett Koop. "Basis" critiques the "humanism" that 
has produced inhuman apathy towards the rights of individuals. 
Presents Christian values as the alternative. "Truth..." presents the 
Gospel historically as the only real solution to man's problems.   50 min.

*Basis for Human Dignity/Truth and History ~The  HS-COL  #6184

John  Whitcomb. "Always be ready to give an answer to anyone who 
asks you the reason for the hope you have, yet with gentleness and 
respect." (I Pet. 3:15-16) So, what is the proper place of apologetics? 
Shouldn't everyone "just believe," with or without evidence?   50 min.

Be Ready to Give an Answer  HS-COL  #6106

David R. Reagan. Message delivered at a conference in 2011. Reasons 
for accepting the straight-forward reading of Genesis - creation in six 24-
hour days, and a warning against spiritualizing Scripture to mean what 
it never was meant to say. 2011  50 min.

Beginning and the Ending ~The  GR 8-COL  #5206

Kent Hovind. "Did dinosaurs live millions of years ago?...deals with 
dinosaurs in the Bible, history, and in the world today." (Per the 
publisher)   90 min.

Behemoth: A Brontosaurus  GR 7-COL  #6118

MCF Essay Winners. Presentations by the winners of MCF's Essay 
Contest 2000. Six of the winners summarized their papers at an MCF 
meeting. Should encourage students to see how other students handle 
this assignment! 2000  6 x 10 min.

Best of 2000: MCF Essay Contest Winner Presentations, October 
14, 2000 ~The  GR 7-12  #6226

Buddy Davis. Buddy's Grand Ole Opry talents shine in this creation & 
gospel music CD. Includes "Whale of a Story", "Old Account," "It's 
Designed to Do What It Does Do," Billions of Dead Things", "He Makes 
Dreams Out of Nothing", "O Come All Ye Faithful", "By Him All Things 
Were Created", "The Hands that Created the World", "If We Never 
Meet Again", "One Was Left and One Was Right."  (Please don't keep 
a copy without purchasing it.) 2000  27 min.

Best of Buddy Davis ~The  GR 3-COL  #4003

Duane Gish. Miscellaneous scientific facts that Scripture alluded to long 
before we "discovered" them! Unfortunately, this unique info is 
presented in a dry manner. 1991  53 min.

Bible and Modern Science ~The  HS-COL  #6075

Paul Karleen, various scholars. "... New discoveries from recent 
archaeological finds and remarkable evidence showing how secular and 
Jewish historians regarded this book that many call God's Word." Quick 
overview, few details. Also discusses how rejection of the Genesis 
creation account affects the church. 1996  43 min.

Bible: Myth, Mystery, or Miracle? ~The  GR 5-COL  #6332

Tas Walker. Walker gives logical criteria to use the history in Genesis 
to begin to determine if rocks were formed during creation, early Flood, 
late Flood, or post-Flood. This empowers you to reinterpret evolution-
oriented books on geology. 2004  38 min.

Biblical Geology: Properly Understanding the Rocks  GR 9-COL  
#5120

Tas Walker. Walker gives logical criteria to use the history in Genesis 
to begin to determine if rocks were formed during creation, early Flood, 
late Flood, or post-Flood. This empowers you to reinterpret evolution-
oriented books on geology.   38 min.

*Biblical Geology: Properly Understanding the Rocks  HS-COL  
#6300

Todd Kent. Audio CD - lecture. 2005  

Biblical Roots of Order  GR 9-COL  #4010

Terry Mortenson. AUDIO. Does scientific evidence require us to bow to 
the 'Big Bang" theory of evolution? Gives many powerful scientific and 
biblical reasons to reject the Big Bang" and trust the Biblical account of 
the origin of the universe. 2007  50 min.

Big Bang": Fact or Fiction?~"  Gr 10-Col  #4024

John Mackay, John Polkinghorne. Creationist geologist Mackay 
debated physicist/theologian Polkinghorne at Liverpool Cathedral on 
March 8, 2005. The debate was filmed by the BBC. Q&A follows. 2005  
90 min.

Big Question Debate: "Is evolution compatible with the Christian 
faith?"  GR 7-COL  #5081

Dr. Henry Morris III. Learn how Scripture negates the concept of theistic 
evolution, why a living faith and a saving faith exemplify a solid belief in 
a special creation, and the challenges and confusion in academia 
regarding scriptural interpretation. 2009  219

Big Three, The:  Major Events that Changed History Forever  GR7-
COL  #1135

Jeff Baldwin. Audio CD - lecture. 2005  

Blind Faith  GR 9-COL  #4011

David Menton. Self-test study questions to enhance learning while 
viewing the DVD series "Body of Evidence." Copyrighted, but you may 
look at this one to decide whether to order copies for each viewer. Or, 
just ask the questions aloud and don't write in our copy, please. 2011  
64 pg.

Body of Evidence DVD Study Questions  GR 6-COL  #1137
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Elsie Larson, David & Elizabeth Haidle (ill.). Bombus flew just fine - until 
others persuaded him he wasn't meant for flight. He felt fat, ugly and 
different, and tired from walking all day. Then God told him that when 
He says you can, it doesn't matter what others say! With parent/teacher 
guide. 1997  35 pg.

Bombus the Bumblebee  PRE-GR 3  #1083

Hazel Rue, Sandy Thornton, ill.. Bomby learns from his family about life 
as a bombardier beetle, and we learn how bombardier beetles have 
something in common with fire-breathing dinosaurs! 1984  40 pg.

Bomby the Bombardier Beetle  K-GR 4  #1081

Marvin Lubenow. "A thorough examination of all the supposed pre-
human fossils. Includes thorough refutation of all evolutionary 
inferences drawn from these fossils. Book contains charts, illustrations, 
and extensive documentation." (per ICR) 1992  295 pg.

Bones of Contention  GR 11-COL  #1042

Dr. Mark Harwood. In tracing the chronological timeline of Biblical 
history from Creation to the Cross, dr. Harwood reveals the exciting 
implications of taking Genesis as true history, and shows how the 
scientific evidence is actually consistent with it.   61 min.

Brief, But True, History of Time, A  GR7-COL  #5145

Walter Brown; Lewis Mammal. Lively debate between Dr. Lewis 
Mammal (evolution) vs. Dr.Walter Brown (creation), held in Chicago. 
1987  2-1/2 hr.

Brown/Mammal Debate, May 2, 1987  HS-COL  #2005

Jack Cuozzo. The author, an orthodontist, studied actual Neanderthal 
remains in Europe. His findings indicate that not all that has been 
presented about Neanderthals is based on observed facts and the 
normal process of scientific inquiry!  Reads more like a novel than like 
a scientific treatise, but some parts are technical.  Hard to put down! 
1998  349 pg.

Buried Alive: The Startling Truth about Neanderthal Man  GR 12-
COL  #1061

Jack Cuozzo, James Kennedy. This orthodontist studied Neanderthal 
remains first-hand, and found evidence that they were intelligent, 
artistic, had beliefs about the after-life, and lived much longer than we! 
Also, their skulls were displayed in a museum with dislocated jaws, 
creating  an ape-like appearance.  Evolutionist scientists, upon hearing 
of his creationist interpretations, tried to stop his research. The Cuozzo 
family then had difficulty getting out of Europe alive! 1999  

Buried Alive; the Truth about Neanderthal Man  HS-COL  #2066

Jonathan Sarfati. "... Presents case after case for amazing design in 
the living world, and demolishes theories of chemical evolution of the 
first life. Yet ..., he is up-front about the truth of the Bible. This enables 
him to refute many anti-design arguments, and answer the key 
question: ‘Who is the Designer?’" 2008  260 pg.

By Design: Evidence for Nature's Intelligent Designer--the God of 
the Bible  GR 9-COL  #1126

Charles Jackson. Presentation to a middle-school science class, 
answering questions such as "Can Christians believe in evolution?" and 
"Did God use evolution?"   24 min.

Can a Cool Christian Chill with Evolution?  GR 5-8  #5205

Phillip Johnson, Michael Ruse. Title on the tape itself reads 
"DARWINISM: SCIENTIFIC INFERENCE OR  PHILOSOPHICAL 
PREFERENCE?" Debate between Johnson, a Berkely law professor, 
and Ruse, professor of zoology and philosophy of science. 1992  

Can Darwinism Be Reconciled with any Meaningful Form of 
Theistic Religion?  GR 11-COL  #6163

David Menton. Dr. Menton takes two teens on a teaching-tour through 
the major systems of the body …Humorous and insightful talks that 
leave audiences in hushed awe at the Creator's wisdom. Menton 
employs anatomical props, models, and microscopic images to teach 
about God's amazing designs for life. (Heart & circulatory system) 
2011  48/37 mins.

Cardiovascular System~The [Parts 1&2]  GR 6-COL  #5189

Lee Strobel. What do the discoveries of modern biology, physics, 
cosmology, and astronomy really tell us about the origin of life and the 
universe? Does contemporary scientific evidence point toward or away 
from a supernatural Creator? Strobel interviewed scientists and 
scholars from a wide range of disciplines for the answers.  CAUTION: 
Strobel believes in the Big Bang; MCF rejects it as unScriptural and 
with scientific problems of its own. 2006  60 min. +

*Case for a Creator ~The  GR 9-COL  #5059

D. James Kennedy et al.. "...the Evolutionary establishment which 
controls education, research, and government is withholding 
information from out students and the general public.  Discrimination 
and repressiosn are taking place against highly qualified educators and 
scientists. (per producers) 1988  45 min.

Case for Creation ~The  GR 8-COL  #6004

John C. Whitcomb. Were there really cave men? Were they ape-like 
brutes?  How do they fit into Scripture? Easily!   50 min.

Cave Men and Ape Men  HS-COL  #6094

David Menton. Dr. Menton takes two teens on a teaching-tour through 
the major systems of the body …Humorous and insightful talks that 
leave audiences in hushed awe at the Creator's wisdom. Menton 
employs anatomical props, models, and microscopic images to teach 
about God's amazing designs for life. 2011  40/35 mins.

Cells & Tissue [Parts 1 & 2]  GR 6-COL  #5186

Narrated. Severe flooding in the upper Colorado River region (about 
1982) caused Glen Canyon Dam tremendous erosion--within seconds. 
Compare this small flood's effect with the Biblical account of a 
worldwide flood, and you have a very plausible explanation for the vast 
sedimentary layers of earth's crust! ND  27 min.

Challenge at Glen Canyon Dam  GR 8-COL  #6005

Ken Ham. Ken's hard-hitting talk to church leaders about the 
consequences of compromise with evolution. His premise is that, while 
Christians can find Biblical support pro and con many questions, 
evolution is nowhere in Scripture. The Bible is the ultimate authority, not 
the teachings of fallible human beings.   30 min.?

Challenge to the Church -- Calling Christians Back to the Authority 
of the Bible  GR 8-COL  #2069

John MacKay and 2 others. Three presentations on 1 tape, revolving 
around Chaos theory: 1-SETI and DNA. 2-Human Anatomy: Lungs and 
Respiration. 3-Chaos Theory. Chaos theory is an attempt  to explain 
how chance caused evolution, although statistically impossible. 2001  2 
hrs.

Chaos or Creation  HS-COL  #6248

Jonathan Sarfati. "...how the laws of real chemistry prevent non-living 
chemicals from arranging themselves into living cells. Self-reproducing 
cells have far more complexity than Darwin imagined." 2004  

Chemicals to Living Cell: Fantasy or Science?  GR 9-COL  #6333

Francis Schaeffer. Philosopher Francis Schaeffer explains how the rise 
of a humanistic, evolutionary worldview has increased selfish and 
lawless behavior and lack of respect for human life. Presented  2/21/82 
at Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church. 1982  58 min.

Christian Manifesto ~A  HS-COL  #6278
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Richard Bliss. The originator of ICR's science education program talks 
about organizing science education around the attributes of God, 
teaching them to use critical thinking skills (i.e., observing).   50 min.

Christian Philosophy of Science Education  HS-COL  #2029

Jonathan Sarfati. Learn how the Christian worldview provided the 
assumptions required for the development of the scientific method itself 
and multiple advances in scientific knowledge, and how the "Dark 
Ages" were an age of technological advances. Also discusses the truth 
about Galileo, and about the myth of belief in a flat earth.   52 min.

*Christian Roots of Science ~The  GR 8-COL  #5204

Thomas Baurain. Radio Bible class on Genesis chapters 1-11, taught 
by a former research chemist. These are the first 4 of 8 tapes, 
containing the first 8 of 16 sessions. This replaces half of #2002.   45 
min/side

Christians in a Scientific World (Units 1-8)  GR 11-COL  #2062

Thomas Baurain. Radio Bible class on Genesis chapters 1-11, taught 
by a former research chemist. These are the last 4 of 8 tapes, 
containing the last 8 of 16 sessions. This replaces half of #2002.   45 
min/side

Christians in a Scientific World (Units 9-16)  GR 11-COL  #2063

D. James Kennedy. Sermons on what the Founding Fathers meant by 
their wording of the 1st Amendment, and its mis-interpretation by the 
20th century Supreme Court.   2 x 25 min.

Church & State  GR 8-COL  #2059

Irwin Moon. "God's design for man and bees is worlds apart...yet you 
can learn lessons from the bees which point to God's design for human 
relationships." Stresses complexity and perfection of bees' instincts. 
1962  28 min.

City of the Bees  GR 4-COL  #6006

William Gibbons, Kent Hovind. Bill Gibbons searches the world for 
animals thought extinct or non-existant, such as dinosaurs and dodos. 
Historical and recent evidence for the Loch Ness Monster, sea serpents 
and dragons, gigantic snakes and birds, Bigfoot, pterosaurs. 1999  72 
pg.

Claws, Jaws, and Dinosaurs  GR 9-COL  #1105

Bob Devine. Uncle Bob interviews a deep-sea animal, found far down in 
the ocean and in the fossil record, and a honey bee.   

Cliff the Sea Cucumber/Betsy Honeybee  GR 3-6  #2013

John Mackay. A Biblical and scientific view of climate change. Topics: 
Is man causing global warming? Is it global worming, climae change, or 
tax revenue? What was weather like at creation, and  how has it 
changed? Effects of the Flood. What does the Bible say about God's 
role in weather, and future weather? Polar bears and extinction. 2007  
60 min.

Climate Change and Creation  GR 10-COL  #5121

Richard & Tina Kleiss. One page per day (365 days) of fascinating 
evidences for creation and the Bible's accuracy. Snippets are from all 
areas of science. Also contains a topical index and bibliography. 2004  
365+ pg.

Closer Look at the Evidence ~A  GR 7-COL  #1106

Narrated. 3 films shortened (10 min. each) from adult-level titles. 
(Moody): "Watch the woodpecker at work--providing food for many 
animals during bleak winter months. Explore the vast reaches of space, 
from the sun to beyond the reaches of the Milky Way." "…and gain an 
appreciation for earth's most vital substance…" 1985  30 min.

Clown-Faced Carpenter/Journey to the Stars/Water Water 
Everywhere  GR 2-6  #5048

Narrated. 3  films shortened (10 min. each) from adult-level titles. 
(Moody): "Watch the woodpecker at work--providing food for many 
animals during bleak winter months. Explore the vast reaches of space, 
from the sun to beyond the reaches of the Milky Way." "…and gain an 
appreciation for earrth's most vital substance…" 1985  30 min.

Clown-Faced Carpenter/Journey to the Stars/Water Water 
Everywhere (GONE. USE DVD #5048)  GR 2-6  #6063

Georgia Purdom. [Explores] the fascinating world of DNA and clearly 
show[s] that "junk" DNA isn't junk and that mutations and natural 
selection are headed in the wrong direction, corrupting and decreasing 
information in DNA making evolution impossible. The origin of such 
diversity and variability could only be the God of the Bible! 2007  45 min.

Code of Life: DNA - Information, and Mutations  GR 10-COL  #5184

Calvin Smith. Using  still images and computer animation, Calvin 
explains (using non-scientific language) how the latest scientific 
discoveries about the building blocks of life, and the intriguing concepts 
of information theory, militates against the idea of a materialistic origin 
of the life. Very clear, very powerful!   31 & 38 min.

*Codes & Creation  GR 9-COL  #5113

Phillip E. Johnson. Dr. Johnson is speaking at Covenant College 1996  

Coming Transformation of Science ~The  GR 11-COL  #2039

David Bergman. Presents a spinning charged ring model of the atom, 
providing insight into the basic nature of matter and unifying the 
fundamental forces that hold atoms and molecules together. Tape 
made at the CRSEF Conference 1999. OK to copy for personal use. 
1999  50 min.

Common Sense Approach to the Atom  HS-COL  #6241

Kent Hovind. "The best" snippets of many presentations on evidences 
for creation and a world-wide Flood, with a few other issues thrown in. 
2008  2 hours

Confronting Evolution: Highlights from the Creation Seminar 
Series  GR 6-COL  #5209

Donald Chittick, Chris Fabry. Don Chittick is interviewed on WMBI's 
"Open Line" radio program for the evidence concerning creation and 
evolution. He's very knowledgeable, and has an attitude you never need 
to apologize for.   2 hrs?

Controversy: Roots of the Creation/Evolution Conflict ~The  HS-
COL  #2010

John  Whitcomb. An unlikely person to become a theologian and 
creation apologist tells how this happened.   50 min.

Conversion of an Evolutionist ~The  HS-COL  #6105

Ian Juby. Part 19: Responses to detractors, sometimes agreeing with 
them on points, sometimes not.
Part 20: More responses to detractors, on Columbia river flood basalts, 
polystrate trees, and skeptical claims on Noah's ark. 2008  28/28 min.

Corrections / Answering the detractors  GR 7-COL  #5101

Bob Devine. Crinoids are those fossils you often find in limestone, that 
look like fish backbones. The flower-like head is usually absent, 
(probably torn off by violent currents in the Flood). They were thought 
extinct until Man began to explore the depths of the sea.  Sally the Seal 
has her story for you, too!   

Cory Crinoid/Sally the Crab-Eating Seal  GR 3-6  #2020

Russell Humphreys. A very simplified intro to Humphreys' book 
"Starlight and Time." During the talk, the video of that book was shown; 
not reproduced in this video. Compares the Big Bang model to 
Humphrey's "Time Dilation" model of the origin of the universe. 
Excellent presentation, but graphics are not great. 2001  90 min. ~

Cosmology and a Young World  GR 10-COL  #6302
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Russell Humphreys, Donn Chapman (host). Four programs from 
Cornerstone TB's series on evidences for creation. Dr. Humphreys 
explains details of his Time Dilation theory, and many evidences for a 
young universe and earth.   116 min.

Cosmos: Created & Young!  GR 10-COL  #5166

Actors. Great photography, sing-along songs, interesting characters. 
1991  35 min.

Countdown to Adventure  PRE-GR 3  #6057

Danny Faulkner. Almost every hard-surfaced body in the solar system 
has craters. Why? They tell us something about what's been happening 
in the solar system, especially the moon. Dr. Faulkner is fun to learn 
from! 2001  90 min.

Craters & the Age/History of the Solar System  HS-COL  #6275

Jason Lisle. Be taken on a journey beyond our solar system to the edge 
of the known universe. 2007  23 min.

Created Cosmos  GR7-COL  #5128

Jonathan Sarfati, Ken Ham and others. Rebuts the claims of the PBS 
series 'Evolution.' Intended to be played on a computer. 
Comprehensive coverage of too many topics to list. Contains over 350 
pages of  PDF text files, over 40 min. of video (including "From a Frog 
to a Prince," and over 3 hours of audio. 2001  

Creation ... A shattering critique of the PBS/NOVA 'Evolution' 
series  GR 8-COL  #4013

Bruce Malone. Two presentations. 1-Darwinists/atheists will fight to the 
death for "billions of years" of time, which is essential to evolutionism. 
Gives many evidences for a recent creation. What's happened as the 
church has abandoned belief in straighforward interpretation of 
Scripture. 2-Focuses on geological evidences for a world-wide Flood 
and recent creation.   

Creation 101  GR 8-COL  #5208

Ken Ham. Message from 2 Pet 3: in the last days people will deny 
creation and Noah's flood, and coming judgment by fire. Evidence for 
creation and against evolution. 1991  52 min.

Creation and the Last Days  GR 8-COL  #6078

Henry Morris Jr.. "To understand the end, you must understand the 
beginning. Dr. Morris shows how Creation is tied to the Second 
Coming. The Bible's prophetic writers give key "signs" of the return of 
Christ. The author shows how each "sign" is an outgrowth of 
evolutionary thought. 1991  194 pg.

Creation and the Second Coming  HS-COL  #1022

Jason Lisle. Fast-paced overview of evidences for creation in the earth, 
other planets, moons, galaxies, size of the universe, how the Bible 
reflects the Laws of Thermodynamics, and more. Discusses the Big 
Bang model's "Horizon Problem." Excellent videography, graphics 
edited in, slightly raspy audio. 2004  36 min.

Creation Astronomy: Viewing the Universe Through Biblical 
Glasses  HS-COL  #5011

Ken Ham. "How to practically use creation evangelism in today's world.  
Why do the usual evangelistic methods no longer work? How do you 
reach non-Christians with the Gospel? Does the church need 
evangelizing? Why is creation important in witnessing?" 1990  61 min.

Creation Evangelism  HS-COL  #6008

Ken Ham. Evangelism methods that used to work well, now don't!  
We're talking to people who have little belief or knowledge of the Bible, 
and even many Christians don't believe the Bible is true when it speaks 
of creation! The first 15 minutes are focused on why your children need 
a solid knowledge of creation; the final 30 minutes are about why non-
Christians often need an understanding of creation  to understand the 
Gospel itself. Like the pagan Greeks to whom Paul preached a 
message that started with creation, modern society doesn't understand 
where evil comes from, why the crucifixion of Jesus was needed, and 
what the Gospel is!   50 min.

Creation Evangelism for a Pagan World  HS-COL  #6009

David Catchpoole. Terrorist attacks against the West by so-called 
"Islamic extremists" embolden atheists to cry "religion is bad!, and then 
they rail against Christianity. In such an environment, how can 
Christians hope to effectively proclaim the gospel? A crucial key, as 
examples show, is to face the origins issue head-on, which is 
foundational to every belief system.   54 min.

Creation Evangelism in an Islam-Aware World    #5163

David Catchpoole. For Catchpoole, the Gospel was foolishness until he 
realized that evolution failed to explain scientific evidence. When that 
barrier broke, the Bible was believable. He explains that  society does 
not repsond to "just the Gospel," because they believe the Bible itself is 
unreliable. He challenges us to learn answers to questions regarding 
the Bible's truthfulness, and use them to take the Gospel to the world. 
2010  60 min.

Creation Evangelism: Sharing Your Faith  GR 8-COL  #5122

Paul Bartz. Twelve 2-minute segments on various toics: language, 
dandelions, criminal behavior, and many more. 1993  27 min.

Creation Moments-May 1993  GR 8-COL  #2023

John Whitcomb. Which is the final authority: science or Scripture? 
Whitcomb points out that many modern "creationists" reject both 
evolution AND the Bible's account of creation. Biblical creationism can 
not be reconciled with evolution, and just being a "creationist" can still 
leave one headed for Hell. Numerous examples of what Scripture says 
about origins. Graphics are hard to see. 2001  55 min.

Creation of the World ~The  GR 10-COL  #6301

Rick Thompson. Focuses on the differences between creation and 
evolution. Ventriloquist Rick Thompson converses with Sidney, his 
"dummy", whose questions are ones we all ask about where we came 
from, the flood, earth history, dinosaurs, and more. Sidney also sings 
and entertains with humor. 2000  45 min.

Creation or Evolution: What's the Difference?  GR 2-7  #6231

Russ Bixler, Charles Liebert. Three 30-minute programs, well-
illustrated. 1-"Creation or Evolution, Two Science Models,"  is a good, 
careful comparison of the 2 models. 2-"Dinosaurs, Created by God" 
explains the problems with the dino-to-bird model, also. 3-"The 
Implications of Evolution" proves that worldviews have consequences! 
1996  3 x 27 min.

Creation Science with Charlie Liebert  GR 7-COL  #6220

Duane Gish. "..evaluates the major arguments for and against special 
creation and defends creation scientists against the distorted, 
inaccurate attacks of evolutionists....a fascinating account of the battle 
between opposing world views." (per publisher) 1993  460 pg.

Creation Scientists Answer Their Critics  HS-COL  #1038
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Jerry Bergman, Dann Chapman (interviewer). 2 programs on one DVD. 
"Creation Stories": Similarities and differences among creation stories 
in different cultures. Dr. Bergman argues that the similarities are due to 
a common origin! The Bible's story stands out as unembellished and 
believable. "Vestigial Origins": Over 100 organs of the human body 
were once called "vestigial," useless leftovers from evolutionary 
ancestors. That 100 is now 0, and recent additions to the list are 
debunked herein.   30 min. each

Creation Stories | Vestigial Organs  GR 9-COL  #5104

Bill Jack. Audio CD - lecture. 2005  

Creation vs. Evolution  GR 9-COL  #4009

Monty White. For years Dr. White accepted the ideas of theistic 
evolution, until his faith in those views was challenged!  Through his 
own studies in the lack of evidence for chemical evolution, the fossil 
records and various dating methods, he became convinced of a literal 
Genesis and rejected molecules-to-man evolution. 2006  43 min.

Creation, Evolution and Deception  GR7-COL  #5135

John Dingess vs. Dr. Sandra Steingraber. A creationist scientist (John 
Dingess, President, Midwest Creation Fellowship) and an evolutionist 
scientist (?) are interviewed and questioned by the audience on this 
Chicago TV show for teenagers. 1993  30 min.

Creation/Evolution  GR 7-12  #6148

Donald Chittick. Evolutionists have freely confessed that science itself 
was made possible by the Judeo/Christian worldview. Most branches of 
science were initiated by creationist scientists. So, if creationism has 
such wonderful evidence as some of us claim, why did most scientists 
come to reject it? 1992  50 min.

Creation/Evolution Historical Perspective ~A  HS-COL  #6149

Ken Ham. Points out that creationists and evolutionists both tend to be 
biased, and through those biases see (or refuse to see) facts and 
logical conclusions. 1986  50 min.

Creation: Facts and Bias  HS-COL  #6007

John MacKay. Lively, very understandable lecture concerning how the 
information in a created object, such as a boomerang or DNA, points to 
an intelligent Designer. Major focus is DNA. Filmed at Griffith University 
Fellowship in Australia. 1998  60 min.

Creation: the Final Proof  GR 11-COL  #6235

A. Asbury, L. Bevill, B. Carlisle, A. Chrisman, L. Harris, M. Harris, G. 
Long, C. Morgan, B. Sprague. Nine Christian musicians present this 
inspirational album of songs highlighting God's creation of the universe. 
(Do NOT copy this. Buy it.) 2004  

Creation: The Story of Life  GR 6-COL  #4004

Eric Hovind. Eight 1-minute videos on various topics, with "cutting-edge 
digital technology." Fast-paced; will make you think. (Also available 
online, no charge!) Might be good as a "commercial" during a series of 
meetings,  good discussion starter. (OK to copy, unedited, for free 
distribution only.) 2012  1-min. x 8

CreationMinute.com (Episodes 1-8)  GR 8-COL  #5177

John Mackay. AUDIO. Biblical view of marriage. 2001  

Creator & Marriage ~The  GR 9-COL  #4019

John C. Whitcomb. Through the Old and New Testaments, Jesus 
Himself is shown as the Creator of all things!   50 min.

Creator of the World  HS-COL  #6095

John C. Whitcomb. "Creator" emphasizes that Scripture frequently 
refers to Jesus as the Creator, and discusses His relationship to others 
in the Trinity.  "Origin" stresses that Biblical and scientific evidences 
concerning creation allow for no form of evolution.   1 cass.

Creator of the World/The Origin of Life ~The  HS-COL  #2004

Don Batten. God created things in a way that thwarts evolutionary story-
telling. See how mutations and natural selection contradict evolution, 
and how microbes-to-microbiologists evolution is impossible. See the 
incredible workings inside cells with the latest, original, cutting-edge 
animation showing how cells make proteins.   48 min.

Creatures Do Change But It's Not Evolution  GR 9-COL  #5197

Jerry Bergman. Examples of discrimination against religious faith in 
hiring, admittance to grad schools, etc. Author has been one of its 
victims. 1984  80 pg.

Criterion: Religious Discrimination in America ~The  GR 11-COL  
#1016

Bill Jack. Audio CD - lecture. 2005  

Critical Thinking  GR 9-COL  #4008

Animated. Animated version of the book. Teaches the alphabet with 
rhyme, focusing on dinosaurs and the Flood. 1992  15 min.

*D Is for Dinosaur (DVD is #5026)  PRE-GR 3  #6086

Ken & Mally Ham. Animated version of the book. Teaches the alphabet 
with rhyme, focusing on dinosaurs and the Flood. 2002  15 miin.

D Is for Dinosaur (VHS is #6086)  PRE-GR 3  #5026

Animated. Animated version of The Pilgrim's Progress by Bunyan, 
broken into 9-15 minute segments. Introduces children to the dangers 
and adventures of committed Christian living. Don't miss! 1985  135 
min.

*Dangerous Journey  GR 2-COL  #6169

Kent Hovind. Throughout history, evolutionary philosophies have taught 
a "might makes right" attitude, making it possible for dictators to 
brutalize the masses. Evolution-based teaching is now creating a "New 
World Order" that will probably serve the Antichrist. (In 2 parts.) [DVD: 
5174]   118 min.~

Dangers of Evolution ~The  GR 7-COL  #6311

Kent Hovind. "…reveals the terrible effects that evolutionary beliefs 
have had on societies throughout history." (Per the producer) (OK to 
copy, unedited, for free distribution only.) 2012  123 min.

Dangers of Evolution~The  GR 6-COL  #5174

Henry Morris Jr.. Belief in some form of evolution goes back to 
antiquity. Its results are never positive! Good information, but the 
presentation is not very lively. 1991  50 min.

Dark History of Evolution  HS-COL  #6069

Erwin Lutzer. AUDIO. Four sermons by master preacher Dr. Erwin 
Lutzer, from January 2010. Titles: The Tale of Two Graves, God's 
Great Universe, God's First Couple, The Fingerprints of God. Each is 
about 33-40 minutes long. 2010  4 sermons

Darwin Delusion~The  HS-COL  #4025

John Mackay. Beautifully filmed around the world for the 200th 
Anniversary of Darwin's birth. Mackay and his colleagues show the 
physical evidences that Darwin was wrong, and the "death before 
Adam" compromise concept is contrary to the fossils, let alone the 
Bible. 2009  75 min.

Darwin on the Rocks (parts 1 & 2)  GR 9 - COL  #5123
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Phillip E. Johnson. Argues that Darwinism is accepted on faith, with 
conflicting information being disregarded. Author is a professor of law at 
Berkely. Book is highly praised by a variety of biologists, philosophers, 
etc. Very readable! 1991  195 pg.

Darwin on Trial  HS-COL  #1020

Phillip E. Johnson. As a result of reading Richard Dawkins' book "The 
Blind Watchmaker," Johnson became skeptical of evolution, finding that 
evolution's support depended more on philosophical presuppositions 
than on fact and reason.  Lecture and interview with Phillip Johnson. 
1992  

Darwin on Trial  GR 11-COL  #2044

Norman Macbeth. "How modern science not only fails to confirm 
Darwinian theory but finds new mystery in the course of evolution." 
(Book cover)  Author is a Harvard-trained lawyer who writes with logic, 
fact and wit. Non-religious perspective. 1971  178 pg.

Darwin Retried: an appeal to reason  GR 11-COL  #1024

 In this expansive documentary the HMS Beagle...retraces Charles 
Darwin's voyage in lavish detail, examining his findings and remarkable 
conclusions and their implications in the light of modern knowledge. 
Filmed in South America, United Kingdom, North America, Australia 
and Europe, 'Darwin: The Voyage That Shook The World' features 
dramatic period recreations and stunning nature cinematography, all 
interwoven with scholars, scientists and Darwin experts who share 
differing perspectives on the man and the controversy he stirred.  2009  
54 min.

Darwin: The Voyage That Shook The World  GR 5-COL  #5200

Phillip Johnson. Impossibility of spontaneous formation of life. Asserts 
that ALL evidence should be allowed in discussions of origins. 
Presented to students & faculty at UCLA -Irvine 2/6/92. No visuals, but 
excellent speaker. 1992  105 min.

Darwinism on Trial  GR 11-COL  #6110

Jon Buell, Virginia Hearn (Eds.). Proceedings of a symposium entitles: 
"Darwinism: Scientific Inference or Philosophical Preference?"  Held on 
the Southern Methodist Univ. camput in Dallas, TX, March 26-28, 
1992.  Contains transcript of the Johnson/Ruse debate (our Cat #6163). 
1994  229 pg.

Darwinism: Science or Philosophy?  COL  #1052

Phillip Johnson. Lecture at UC Santa Barbara. Challenges audience to 
view .. evolution as..philosophy. Discusses 3 viewpoints on Darwinism. 
Q&A afterwards. 1993  2 hrs.

Darwinism: Science or Philosophy?  GR 11-COL  #6112

D. James Kennedy. ". . .looks at the grim social impact of Charles 
Darwin's idea that all life is the product of time and chance. That theory 
. . . Laid the foundation for genocide in Nazi Germany." Interviews with 
Ann Coulter, Lee Strobel, Francis Collins, Jonathan Wells, Phillip 
Johnson, Michael Behe, Ian Taylor, Richard Weikart. 2006  60 min.

Darwin's Deadly Legacy: The Chilling Impact of Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution  GR 9-COL  #5049

John Ankerberg, John Weldon. "This reader-friendly guide examines-- 
how Darwin's theory became 'fact'; why evolution is more 'religion' than 
scientific theory; the major arguments against evolution, including fossil 
and scientific support; the objective evidence that supports creation; the 
difference creation makes in who we are and how we live." 1998  392 
pg.

Darwin's Leap of Faith  GR 12-COL  #1067

Mike Riddle. Careful, easy-to-follow explanations of Carbon-14 and 
Potassium-Argon dating methods: how they should work, underlying 
(false) assumptions of each method, and examples of when they have 
yielded very inaccurate results.   54 min.

*Dating Fossils and Rocks  GR 8-COL  #6243

Roger Oakland. "Dinosaur extinction …seems to fascinate just about 
everyone. [Their] fossilized remains … have been found buried …all 
over the world, at a time when the climate was subtropical from pole to 
pole. …were they destroyed by a global catastrophe…?" The scientific 
evidences are examined here in a Biblical framework… and they fit! 
1992  30 min.

Death of the Dinosaur ~The  GR 7-COL  #6138

Laurence Tisdall, Jason Wiles. Debate during the Michael Coren Show, 
Dec. 7, 2007. Note: commercials were edited out, so there are brief 
silent spaces on the program. 2007  

Debate: Creation vs Evolution  HS-COL  #5087

Phillip E. Johnson. "… the key to defeating the false claims of 
Darwinism is to open our minds to good thinking habits. Here is first-
rate advice on avoiding common mistakes in discussions about 
evolution, understanding the legacy of the Scopes trial, spotting 
deceptive arguments, and grasping the basic scientific issues without 
getting bogged down…" 1997  131 pg.

Defeating Darwinism by Opening Minds  GR 10-COL  #1101

John Morris. "Filmed on location at Mt. Ararat, in nearby Turkish towns 
and inside the...headquarters of the Institute for Creation 
Research....answers troubling questions of the Great Flood....breath-
taking scenery too!" 1992?  32 min.

*Deluge ~The  GR 6-COL  #6085

Byron Nelson. "A scientifically dependable, yet popular analysis of the 
theory of evolution."--John C. Whitcomb, Jr. "...refutation of the theory 
of evolution from a geological standpoint...meets the evolutionist on his 
own ground..." (Book's back cover). 1968  190+ pg.

Deluge Story in Stone ~The  HS-COL  #1013

Philip Bell. The argument for design seems so compelling, yet so many 
people don't 'see' it. Why? And if things really were intelligently 
designed, why the rampant death and suffering in the world? Does the 
Bible really answer these challenges? Yes!   55 min.

Design, Death & Suffering  GR 7 - COL  #5160

John Mackay. History of the world through the Biblical record of man’s 
inventions and technology. From the perfection of Creation, through the 
fallen world, to the new heavens and new earth. What is a primitive 
man and how do you become one? 2004  50 min.

Devolution of Man -- From Skyscrapers to Stone Age ~The  GR 11-
COL  #5077

John Mackay. If God made all living things, why do we have parasitic 
organisms? Shows how man's choices, and the consequences of 
Adam's first sin, brought imbalance, sickness and death. Great 
witnessing tool! 2004  1:06

Did a Good God Make Bad Bugs?  GR 9-COL  #5076

Ken Ham. What's wrong with taking taking the six days of creation as 
non-literal? Doesn't the word "day" in Genesis 1 have multiple 
meanings? Ken also discusses the consequences of putting Scripture's 
authority on the same level as that of finite humans, who have an anti-
supernatural bias. 2000  30 min.

Did God Create in 6 Literal Days?  GR 6-COL  #6324
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David A. DeWitt. "Who were the Neanderthals? Dumb brutes or our 
relatives? Their existence is a challenge to evolutionists and 
progressive creationists. But geneticist Dr DeWitt shows that 
Neanderthals were our brothers, descended from the same gene pool 
as Adam's other descandants." 2003  56 min.

Did Neanderthals and Modern Humans Share a Common Gene 
Pool?  GR 10-COL  #5037

Kent Hovind. Symbiosis is the dependence of two organisms on each 
other for life. It's fairly common. This is taken as evidence that a 
Creator alone could produce such complexity in nature.   30/30 min.

Did Symbiosis Evolve?/Design Demands a Designer  HS-COL  
#2036

David Menton. Dr. Menton takes two teens on a teaching-tour through 
the major systems of the body …Humorous and insightful talks that 
leave audiences in hushed awe at the Creator's wisdom. Menton 
employs anatomical props, models, and microscopic images to teach 
about God's amazing designs for life. 2011  37/37 mins.

Digestive System~The [Parts 1&2]  GR 6-COL  #5191

Bryant Wood. Contrary to expectations of secular archaeologists, 
Sodom and Gomorrah have apparently been found! Dr. Wood gives a 
brief history of archaeological work in the area, and explains how 
artifacts and data from ancient documents correlate with Genesis. 
2001  1 hr.~

Digging Up the Sin Cities of Sodom & Gomorrah  GR 9-COL  #6305

Eugene Sattler. Sattler talks with his granddaughter about the age of 
the earth, Noah's Ark, dinosaurs on the ark, modern sightings of 
possible plesiosaurs, pre-Flood giant plants, animals and humans, and 
dinosaurs in the Bible.   20 min.

Dinosaur Discoveries: Creation, dinosaurs and the Flood  K-GR 4  
#2030

John Morris. Did the dinosaurs die hundreds of millions of years before 
man?  Apparently not! 1990  53 min.

Dinosaur Mystery Solved ~The  HS-COL  #6010

Ken Ham. In SPANISH

Learn about the amazing dinosaurs from a completely different 
perspective--the Bible.

Aprenda acerca de los dinosaurios asombrosos desde una perspective 
completamente diferente--la Biblia! 2007  48 min

Dinosaurios y la Biblia  GR7-COL  #5152

Mace Baker. Facts about different types of dinosaurs. Black/white 
illustrations. 1991  199 p.

Dinosaurs  GR 8-12  #1034

Russ Hanson. What do dinosaurs have to do with the Bible? Did they 
live with man? Why were they so big? Were they on the ark and are 
they here today? The Bible has answers for the dinosaurs and Russ is 
excited about sharing these Truths with you.   62 min.

Dinosaurs ~The  GR 7-COL  #5061

Explore the Biblical record, the fossil record, and "dragon" stories from 
around the world.  2007  11 min.+extra

Dinosaurs and Dragon Legends  GR3-COL  #5132

Dennis Swift. Ancient rock carvings, paintings, and figurines 
demonstrate that the human race has seen dinosaurs!  Some of the on-
screen graphics are clear; some are poor. 2000  64 min.

Dinosaurs and Man  GR 9-COL  #6280

John C. Whitcomb. Evolutionists claim that dinosaurs died out about 70 
million years ago, and men never saw them. Creationists claim they 
were created along with man on Day 6 of Creation Week. How can 
anyone know, when we weren't there?   50 min.

Dinosaurs and Men  HS-COL  #6093

David Unfred. "Is the fate of dinosaurs alluded to in the Bible? What 
changes occurred that made them extinct? Is it possible that there are 
still some living awaiting discovery?" (HH) Well illustrated. 1990  47 pg.

Dinosaurs and the Bible  GR 4-8  #1014

Kent Hovind. "…traces the Biblical and historical references to 
dinosaurs and includes interviews with people who claim to have seen 
living dinosaurs."  (Per the producer) (OK to copy, unedited, for free 
distribution only.) 2012  145 min.

Dinosaurs and the Bible  GR 6-COL  #5172

Gary Parker. Easy-going, humorous presentation, made to students of 
about junior high age. Covers dinos in the Bible, sizes, what they ate, 
giantism of life forms in the past, dinos on the ark, climate before and 
after the Flood, historical sightings of dinos, and the possibility that 
some still exist. Poor audio, and you might want to adjust the color. 
1994  43 min.

Dinosaurs and the Bible  GR 6-COL  #6246

Kent Hovind. Dr. Hovind traces the Biblical and historical refernces to 
dinosaurs and interviews people who claim to have seen living 
dinosaurs. [DVD: 5172] 2002  

Dinosaurs and the Bible  GR7-COL  #6340

Duane Gish. Scientific and Biblical questions considered. Lively style of 
writing, with colored illustrations and photo of 1977 find of dead 
(apparent) plesiosaur.  Maps of findings of dino fossils, per type of 
dinosaur. 1992  88 pg.

Dinosaurs by Design  GR 6-9  #1026

David Menton. Presents evidence that dinosaurs were designed by an 
Intelligent Designer, and were not the products of slime and chance. 
Some of this evidence is in the Bible's descriptions of "behemoth" and 
"leviathan" - probably a sauropod and a marine dinosaur, respectively. 
2003  50 min.

Dinosaurs by Design  GR 8-COL  #5024

David Menton. Presents evidence that dinosaurs were designed by an 
Intelligent Designer, and were not the products of slime and chance. 
Some of this evidence is in the Bible's descriptions of "behemoth" and 
"leviathan" - probably a sauropod and a marine dinosaur, respectively. 
2003  50 min.

Dinosaurs by Design  GR 9-COL  #6298

Ken Ham. Both the Bible and world-wide legends put gigantic reptiles in 
the world with man, contrary to the assertions of those who believe 
dinosaurs died millions of years before man existed. Ken says they can 
be "missionary lizards to a lost world" of today! 2000  30 min.

Dinosaurs In the Bible?  GR 6-COL  #6323

Ken Ham, Buddy Davis. Ken Ham & Buddy Davis teach myriads of 
facts, including that dinosaurs are the "dragons" of old,  that humans 
have seen them, and Noah had them on the Ark, so they did NOT die 
long before humans existed. Original songs, excellent teaching, review 
questions, and an explanation of the Gospel. Extra material: "Raising 
Godly Children in an Ungodly World (Cat# 6224). A must-see! 2004  2 x 
30 min.

*Dinosaurs, Genesis & the Gospel  PRE-GR 4  #5010
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John MacKay. MacKay's unique video, filmed around the world, relates 
features of modern animals to a Biblical interpretation of dinosaurs. Do 
sharp teeth prove dinosaurs originally ate meat? Were thick skin and 
sharp spines for defense only? There's more to this tale! 1995  28 min.

*Dinosaurs: "The Rest of the Tail"  GR 3-COL  #6229

Ken Ham. "In this 70-minute video, Ken Ham answers some of the 
most-asked questions about dinosaurs from a Scriptural framework: 
Were dinosaurs on the Ark? Are they mentioned in the Bible?" (AIG) 
1997  70 min.

Dinosaurs: Missionary Lizards to the Lost World  GR 7-12  #6219

Duane Gish. Discusses different kinds of dinosaurs, the possibility that 
some were able to "breathe fire" like the bombardier beetle today, what 
may have happened to them, and when they lived.  Well illustrated. 
1977  62 pg.

Dinosaurs: Those Terrible Lizards  GR 4-7  #1001

Duane Gish. Dinosaurs: their nature and origin. Somewhat dull 
presentation, but good info. 1991  52 min.

Dinosaurs: Those Terrible Lizards  HS-COL  #6076

Alexander Williams, John Hartnett. Fairly readable treatment of 
technical topics in astronomy and Biblical theology. 2005  346 pg.

Dismantling the Big Bang  Gr 12-COL  #1115

Jason Lisle. The vast universe is an amazing reminder of the awesome 
power of God! Beyond human comprehension, the universe contains 
over 100 billion galaxies, each with millions to trillions of stars. Some 
are so incredibly far away that it has supposedly taken billions of years 
for their light to reach Earth. Yet, the Bible indicates that the universe is 
only thousands of years old. How does light from distant galaxies reach 
Earth within the biblical timescale? 2005  47 min.

Distant' Starlight Not a Problem for a Young Universe ~'  GR 10-
COL  #5036

Narrated. "...journey through the human brain,...witness extraordinary 
footage fro inside a beating human heart...this video reveals how every 
part of the human body points unmistakably towards the Master 
Craftsman who created us all." (MIS)   58 min.

*Distinctively Human  GR 3-COL  #6012

Ken Ham. Explains basic genetic principles that demonstrate that 
evolution is not possible! Changes do occur, but they are destructive or 
neutral, not  what would be needed for evolution to take place. Natural 
selection is real, but only selects what has already come into existence. 
The Bible states that creatures reproduce their own "kind," and science 
demonstrates it every day!   

Do Animals "Evolve"?  GR7-COL  #6344

Ken Ham. Explains basic genetic principles that demonstrate that 
evolution is not possible! Changes do occur, but they are destructive or 
neutral, not  what would be needed for evolution to take place. Natural 
selection is real, but only selects what has already come into existence. 
The Bible states that creatures reproduce their own "kind," and science 
demonstrates it every day! 2000  30 min.

Do Animals "Evolve?"  GR 7-COL  #5045

David Menton. It is often claimed that nothing in biology makes sense 
except in the light of evolution, but this is simply not the case.  
Examining evolutionist claims about the eye, the origin of feathers, and 
human hair answers the title question with an emphatic YES. 2007  56 
min.

Does Biology Make Sense Without Darwin?  GR7-COL  #5140

Mike Riddle. Evolution disagrees with 7 basic Biblical teachings, 
scientific laws and the fossil record. Some Christians  believe that God 
used evolution. Non-theists believe that nature created the cosmos and 
living things. So what? Nobody ever DIED as a result . . .  right?   55 
min.

Does it Matter What We Believe?  GR 8-COL  #6242

Josh McDowell. For groups of junior to senior high. Interactive video 
lessons and activities in 4 sessions. Based on Josh McDowell's book 
"Evidence That Demands a Verdict."  Examines the uniqueness and 
reliability of the Bible, and the proper method for examining its 
claims." - (Review by Grizzly Adams Productions). 1992  4 sessions

Don't Check Your Brains at the Door  GR 7-COL  #7002

Demitri Kuznetzov. Russian scientist discusses what's happening with 
creationism in Russia, plus his own testimony. 1994  

Dr. Demitri Kuznetzov at Northwest Nazarene College Chapel 10-5-
94  HS-COL  #2028

Duane Gish, Madalyn Murray O'Hair. Well-known atheist O'Hair 
debates a scientist from the Institute for Creation Research.  "The Talk 
of Houston radio program 4/20/76. 1976  1 hr.

Dr. Duane Gish vs. Madalyn Murray O'Hair (debate)  HS-COL  #2031

Various. Recorded at the memorial service for the founder of the 
Institute for Creation Research. Dr. Morris and John Whitcomb co-wrote 
"The Genesis Flood," credited with jump-starting the modern creationist 
movement. He was a "bulldog" for Biblical authority, especially in its 
history in Genesis. 2006  90 min.

Dr. Henry M. Morris: A Memorial  GR 7-COL  #5053

Carl Wieland, Darrell Wiskur. Gigantic animals of the sea have received 
much less press than their land counterparts. Sixteen chapters focus 
on individual types of reptiles, fish, squid, and mammals. Pictures, 
maps, photos. 2005  77 pg.

Dragons of the Deep  GR 10-COL  #1117

Presents startling and verifiable evidence that humans walked with 
dinosaurs. Based on the book of same title by Derek Isaacs.  2010  75 
min.

Dragons or Dinosaurs?  GR7-COL  #5144

Gary & Mary Parker. Colorful and interesting discussion of fossils and 
the Genesis Flood. Aimed at small fry, but they may need you to read it 
to them. 1995  80 pg.

Dry Bones and Other Fossils  GR 3-4  #1051

Narrated. Birds that migrate without getting lost, bats' ecolocation, and 
fish that lay eggs one night a year, on the land, when the tide is exactly 
right, all point to Someone Who designed the living world!   28 min.

*Dust or Destiny  GR 4-COL  #6062

Bill Jack. Audio CD - lecture. 2005  

Duties of a Good Soldier  GR 9-COL  #4007

Carl Wieland. We hear it all the time: "Evolution is happening all around 
us!" This superb presentation shows clearly that the examples used are 
actually the opposite of what would support evolution. Both natural 
selection and mutation fit beautifully within the biblical framework and 
are powerful tools in support of Genesis. 2005  47 min.

Dynamic Life: Changes in Living Things  GR 10-COL  #5021

Carl Wieland. We hear it all the time: "Evolution is happening all around 
us!" This superb presentation shows clearly that the examples used are 
actually the opposite of what would support evolution. Both natural 
selection and mutation fit beautifully within the biblical framework and 
are powerful tools in support of Genesis.   45 min.

Dynamic Life: Changes in Living Things  GR 9-COL  #5165
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A. E. Wilder-Smith. "...Exposes the errors and assumptions of 
important dating methods. Reveals impressive and surprising scientific 
evidence for a young earth." (FFC) 1982  30 min.

*Earth, a Young Planet? ~The  HS-COL  #6013

John Mackay, Fred Langford, Howard Woodhouse, Red Williams, Colin 
Clay. Debate at U. of Saskatchewan, between creationist geologist 
John MacKay and 4 evolutionists, in biology, geology, education and 
theology. Based on this debate, MacKay was allowed to produce a 
video series for public school students. 1991  2 hrs.?

Education Debate: Evolution "Time and Chance" or Creation "Plan 
and Purpose"  HS-COL  #6268

John Cross, Mark & Gloria Zook. Angel Award winner! DRAMATIC 
presentation of how villagers in one New Guinea village responded to a 
4-month long chronological presentation of the Gospel, starting with 
Genesis 1. Intended to spark your interest in becoming a short-term 
missionary. May also spark your interest in creation evangelism under 
other circumstances! 1989  35 min.

*Ee-taow!  GR 4-COL  #6115

Narrated. (MV): "Despite their remarkable achievements in medicine, 
mathematics, engineering and astronomy, the Mayan and Incan 
cultures suddenly disappeared." Why? 1973  28 min.

*Empty Cities  GR 4-COL  #6061

Carl Kerby. Raft the Grand Canyon with popular AiG speaker Carl 
Kerby! In this DVD Carl compares riding the rapids with handling the 
trials of life. As Christians, we must trust God’s Word and follow His 
plan. That gives hope and peace as the rapids of life churn and surge 
around us. 2007  42 min.

Enjoy the Ride  GR 7-COL  #5108

Bob Devine. That "eustachian tube" is what gets plugged when you 
have a cold, or an ear ache! The platypus is one weird mammal: he's 
all mammal, except for …we'll let him tell it!   

Esther Eustachian Tube/Peter the Duckbill Platypus  GR 3-6  #2019

Gary Parker. (ICR): "By using ordinary tools of science, logic and 
observation, Dr. Parker shows we don't need to see the Creator to see 
evidence for creation." Homology, embryology, woodpecker. 198?  50 
min.

Evidence for Creation  HS-COL  #6014

Roger Oakland. "Examines the basic principles of the Biblical account 
and shows how it is supported by the facts of biology and geology."  MB 
1992  60 min.

Evidence for Creation: Examining the Origin of Planet Earth  HS-
COL  #6135

John MacKay. The Association of Geology and Earth Sciences at 
Oxford, UK listened (!) to a creationist geologist give tremendous 
evidences for a global flood! Student-quality videography with audio 
problems, but great content and delivery. 1992  120 min.

*Evidence for Noah's Flood ~The  GR 11-COL  #6232

Ian Juby. Part 3: evidence for a past global flood, and how it relates to 
the "greatest weapon" ever fashioned against the Bible. Almost all old-
earth arguments disintegrate if there has been a global flood. 
Part 4: Refutes Lyell's mantra that "The present is the key to the past" 
by pointing to numerous pieces of evidence that demand geologic 
processes far more energetic than anything seen in modern times. 
2008  28/28 min.

Evidence for the Global Flood of Noah / The Present Cannot be the 
Key to the Past  GR 7-COL  #5093

Michael Oard. Evidences of the Flood from the shapes and locations of 
landforms around the earth: mountains, sea mounts, fossils, buttes, 
missing sediment layers, upended layers that were planed level by 
runoff water, boulders on mountaintops, rivers through high mountains, 
canyons, and more. 2001  60 min.

Evidence for the Runoff of the Flood Waters on the Earth's 
Surface  HS-COL  #6276

Mace Baker. How would dinosaur fossils demonstrate the likelihood of 
a very large flood? How much sediment does it take to cover a large 
animal completely, so it fossilizes? Why are the bodies torn to pieces 
and thrown together? And more! 1992  54 min.

Evidences of a World-Wide Flood from a Study of the Dinosaurs  
GR 8-COL  #6150

Narrated. Geologic evidence for the worldwide flood.  Professionally 
filmed at Grand Canyon, the Alps, and New Zealand. Graphics and 
animation. Excellent! 1990  45 min.

*Evidences: the Record and the Flood  HS-COL  #6053

Kent Hovind. Debate. Presents evolution as a religion and philosophy, 
not science.   2 hr.

Evolution - Science or Religion?  HS-COL  #6122

Dr. Jason Lisle. Dr. Lisle give examples of how evolutionists (and 
creationists) often use fallacious arguments in arguing for their 
position.  Learning to recognize these fallacies provides a whole new 
opportunity for defending the faith and contending for the truth of 
creation. 2009  54 min

Evolution and Logical Fallacies:  Exposing Weaknesses in the 
Chain of Reasoning  GR7-COL  #5154

Jonathan Sarfati. How could such an advanced country descent to 
unspeakable brutality? Evolutionary ideas permeating Germany 
undermined the sanctity of innocent human life. See a chilling Nazi 
propaganda clip, "we have sinned against natural selection" by allowing 
the "unfit" to live. Learn how the abortion and euthanasia lobbies make 
the same mistake. 2009  39 min.

Evolution and the Holocaust  GR 8-COL  #5106

John Morris. Evolutionary theory says that things are getting better or 
going extinct; the Bible says that after the first human sin, things have 
been getting worse or going extinct. Which scenario do we see in 
nature today? Why would a loving, omnipotent Creator create misery 
and death -- or did He? 1993  40 min.

Evolution and the Wages of Sin  HS-COL  #6134

D. James Kennedy. Sunday sermon: evidence against evolution in 
probability statistics, and the effects of evolutionism on science, 
education, crime, divorce and teen pregnancy. The major attraction of 
the evolution model seems to be its freeing its adherents to make up 
their own moral standards, as Julian Huxley confessed decades ago. 
Brief Gospel presentation at end. 1995  40 min.

Evolution and You  HS-COL  #6180

Narrated. "...featuring some of the most influential experts on both 
sides...expertly crafted and breathtaking film unmasks the fraudulent 
cover-ups, the wild speculations...which are presented today as 
absolute `facts' of Evolution…" (JF) 1988  56 min.

*Evolution Conspiracy--a Quantum Leap into the New Age  GR 7-
COL  #6015

Roger Patterson. Compares 4 modern biology textbooks' handling of 
evidences for evolution. Written by a biology and chemistry teacher to 
supply the basic information students need to challenge evolutionary 
indoctrination. Charts, illustrations, references. Excellent! 2006  300 pg.

Evolution Exposed: Your Evolution Answer Book for the 
Classroom  GR 9-COL  #1098
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Vance Ferrell. Expanded, updated version of "The Evolution Cruncher." 
Covers a broad scope of topics on evolutionism, with densely-
compacted facts on science and history, plus a brief "Research Guide" 
for writers and an extensive index. (Author's website --evolution-
facts.org-- has even more details.) Excellent for starting a research 
paper! 2005  992 pg.

Evolution Handbook ~The  GR 10-COL  #1111

Carl Kerby. Examines the "difficult" issue of fossils and rock layers, 
showing how our presuppositions affect how we interpret evidence. Carl 
teaches how to separate fact from fiction and why we need to stand on 
the Word of God as the source of ultimate truth. 2009  30 min.

*Evolution in Pop Culture: Answers to Difficult Issues  GR 9 - COL  
#5111

Carl Kerby. Carl challenges audiences to understand and guard against 
the evolutionary messages that permeate today's entertainment. 
Segments from movies and TV shows demonstrate that evolution is 
assumed and promoted by Hollywood even when it's not the subject of 
the show. We tend to swallow it without realizing what's happening. 
2009  30 min.

Evolution in Pop Culture: Exposing the Evolution in 
Entertainment  GR 9 - COL  #5110

Henry Morris Jr.. (ICR): "A discussion of current changes in 
evolutionary thought and action, especially as affected by modern 
creationism, and their future significance." 1983  45 min.

Evolution in Turmoil  HS-COL  #6016

Tommy Mitchell. Traces the events that influenced Darwin’s beliefs, 
from his grammar school days to his voyage on the HMS Beagle. 
Darwin was a capable collector and student of plants and animals, and 
some of his writings are  valuable today. His belief in evolution came 
from his grandfather. Darwin's contribution was suggesting a reason for 
simple organisms to evolve into more complex forms. Interviews 2009  

Evolution of Darwin: His Life ~The  GR 7 - COL  #5109

Ron Hamilton +kids. Patch the Pirate and his friends travel back in time 
with an evolutionist professor, who discovers that there was no TIME 
beyond a few thousand years ago! Story and songs. 1994  2 hrs.

Evolution Revolution ~The  K-GR 4  #2081

Guy Berthault, Prof. Boudreau, Roberto Fondi,  M. Giertych, Giuseppe 
Sermonti. Interviews with scientists as to why they reject evolution. 
Includes footage of experiments in sediment formation, demonstrating 
that, in moving water, multiple layers form at a time-contrary to 
uniformitarian geology. ONE CAVEAT: Dr. Boudreaux's comment that 
carbon-14 decays to carbon-12 is in error; it becomes nitrogen-14. 
Many biologists and biology textbooks still teach this error. 1991  60 
min.

Evolution...Fact or Belief?  HS-COL  #6079

Michael Denton. Dr. Denton, a physician and biological researcher, 
shows from the biological sciences the impossibility of evolution--yet he 
remains an evolutionist. Thorough and excellently written, with 
illustrations. 1985  368 pg.

*Evolution: a Theory in Crisis  HS-COL  #1002

Duane Gish. We've been told that fossils demonstrate gradual evolution 
from simple life forms in the bottom layers to the most complex in the 
top layers of the earth. See what someone did NOT tell you about 
fossils! 1991  51 min.

Evolution: Challenge of the Fossil Record  HS-COL  #6077

Roger Oakland. "...examines the foundational principles of the 
evolutionary model and examines them in light of the observable 
evidence." MB 1992  61 min.

Evolution: Fact or Fiction?  GR 7-COL  #6136

Chuck Smith, Caryl Matrisciana, et al.. News documentary style, 
examines the connection between belief in evolution and acceptance of 
the New Age religious beliefs. 1991  48 min.

Evolution: From Physics to Metaphysics  HS-COL  #6060

Chuck Smith, Caryl Matrisciana. Similar to a news documentary in 
style. Scientific evidences against evolution. 1991  48 min.

Evolution: Hoax of the Century?  HS-COL  #6059

Duane Gish. Chapters: Evolution-A philosophy, Not a Science; Creation 
and Evolution Models; Geologic Time and the Geologic Column; Fossil 
Record-...Microorganisms to Fish; ...Fish to Mammals; Origin of Man; 
Creation: The Fossils Say Yes; Glossary, indexes. 1985  278 pg.

Evolution: the Challenge of the Fossil Record  GR 11-COL  #1054

Narrated. Contains audio clips, illustrations, video clips and animation. 
"....dinosaurs, the origin of life, the age of the earth, the 'Big Bang', 
fossils, and much more! Graphics, sound, animation and video..." 
Reqs: CD-ROM drive, +  9 MB of hard drive to (temporarily) install it. 
Runs on Windows 3.1, 95, 98, NT 4.0. If you keep it on your computer, 
please buy a copy from Answers in Genesis. 1999  

Evolution: Uncovering the Evidence  GR 8-COL  #4001

Tom DeRosa. "...a close look at Charles Darwin and the grim 
consequences to which his theory of evolution has led. A Cambridge 
divinity graduate with a penchant for natural science, Darwin gave the 
world an explanation of life that helped fuel the ovens at Auschwitz." (- 
from Coral Ridge web) 2006  206 pg.

Evolution's Fatal Fruit: How Darwin's Tree of Life Brought Death 
to Millions  GR 9-COL  #1100

Bernard Nathanson. Dr. Nathanson was one of the founders of NARAL 
and was a former director of New York's largest abortion clinic.  He 
explains how, after seeing ultrasound videos of children being aborted, 
he became an advocate for life.  One of those video segments was 
featured in the movie "The Silent Scream" 1997  2 x 25

Examining the Values of Human Life  GR 7-COL  #2065

Irwin Moon. The amazing electric eel is one of God's more unusual 
creations. Its powerful electric shock can kill a horse - but doesn't kill 
the eel itself! It recharges in 1/1000 of a second! It also uses electricity 
as "radar" to locate prey. Hear the rest! 1959  24 min.

Experience with an Eel  GR 4-COL  #5078

Guy Berthault. Excellent expanded re-release of the 1993 
"Fundamental Experiments in Stratification" video. "Experiments in 
stratification…conducted in the hydraulics laboratory of the State 
University of Colorado..." Live action and animation of multiple layers 
forming simultaneously in moving water demonstrate that sediments 
cannot be dated by their order. 1998  35 min.

*Experiments in Stratification  HS-COL  #6240

Actors. In the same vein as the other 2 "Creation Celebration" videos: 
sing-along music, great photography, etc. 1990  35 min.

Exploring God's Earth  PRE-GR 3  #6056

John Hudson Tiner. Blending a creationism perspective of history with 
definitions of terms and identification of famous explorers, scientists, 
etc., this book gives students an excellent initial knowledge of people 
and places, encouraging them to continue their studies in-depth. 
Review questions per each chapter. 1997  159 pg.

Exploring Planet Earth  GR 5 - 8  #1149
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John Hudson Tiner. Medical practices from the antiquity to the present, 
including bios of famous persons of medicine. Study questions at the 
end of each chapter, illustrations, index, bibliography. Suitable for 
family study and discussion. 1999  161 pg.

Exploring the History of Medicine From the Ancient Physicians of 
Pharaoh to Genetic Eng…  GR 7-10  #1119

John Hudson Tiner. An exciting and intriguing tour of chemistry as each 
chapter unfolds with facts and stories about the discoveries and 
discoverers. Many illustrations, biographical information, chapter tests 
and an index for easy referencing. 2001  142 pg.

Exploring the World of Chemistry ~The  GR 5-10  #1118

Jonathan Sarfati. Answers points made by Dr. Hugh Ross in "The 
Genesis Question." Ross promotes "progressive creation," which 
assumes the universe and earth are billions of years old, and God 
supernaturally made evolution progress. Included: "The Hugh Ross 
Fact Sheet", and "What's Wrong with Progressive Creation?" 1999  39 
pg.

Exposé of the book: The Genesis Question  GR 10-COL  #1102

Wilburn L. Sooter. Well-illustrated, carefully written explanation of the 
wonder of the vision systems of humans and other animals.  Excellent! 
1981  28 pp.

*Eye: a Light Receiver ~The  GR 4-7  #1027

David Menton. Charles Darwin once stated that "the eye makes me 
shudder!" Dr. Menton, a former anatomy professor, beutifully explains 
why eyesight is obviously NOT the product of blind chance. 2003  50 
min.

Eyes Have It ~The  GR 8-COL  #5041

David Menton. Charles Darwin once stated that "the eye makes me 
shudder!" Dr. Menton, a former anatomy professor, beutifully explains 
why eyesight is obviously NOT the product of blind chance. 2003  50 
min.

*Eyes Have It ~The  GR 8-COL  #6296

Hank Hanegraaff. Covers both evidence dealing with evolution and the 
consequences in law, morality and how humans see outselves. Very 
readable! Includes appendices on: how NOT to defend the faith, the 
inspiration of the Bible, the resurrection of Christ, abortion, human 
cloning, bibliographies, Scripture index, subject index. 1998  240 pg.

Face that Demonstrates the Farce of Evolution ~The  GR 9-COL  
#1099

Dr. Duane Gish and Dr. Ian Pilmer. In 1988, the debate between Dr 
Duane Gish (creationist) and Dr Ian Plimer (skeptic) was so dramatic 
and emotion-charged that it left many onlookers stunned. 20 years on, 
we hear from several people who were present about how it impacted 
their lives, as well as from a prominent US anticreationist skeptic.  This 
DVD includes the entire 3 hour debate, plus a 30 minute documentary 
on the debate. 2008  210 min.

Facing the Fire  GR7-COL  #5157

Ken Ham. How your worldview is shaped by, and shapes, your ability to 
understand facts, especially in the evolution/creation controversy. 
Ham's talks are always extremely interesting. 1994  

Facts and Bias: Creation vs. Evolution - Two World Views in 
Conflict  GR 9-COL  #6261

Irwin Moon. Analogous to Moody's "Sermons From Science"  travelling 
presentation. Dr. Moon relates laws of science to laws of spiritual 
realm, and the reality of the spiritual realm. Gospel presentation at end. 
1956  28 min.

Facts of Faith  GR 5-COL  #6064

Chan Kei Thong,. The burgeoning growth of the church in China is one 
of the startling trends in Christendom in the 21st century. Now comes 
the even more startling revelation that Chinese Christians are not 
embracing a religion that Western missionaries have tried for hundreds 
of years to plant on Chinese soil. Rather, the Chinese are rediscovering 
a God who has been a constant presence in their history and culture for 
more than four millennia. 2006  330 pg

Faith of our Fathers: God in Ancient China  GR 9-COL  #1124

Ken Ham. In SPANISH

Ken examines the significance of the family in relation to Genesis.  He 
covers the topics of:  The role of the father as spiritual head, Biblical 
perspectives of parenting, what the Bible says about your children's 
education, and what the Bible says about how to raise children.

Ken examina el significado de la familia con relacion al Genesis.  Que 
abarca temas tales como:  el papel del padre como cabeza espiritual, 
principios Biblicos para el deber de los padres, lo que la Biblia dice 
acerca de la educacion de sus hijos, y lo que la Biblia ensena en 
cuanto a como criar a los hijos. 2007  47 min.

Familia de Genesis, La:  La Crianza de hijos piadosos in un 
mundo impio  GR7-COL  #5148

Michael Girouard. (ICR): "Romans 1:20 tells us that the evidence for 
creation is overwhelming--so much so that if people do not believe, they 
are without excuse." Dr. Girouard's presentations are always humorous 
and intelligent. 1990  50 min.

*Fascinating Design: Evidence for Creation  HS-COL  #6017

Ted Bundy, James Dobson. On the last day of his life, Bundy was 
interviewed concerning the role pronography played in helping turn him 
into a serial rapist-murderer. NOT GRAPHIC, but gripping. 1989  56 
min.

*Fatal Addiction: Ted Bundy's Final Interview with Dr. James 
Dobson  GR 7-COL  #6111

David Menton. "...reveals the amazing and intricate design of the womb 
and the processes of fertilization, implantation, embryonic development 
and birth itself. ...each of these ...cannot be explained by chance and 
random processes. Even more important, as Dr. Menton explains with 
grace and sensitivity ... The second “birth” process of salvation..." 2005  
63 min.

Fearfully & Wonderfully Made  GR 8-COL  #5017

David Menton. "...reveals the amazing and intricate design of the womb 
and the processes of fertilization, implantation, embryonic development 
and birth itself. ...each of these ...cannot be explained by chance and 
random processes. Even more important, as Dr. Menton explains with 
grace and sensitivity ... the second “birth” process of salvation..." 2005  
63 min.

Fearfully & Wonderfully Made  GR 8-COL  #6336

David Menton. Humorously explains why reptiles did NOT turn into 
birds, beginning with the vast differences in their gross anatomies. His 
electron microscopy then demonstrates no similarity between scales 
and feathers, and not much between feathers and hair. Excellent, but 
the video has the pictures. 2001  73 min.

Feathers & Fur  HS-COL  #2079

David Menton. Humorously explains why reptiles did NOT turn into 
birds, beginning with vast differences in their gross anatomies. His 
electron microscopy demonstrates no similarity between scales and 
feathers, and not much between feathers and hair. Excellent, but 
picture is slightly fuzzy. 2001  73 min.

Feathers and Fur  HS-COL  #6272
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Robert Gentry, Lonnie Melashenko. Gentry, while working for a national 
laboratory, discovered that granites worldwide contain microscopic 
spherical halos produced by the radioactive decay of primordial 
polonium. According to  evolutionary theory, these halos can't exist - 
and only Creation offers an explanation! 1993  33 min.

*Fingerprints of Creation  HS-COL  #6147

Abby Nye. "... If you're a Christian heading to campus for the first time, 
there are several things you need to know about living your faith while 
surrounded by atheistic professors. Abby Nye has written a fantastic 
guide for college students who find their faith and values under assault 
from Day 1. Learn just what to expect, and how to navigate through 
classes while maintaining a good GPA and a positive college 
experience." 2005  233 pg.

Fish Out of Wate: Surviving and Thriving as a Christian on a 
Secular Campus  GR 8-COL  #1127

Paul Thomsen. As a Top Gun, moon astronaut and Ark hunter, Jim 
Irwin faced death repeatedly! An avalanche once caught him alone on 
Mt. Ararat, and only a miracle could save him. While waiting for that 
miracle, he reflects on his earlier brushes with death. 1997  80 pg.

Flight of the Falcon; The Thrilling Adventures of Colonel Jim Irwin  
GR 4-7  #1084

John C. Whitcomb. The Bible teaches a world-wide flood, but doesn't 
science prove it wrong? Wasn't it really a local flood, instead?   50 min.

Flood and Modern Geology ~The  HS-COL  #6100

See the remnants and signposts of the great Flood of Noah such as 
massive fields of fossils buried suddenly, weather patterns recorded in 
polar ice, and continent-wide layers of sediment.  2007  29 min + ex.

Flood Geology  GR3-COL  #5129

Kent Hovind. 1-People groups all over the earth have similar native 
accounts of a large flood!  Why would so many distant groups dream 
up the same basic story? 2-Evidence that human language did not 
evolve.   30/30 min.

Flood Traditions/Did Language Evolve?  HS-COL  #2034

Vernie Schorr. Teacher/Mentor guide for #6273, The Story of Jesus for 
Children video. You may copy this, but you must then BUY YOUR 
OWN COPY, and return either the new or old copy to us. Can use video 
without the book, but not the book without the video. 2000  123 pg.

Following Jesus: An Evangelism and Discipleship Course for 
Children. Teacher/Mentor Guide.  GR 1-4  #1086

Ken Underwood. Poems by a Chicago-area poet, sharing his soul. 
1994  70 pg.

For Mind and Soul. The Christian Poems of Ken Underwood.  HS-
COL  #1053

David Menton. Evolutionists have long argued that birds evolved from 
reptiles.  In this lecture, you will see that no two classes of vertebrates 
differ more dramatically than do reptiles and birds. 2007  61 min.

Formed to Fly  GR7-COL  #5137

Gary & Mark Parker. "...fossils—how they formed, where they are 
found, how to identify and build your own collection—all from a creation 
perspective. Fascinating, informative and filled with color photos and 
illustrations...." 2005  80 pg.

Fossil Book ~The  GR 7-12  #1109

Andrew Snelling, Steven Austin, Gary Parker, et al.. "…the Bible 
describes Leviathan, a dinosaur that lived only a few thousand years 
ago! …unfossilized dinosaur bones…fossil graveyards, petrified forests, 
and the rapid formation of coal all speak of the Genesis Flood and other 
post-Flood catastrophes." Professionally filmed interviews with 
scientists. Fast-paced overview. Excellent videography. 1996  27 min.

*Fossil Evidence of Creation: The Footsteps of Leviathan  HS-
COL  #6237

Ian Juby. Part 11: Some of the strange oddities within the fossil record. 
Variations within modern species and the giants of the fossil record 
make interpretation of the fossil record highly subjective!
Part 12: Time is not the "hero of the plot," but actually is evolution's 
arch nemesis. Discusses the origin of life and the origin of species. 
2008  28/28 min.

Fossil Record / Biology: Evolution's Greatest Enemy~The  GR 7-
COL  #5097

Mike Riddle, + bonus interviews with several scientists. "Where are all 
the transitional forms…? How well do some of the famous alleged fossil 
intermediates such as the horse and archaeopteryx hold up to unbiased 
scientific investigation? Do mutations and natural selection support 
evolution?" Bonus material includes interviews with Duane Gish, John 
Morris, Jobe Martin and Ken Cumming, and scenic video. Lesson plans 
available on Internet. 2003  60 min. +

Fossil Record ~The  GR 9-COL  #5007

Russ Hanson.  2008  65 min.

Fossil Record ~The  GR 7-COL  #5063

A. E. Wilder-Smith. (FFC): "Earth's strata provide overwhelming 
evidence against evolution. Disproves "missing links." ...much of 
Earth's geology, ...coal and fossils were formed as a result of Noah's 
Flood. Partially filmed at the Grand Canyon." 1982  30 min.

*Fossil Record ~The  GR 7-COL  #6018

Ken Ham. The world scoffs at those who believe Noah's Flood was a 
global event.  In this challenging video, Ken Ham share the importance 
of this event, and the memorial it left all over the earth.   

Fossils and the Flood  What's the Connection?  GR7-COL  #6346

Gary Parker. Focuses on the Grand Canyon and fossils as evidence for 
the world-wide Flood. Clear explanations, good visuals and good 
humor. 1994  60 min.

Fossils and the Flood: The Scientific Evidence for Creation and 
the Flood  GR 9-COL  #6260

Harold W. Clark. Filled with information concerning fossils and 
sedimentary layers of the earth. Presents the facts of geology within the 
context of the world-wide flood model. Well-illustrated. 1968  239 pg.

Fossils, Flood, and Fire  HS-COL  #1003

Kenneth Ernst Jr., Richard Bliss. "Fossils and the Flood are seen 
through the eyes of two children. Cartoon illustrations." 1984  28 pg.

Fossils, Frogs, Fish and Friends  GR 5-8  #1044

Norman Fox, Richard Bliss. Sure-Rock Holmes has not yet decided 
whether to believe in creation or evolution. He and 2 grade-school 
friends will consider the facts! Packed with info, but for kids as young 
as 10. Well illustrated! 1981  31 pg.

Fossils: Hard Facts from the Earth  GR 4-6  #1043

Gary Parker. Good-humored lecture, with still pictures edited in.  
Compares expectations of the evolution and creation models with the 
facts of the fossil record. Special mention: evolution's problem with lack 
of transitional forms; complexity of earliest life forms. 198?  50 min.

Fossils: What Do They Mean?  HS-COL  #6019
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David Barton. Learn why the current doctrine of "separation of church 
and state" was never intended by the Founders. This video shows the 
parallel between the decline in morality in our country to the redefining 
of the phrase "separation of church and state" by the Supreme Court in 
1962. Close-captioned. (Formerly "What the Founding Fathers Really 
Meant by Separation of Church and State.")   25 min.

*Foundations of American Government ("What the Founding 
Fathers Really Meant...") WAS 6156  GR 6-COL  #5056

David Barton. This is the audio from the video of same title. 1994  

Foundations of American Government ~The  GR 8-COL  #2054

David Barton. This is the audio from the video of same title. 1996  

Founding Fathers ~The  GR 8-COL  #2053

Donald Batten. "Genetic engineering is no longer limited to cloned 
sheep and low-carb potatoes! Man's ability to manipulate DNA is no 
longer a 'what if' scenario. Quandaries of morality now include the 
ability to engineer key physical characteristics and harvest tissue for the 
cure of certain diseases … God's original intent … should guide society 
today!" 2004  52 min.

Frankenstein Foods and Fetuses: Bioethics, the Bible and the 
Stem Cell Debate  GR 9-COL  #5020

Bob Devine. Bats are fascinating! Cute, too! Let Freddie and Bertram 
tell you how they're alike, and different, because the Creator wisely 
made them.   

Freddie the Flying Fox Bat/Bertram the Horseshoe Bat  GR 3-6  
#2015

Bob Devine. What do fossils have to tell us about the past? This one 
talks! What can you learn about the Creator from an animal? Harry has 
something to say!   

Freddie the Fossil/Harry the Pygmy Hippopotamus  GR 3-6  #2014

Don Batten, Richard Dawkins, Michael Denton, Werner Gitt, Lee 
Spetner. Dr. Richard Dawkins asserts that, given enough time, nature 
can produce life, up to the level of humans. Do all scientist agree? 
Challenging him are a biophysicist, molecular biologist, information 
scientist and biologist. 2002  

From a Frog to a Prince  HS-Col  #5089

Don Batten, Richard Dawkins, Michael Denton, Werner Gitt, Lee 
Spetner. "A kiss from a princess can't turn a frog into a prince, yet 
evolutionists claim that ancestral amphibians did change into people 
just by chance and natural selection. But such major biological change 
needs new information: where could it come from?"  Brief interviews 
with a prominent evolutionist and 4 other scientists. 1998  27 min.

*From a Frog to a Prince  GR 9-COL  #6211

Jules Poirier. Life cycle of the Monarch butterfly, with photos, 
micrography, line drawings. The 3rd or 4th generation of Monarchs 
hatched late in summer live several months instead of weeks, and 
migrate up to 3000 miles to a location they've never visited! Somewhat 
technical, very detailed. 1995  64 pg.

From Darkness to Light to Flight: Monarch--the Miracle Butterfly  
GR 10-COL  #1116

Gary Parker. (ICR): "With a summary of the creation model, Dr. Parker 
shares his testimony of how he went from an evolutionist teaching 
unscientific precepts, to a creationist, totally on the basis of scientific 
evidences." 198?  45 min.

From Evolution to Creation  HS-COL  #6020

Duane Gish. Demonstrates the lack of evidence for evolution in biology: 
complex animals at bottom of fossil record, no transitional forms, etc. 
2000  44 min.

From Fish to Gish  GR 11-COL  #6289

Michael Oard. Author Michael Oard gives plausible explanations of the 
seemingly unsolvable mysteries about the Ice Age and the woolly 
mammoths. Many other Ice Age topics are explained including super 
floods, ice cores, man in the Ice Age, and the number of ice ages. 
2006  217 pg.

Frozen in Time: Wooly Mammoths, The Ice Age, and The Biblical 
Key to Their Secrets  GR 10-COL  #1131

Dennis Petersen. Video version of his seminar presentation, with slides. 
1992  

Fundamental Fallacies of Evolution  HS-COL  #6113

Kent Hovind, Stephen Lawwell. Critique of the Biblical and scientific 
problems with the Gap Theory (theory that there are long ages between 
Genesis 1:1 and Genesis 1:2).   

Gap Theory ~The  GR 9-COL  #1104

Kent Hovind. "…describes the earth as it was before the worldwide 
flood, how it was possible for man to live over 900 years, for plants and 
animals to grow much larger than today, and for dinosaurs to thrive 
along with man." (Per the producer) (OK to copy, unedited, for free 
distribution only.) 2012  117 min.

Garden of Eden~The  GR 7-COL  #5171

Gary Parker. Parker explains very clearly how complex is the system 
for replicating chromosomes and making them operate in a cell. No are 
of biology is more damning of the evolutionary model than this! 1994  
60 min.

Genes and Genesis: The Evidence Against Evolution  GR 8-COL  
#6173

Ken Ham. While uncovering the deep meaning of each primary word in 
Genesis 1:1, Ham offers an expanded paraphrase that sheds great light 
on the rich meaning of the Bible’s very first verse. Includes answers to 
questions he often receives, such as: What was God doing all that time 
before He created? Where did God come from? Also addresses hot 
topics such as when angels were created, when Adam sinned, and 
more. 2013  58 min.

Genesis 1:1: The Foundational Verse of the Foundational Book  
GR 6-COL  #5183

Ken Ham. Covers questions such as where Cain got his wife, how 
human "races" originated, whether creation took 6 literal 24-hours days, 
etc. 1990  60 min.

*Genesis 1-11: an Overview--the Most-Asked Questions on 
Genesis Answered  GR 7-COL  #6021

Donald Chittick. Deals with the question of how to determine reality. For 
the Christian, the Bible is the test! Also covers radiometric dating 
methods, formation of coal, oil, gas, and fossils. Living fossils. Starlight 
and time - good discussion! Excellent graphics. 2000  56 min.

Genesis and Geology  GR 11-COL  #6285

Ian Juby. Part 17: finishes the study on the story of Genesis reflected  
in 4000-year-old Chinese writing. He then ventures into astronom's 
relevence to creation.
Part 18: discusses "the first cause" of everything, and opens the floor to 
questions. 2008  28/28 min.

Genesis and the Chinese/Astronomy / First Cause/Q&A  GR 7-COL  
#5100

Ken Ham. Very similar to "Genesis and the Decay of the Nation - Part 
1", also by Ken Ham when he was with the Institute for Creation 
Research.   

Genesis and the Decay of the Nations -- Part 1  GR 8-COL  #6257
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Ken Ham. Very similar to "Genesis and the Decay of the Nation - Part 
2", also by Ken Ham when he was with the Institute for Creation 
Research.   

Genesis and the Decay of the Nations -- Part 2  GR 8-COL  #6258

Ken Ham. (ICR): "Does Genesis matter? Can Christians believe in 
evolution? How is evolution destroying family and nation? Genesis is 
foundational to Christianity! This is the message to awaken the 
Church!" 1990  46 min.

Genesis and the Decay of the Nation--the Relevance of Creation  
HS-COL  #6022

Paul Willis, Carl Wieland. Dr. Paul Willis, an evolutionist paleontologist, 
science journalist, and "Skeptic of the Year" debated Carl Wieland, 
M.D., CEO of Answers in Genesis-Australia and founder of Creation 
magazine. Two worldviews, one set of evidences. 2003  105 min.

Genesis Debate: Willis vs Weiland  GR 8-COL  #5018

Ken Ham. God's plan for the family is set forth in the book of Genesis. 
Society is seeing what happens when Genesis is no longer regarded as 
real history and the Bible is therefore not believed!   52 min.

Genesis Family ~The  HS-COL  #6176

Henry Morris Jr.. Dr. Morris co-authored "The Genesis Flood" in 1961 
(see Cat #1076). Good info, but flat presentation. 1991  55 min.

Genesis Flood ~The  HS-COL  #6065

John C. Whitcomb. When we reject the idea that God actually wiped 
the planet clean of humans once, because of society's moral and 
violent depravity, it's so much easier to believe He won't  judge us in the 
future!   50 min.

Genesis Flood and the Final Judgment ~The  HS-COL  #6092

Ian Taylor. Detailed history of how the evolution and uniformitarian 
models replaced a Biblical view of history, and problems with the 
evidences for them. Very interesting presentation, but the only visuals 
are of text, and we often see only his back. 2000  55 min.

Genesis Flood: Local or Universal? ~The  GR 10-COL  #6283

John Whitcomb, Henry Morris Jr.. This single book, written in 1961, is 
credited with beginning the modern creationism revival! The authors, 
doctors of theology and hydrology, have deeply examined the 
geological and Biblical evidences for exactly what the Bible teaches and 
where science supports it. 1961  518 pg.

*Genesis Flood; The Biblical Record and Its Scientific Implications 
~The  GR 11-COL  #1076

Ken Ham. "Humanism, abortion, homosexuality, racism, and many 
more of today's ills are directly related to the rejection of Creation and 
the acceptance of evolutionary ideas." MB 1993  30 min.

Genesis Foundation ~The  HS-COL  #6139

Henry Morris Jr.. "A scientific and devotional comentary on the Book of 
beginnings." Very readable. Several appendixes, i.e.: annotated 
bibliography, chronology of the Patriarachs, chronology of Genesis, 
quotes from Genesis in the New Testament, 100 reasons for belief in a 
literal 6-day creation. 1976  716 pg.

Genesis Record ~The  HS-COL  #1011

Henry Morris Jr.. (ICR): "An overview of Genesis as the true scientific 
record of origins and earth history, icluding reasons for rejecting all 
compromises." Companion to Dr. Morris's book of the same title. 
Excellent intro to a study of the book of Genesis. ND  50 min.

Genesis Record ~The  HS-COL  #6023

Ken Ham. Powerfully explains why a literal interpretation of the Genesis 
account of origins is foundational to belief in the rest of the Bible. Uses 
animation and live footage of Ham's public presentation of this material. 
Would be a good intro to a study on Genesis. 1987  45 min.

*Genesis Solution ~The  GR 7-COL  #6024

Andy McIntosh. Examines evidence for the Bible's account of the 
dispersal from Babylon of all language groups, especially ancient 
written Chinese. 2004  55 min.

Genesis, Babel & the Chinese Language  GR 9-COL  #5039

Ken Ham. Is there any such thing as an "unbiased" view of origins? 
Ken believes not! Using the Grand Canyon and Mt. St. Helens, he 
demonstrates how creationists and evolutionists process the facts, 
using their own biases. Which bias fits more of the evidence? Creation! 
1993  30 min.

Genesis, Evolution & Science  HS-COL  #6140

Ken Ham.  In SPANISH
Ken shows parents that they need to build their thinking on the Bible in 
order to equip their children to withstand and impact the culture.

Ken muestra a los padres que ellos necesitan fundar sus pensamientos 
sobre la Biblia para equipar a sus hijos de tal manera que puedan 
resistir y tener un impacto sobre la cultura. 2007  52 min

Genesis:  Clave para la reconstruccion en al familia y la cultura  
GR7-COL  #5147

Ken Ham. "The Western world is becoming less Christian every day, 
losing the Christian worldview that once permeated society." Ken 
explains how the rejection of the Bible as telling the truth about history 
and science leads to a rejection of its authority in every other area, 
including ethics and morality. 2003  41 min.

Genesis: The Key to Reclaiming the Culture  GR 9-COL  #5006

Carl Kerby. Carl Kerby masterfully reveals why racism continues to 
infect our culture. Once we understand the Bible’s historical teaching on 
“races” and the basics of the science behind the differences, we can 
easily change the way we think about people who look somewhat 
different from us. 2009  54 min.

Genesis: Today's Answer to Racism  GR 7-COL  #5115

John C. Sanford. "A geneticist from a major university, Dr. John 
Sanford .... details compelling new genetic evidence that the human 
genome ... has always been deteriorating due to accumulations of 
mutations. The more scientists discover about the human genome, the 
less plausible Darwinism is. ... lays out the scientific case against 
mutations resulting in the origin of species." 2008  

Genetic Entropy & the Mystery of The Genome  GR 9-COL  #1129

Don Landis, Gen. Editor. All over the world there are similar findings of 
ancient religions, cities and towers, world travel, advanced astronomy, 
and civilized government. Over the course of two years, a team of 
researchers from Jackson Hole Bible College  worked to bring together 
the different pieces of the convoluted mystery and history of ancient 
man. 2012  112 pg

Genius of Ancient Man: Evolution's Nightmare~The  GR 7-COL  
#1143

John Morris. Scientific evidence for the global flood and ice ages. 1993  
48 min.

Geologist Looks at Noah's Flood ~A  HS-COL  #6131
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Emil Silvestru. Where did caves come from? A leading expert on the 
subject, Dr. Silvestru explains how the Genesis account of a recent, 
worldwide Flood explains most cave formations. His research smashes 
the popular belief that caves took millions of years to form. 2004  71 
min.

Geology & Cave Formation: A Post-Flood Story  HS-COL  #5031

John D. Morris. Written by a creationist geologist, with explanations 
about  rock types, the features of earth's surface, ways to date the 
planet, how it was originally different, the Flood, the Ice Age, 
earthquakes and volcanos, formation of mountains, Niagara Falls, coal, 
caves, petrified wood, natural gas, and fossils. Also, the coming end of 
this earth, and the New Earth. Copious full color illustrations. Study 
guide: http://www.nlpg.com/store/images/studyguides/GeologyBook.pdf 
2000  83 pg.

*Geology Book ~The  GR 7-12  #1088

Animated. Mr. Fixit tells Jimmy about Gideon, a "nobody" used by God 
to deliver Israel because of his faith in God.  "Jonah": story of a prophet 
who tried to evade God is told to 2 kids who plan to evade school (and 
parents and God) to go--fishing!   13 min x 2

Gideon/Jonah and the Big Fish  GR 3-5  #6205

Duane Gish; Dr. Awbrey. (ICR): "Dr. Awbrey is a strong opponent of the 
creation model...and teaches a university course designed to promote 
the evolution model...Dr. Guane Gish debated Dr. Awbrey at Christian 
Heritage College (Edited.)" ND  120 min.

Gish-Awbrey Debate ~The  HS-COL  #6025

Timothy Ball, Calvin Beisner, Ken Chilton, John Christie, Richard Land, 
Jason Lisle, et al.. Are the ice caps melting? Will polar bears and 
penguins soon be found starving on small floating icebergs? Does the 
future survival of man hinge on an immediate reduction in carbon 
emissions? 2007  2008

Global Warming: A scientific and biblical exposé of climate 
change  HS-COL  #5088

D. James Kennedy. Sunday sermon, an overview of the necessity of 
belief in Genesis as foundational to belief and understanding of the rest 
of Scripture, and to belief in the value of human lives. Discusses also 
the real reasons for the original acceptance of evolutionism, and its 
effects on societies. 1995  35 min.

Glorious Creation ~The  HS-COL  #6181

Henry M. Morris. In-depth study of God's purposes and plans for the 
nations, from antiquity to the New Earth. Non-technical, no footnotes 
nor references other than Biblical. Indexes of Subjects and of 
Scriptures. 2003  176 pg.

God and the Nations  GR 10-COL  #1112

Narrated. (per MV): "...the power and majesty of the created world--
from the teeming world of tiny organisms to the stars... All point to 
God." This, the very first Moody science film,  pioneered the use of time-
lapse 16mm photography! 1945  28 min.

God of Creation  GR 4-COL  #6026

Robert "Tommy" Mitchell. Winner of Bronze Telly Award, 2006! Who 
better than a Christian M.D. to discuss the issue of how a supposedly 
loving, all-powerful God could allow medical tragedies, natural 
disasters, and  human-generated evil? Shot on location after hurricanes 
of 2005 in Springs, Mississippi. Also includes documentary footage. 
2006  45 min.

God of Suffering?~A  GR 8-COL  #5035

Exploring the wonders of creation, conscience, and the Glory of God  
2008  85 min.

God of Wonders  GR7-COL  #5143

Jonathan Sarfati. Darwin was totally unaware of the amazing machinery 
in even supposedly simple cells, which is essential for life to exist. And 
even larger-scale designs are outside the reach of the alleged mutation 
plus selection mechanisms of evolution. Finally, Dr Sarfati shows 
fantastic and compelling evidence of design—so advanced that human 
engineers are learning and copying from it. 2010  44 min.

God the Master Designer: Evidence of incredible design in nature  
GR 9-COL  #5199

Henry Morris Jr.. "Evangelism and missions, using the Biblical model." 
(ICR) Good information, but this series has flat presentations. 1991  51 
min.

God Who Is Real ~The  HS-COL  #6067

Actors. "Join the zany Professor Walter Schnaegel and the Earth Team 
as they discover what it means to exercise dominion over ... every living 
thing. Learn … good stewardship of the Earth. Take a fast-paced 
journey that starts at Protozoa Ranch… and climbs to the top of the 
food chain. ...all of God's creatures ...rely on one another to sustain 
life…." 1995  30 min.

God's Earth Team: Preserving The Earth He Has Given You  GR 2-
5  #6186

Ian Juby. This was a live talk for a packed house of children. Why 
dinosaurs do not support evolution, and instead teach us about creation 
and the flood of Noah. What science is (and is not), and how we can 
use science to determine whether creation or evolution is correct. 2007  

God's Little Creation  PRE-GR 2  #5052

Walter Brown. Intro to his "In the Beginning..." seminar. Emphasizes 
evidences from genetics. Stresses that unbelief is often a choice, but if 
one can not believe what the Bible says about things on earth, that can 
be seen (geology, biology), they won't believe the salvation message 
either! 1986  49 min.

God's Power and Scripture's Authority  GR 8-COL  #6028

Actors. "Your children whill learn exciting lessons about God and His 
creation, from the way that the sun's rays become a plant's fuel to the 
role of bees in spreading a plant's pollen." 1995  30 min.

God's Power Plants: Energy That Grows On You  GR 3-5  #6185

Actors. "...a rockin' exploration of the earth… See its layers. Sparkling 
geodes. Precious gems. Rocks of all types and textures. Look deep into 
the heart of a fiery volcano. Learn how marble is made. …see how the 
Master Creator watched over even the tiniest detail… just as He 
watches over the smallest details in our life today." 1995  30 min.

God's Rockin' World: Foundations You Can Build On  GR 3-5  
#6187

Ken Connolly. Ken Connolly's further history of the efforts to make the 
Bible available in English, at a time when possesing or quoting the 
English Bible could get one killed. 1996  60 min.

*God's Word and Sacrifice: Martyrs for the Bible  GR 7-COL  #6209

Ken Connolly. Bible historian Ken Connolly, on location, explains the 
lives of the men who risked everything to put the Bible into the English 
language. 1996  60 min.

*God's Word in English: A Bible for the Common Man  GR 7-COL  
#6208

Ken Connolly. Bible historian Ken Connolly takes you on location to the 
lands of the Bible's origin and describes how it was originally produced 
and preserved. 1996  60 min.

*God's Word to Man: How the Bible Began  GR 7-COL  #6207
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Ken Connolly. Bloody Mary tries to eliminate the English Bible, and is 
herself eliminated by her half-sister, Elizabeth I, who encourages new 
translations. The most prevalent version is commissioned by King 
James, and is taken to a new continent with the Pilgrims. 1996  60 min.

*God's Word: From the King James Bible to the Shores of 
America  GR 7-COL  #6210

Fred Willson. A veteran science teacher and man of God leads the 
viewer through over twenty easy-to-do science experiments and 
demonstrations. Based on the six days of creation. Quality graphics 
and live footage from a Good Science Workshop for K-6. Armed with 
this video and booklet (and a few easily obtainable supplies), anyone 
can teach a creation science workshop. 1996  75 min.

Good Science Workshop  K-GR 6  #6222

John Morris, Duane Gish, Steve Austin, Andrew Snelling. Indian 
legends of the formation of the Grand Canyon.  Geologists explain new 
theory of sudden formation in flood, and the power of a flood to carve 
almost incredible amounts of solid rock during cavitation. Lessons from 
Mt. St. Helens. 1996  27 min.

*Grand Canyon Catastrophe: New evidence of the Genesis Flood 
~The  GR 9-COL  #6196

Andrew Snelling. Grand Canyon is said to have more of earth's 
evolutionary fossil history exposed in one place than anywhere else. 
But creationists find evidence that those fossils, strata and the canyon 
itself are the result of a tremendous flood! 1992  75 min.

*Grand Canyon: A Biblical View of Earth History ~The  HS-COL  
#6160

Steven Austin. "Greationist guidebook to Grand Canyon and the 
Colorado Plateau. Geology, chronology, biology, and archaeology 
studied in light of the Biblical record and the Flood. Extensively and 
colorfully illistrated. Fully indexed." (per ICR) 1994  284 pg.

*Grand Canyon: Monument to Castrophe  GR 11-COL  #1048

Steven Austin, George Van Burbach, John Morris, Andrew Snelling, 
Kurt Wise. "Your personal tour of the Grand Canyon, brought to you by 
the creation scientists who know it best! Answer the hard questions 
about the origin and history of Grand Canyon. Learn how Grand 
Canyon is best understood in the light of Scripture." 1995  55 min.

*Grand Canyon: Monument to the Flood  GR 9-COL  #6178

Buddy Davis, Mike Liston, John Whitmore. In 1994, 5 explorers braved 
the dangers and miseries of the northern Alaskan wilderness to find 
and bring home bones from the Liscomb Bed - an area rife with 
fossilized and Unfossilized bones of dinosaurs! Analysis of their 
specimens was not complete when the book was published, but since 
then, it appears that red blood cells were still present in the frozen 
bones. How they survived cold, exhaustion, quicksand, a gushing leak 
in a raft, and mosquitos by the millions, is as interesting as what they 
brought back! 1998  137 pg.

Great Alaskan Dinosaur Adventure  GR 6-COL  #1123

Terry Mondy. A high school science teacher believably portrays the 
evolutionist, the creationist, and the moderator of this "debate" staged 
before a high school audience. Too short to go into depth, but does 
attempt to fairly represent the feelings of both sides. 1987  54 min.

Great Debate ~The  GR 7-COL  #6029

John Ankerberg, Ken Ham, Hugh Ross, Jason Lisle, Walt Kaiser, Terry 
Mortenson. On the John Ankerberg TV show, Ken Ham and Jason Lisle 
debated Hugh Ross and Walt Kaiser on the age of the earth, whether 
the days of Creation Week were 24 hours or ages, the clarity of 
Scripture, what changed when Adam sinned, and much more. 10 
segments of 25 minutes. This edition contains audio commentary by 
Young Earth geologist Terry Mortenson. 2006  

Great Debate on Science and the Bible, disc 1 ~The  GR 10-COL  
#5070

John Ankerberg, Ken Ham, Hugh Ross, Jason Lisle, Walt Kaiser, Terry 
Mortenson. On the John Ankerberg TV show, Ken Ham and Jason Lisle 
debated Hugh Ross and Walt Kaiser on the age of the earth, whether 
the days of Creation Week were 24 hours or ages, the clarity of 
Scripture, what changed when Adam sinned, and much more. 10 
segments of 25 minutes. This edition contains audio commentary by 
Young Earth geologist Terry Mortenson. 2006  

Great Debate on Science and the Bible, disc 2 ~The  GR 10-COL  
#5071

John Ankerberg, Ken Ham, Hugh Ross, Jason Lisle, Walt Kaiser, Terry 
Mortenson. On the John Ankerberg TV show, Ken Ham and Jason Lisle 
debated Hugh Ross and Walt Kaiser on the age of the earth, whether 
the days of Creation Week were 24 hours or ages, the clarity of 
Scripture, what changed when Adam sinned, and much more. 10 
segments of 25 minutes. This edition contains audio commentary by 
Young Earth geologist Terry Mortenson. 2006  

Great Debate on Science and the Bible, disc 3 ~The  GR 10-COL  
#5072

John Ankerberg, Ken Ham, Hugh Ross, Jason Lisle, Walt Kaiser, Terry 
Mortenson. On the John Ankerberg TV show, Ken Ham and Jason Lisle 
debated Hugh Ross and Walt Kaiser on the age of the earth, whether 
the days of Creation Week were 24 hours or ages, the clarity of 
Scripture, what changed when Adam sinned, and much more. 10 
segments of 25 minutes. This edition contains audio commentary by 
Young Earth geologist Terry Mortenson. 2006  

Great Debate on Science and the Bible, disc 4 ~The  GR 10-COL  
#5073

John Ankerberg, Ken Ham, Hugh Ross, Jason Lisle, Walt Kaiser, Terry 
Mortenson. On the John Ankerberg TV show, Ken Ham and Jason Lisle 
debated Hugh Ross and Walt Kaiser on the age of the earth, whether 
the days of Creation Week were 24 hours or ages, the clarity of 
Scripture, what changed when Adam sinned, and much more. 10 
segments of 25 minutes. This edition contains audio commentary by 
Young Earth geologist Terry Mortenson. 2006  

Great Debate on Science and the Bible, disc 5 ~The  GR 10-COL  
#5074

Narrated. (FFC): "Here's a creationist film that every parent and student 
should see! Reveals numerous new discoveries. Shows that dinosaurs 
lived with people--just as the Bible says." (Based on the book by Paul 
S. Taylor, 'The Great Dinosaur Mystery and the Bible.') 1973  20 min.

*Great Dinosaur Mystery ~The  GR 1-COL  #6030

Robert Carter, Rick Pierson. Debate 11/27/07 in Dothan, Alabama. 
Genetics, mutations,  origin of information in DNA, embryology, human 
evolution, origin of life, ethics in the Old Testament, transitional fossils, 
apes walking upright, Big Bang. By doing this debate, Dr. Carter ended 
his secular academic career - and said "It was worth it." 2007  103 min.

Great Dothan Creation/Evolution Debate ~The  GR 10-COL  #5103
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David Menton. Dr. Menton takes two teens on a teaching-tour through 
the major systems of the body …Humorous and insightful talks that 
leave audiences in hushed awe at the Creator's wisdom. Menton 
employs anatomical props, models, and microscopic images to teach 
about God's amazing designs for life. 2011  35/63 min.

Hearing Ear & the Seeing Eye~The  GR 6-COL  #5193

David Menton. Fascinating anatomy and physiology lesson, 
demonstrating the complexity of the ear and eye. Excellent 
videography, excellent graphics, but the audio is a bit muddy. 2003  65 
min.

Hearing Ear and the Seeing Eye ~The  GR 8-COL  #5012

Explore how the natural laws, DNA, our solar system, sicence, and the 
Bible show us about the marvelous works of our Creator.  2007  18 
min+extra

Heaven and Earth  GR3-COL  #5133

D. Russell Humphreys. "Reveals what scientists are learning about 
helium diffusion in deep core samples, and how these new findings 
confirm a young universe. Gathered as part of the RATE 
(Radioisotopes and the Age of The Earth) project, this ground-breaking 
analysis sheds new light on the true age of the earth." 2007  36 min.

Helium Leaks Show the Earth is Young  GR 10-COL  #5057

Narrated. (MV): "Examine God's priceless gems ordinarily hidden from 
view: a snow crystal's beauty, microscopic desert flowers, the majestic 
Milky Way--none of which compares to the greatest treasure of all." 
1951  28 min.

*Hidden Treasures  GR 4-COL  #6031

Robert Carter. The human genome is a super-complex computer 
operating system that far exceeds anything created by humans. New 
revelations about how it works have surprised us, and the complexity of 
the code is astounding! The genome, perhaps more than anything else, 
defies naturalistic evolutionary theory. 2012  49 min.

High-Tech Cell  GR 9-12  #5203

Gary Parker. If you've taken a tour through the Grand Canyon and 
listened to the Park Service's explanation, you've probably never never 
heard some of the facts Parker presents! 1992  

Hike Through the Grand Canyon ~A  HS-COL  #6152

Cliff Richard, Cliff Barrows. British singer Cliff Richard and Billy Graham 
team member Cliff Barrows present the sights of modern Israel, with 
Ralph Carmichael's music. Emphasizes the fulfillment of ancient 
prophecy in the restoration of Israel after 1900 years in exile. Filmed on 
location. 1983  67 min.

His Land; A Musical Journey into the Soul of a Nation  GR 6-COL  
#6266

John MacKay. History after the dispersion from Babel. Evidences from 
the Bible, ancient Egyptian art and comparative cultures. Fascinating 
evidence that world cultures had a recent common source. Shows why 
Biblical condemnation of the Canaanites does NOT refer to black 
people! Explains the origin of human "races." 1991  55 min.

*History of Man  GR 10-COL  #6227

Henry M. Morris. Written by the "Father of the Modern Creationist 
Movement," with one whole chapter on the book "The Genesis Flood" 
and its world-wide effects. 
Antiquity to the future, Western cultures and how the movement has 
spread to the Far East. Easy reading, but has footnotes, 
references,appendices, indexes of Names and Subjects. 1993  444 pg.

History of Modern Creationism, 2nd Ed.  GR 10-COL  #1113

Michael Medved. Co-host of "Sneak Previews" exposes the 
entertainment industry's subtle and non-subtle ongoing attacks on 
Christianity and Judaism. Explains why Hollywood keeps making anti-
religious films that lose millions. 1994  1 hr.

*Hollywood Vs. Religion  GR 6-COL  #6201

Kent Hovind. The Mark of the Beast, UFO's, the Great Pyramid, Big 
Foot, starlight & time, carbon dating, etc. [DVD: 5175] 2002  90 min.

Hovind Theory ~The  HS-COL  #6120

Kent Hovind. This seminar presentation deals with the ice age, Noah's 
flood, canyon formation, and a creationist's explanation of how different 
geologic features were formed. [DVD: 5175] 2002  

Hovind Theory, The  GR7-COL  #6339

Kent Hovind. "…blends scientific observations with Scripture in an 
explanation of what could have causes Noah's Flood, the Ice Age, the 
formation of coal, mountain ranges, and the Grand Canyon." (Per the 
producer) (OK to copy, unedited, for free distribution only.) 2012  107 
min.

Hovind Theory~The  GR 8-COL  #5175

Ken Ham.  "Creation Evangelism" uses evidence for creation and the 
Flood to persuade people to trust the New Testament because they find 
they can trust even the most attacked parts of the Old Testament. 
2000  30 min.

How can we evangelize a secular world? Part 1  GR 7-COL  #6327

Ken Ham.  "Creation Evangelism" uses evidence for creation and the 
Flood to persuade people to trust the New Testament because they find 
they can trust even the most attacked parts of the Old Testament. 
2000  

How Can We Evangelize a Secular World? Part 2  GR7-COL  #6347

Ken Ham. Sadly, many kids raised in Christian homes turn away from 
their faith. Why? What are parents' responsibilities and the community's 
responsibilities in education? What are God's principles for education? 
2000  30 min.

How Can We Raise Godly Children?  GR 6-COL  #6325

John Sanford. Charles Darwin is revered in secular academic circles as 
one of the most important thinkers in scientific history. In this program, 
a world-renowned geneticist explains that Darwin was wrong on 7 
things, and they weren't all about science. 2012  53 min

How Darwin Got It Wrong  GR 9-COL  #5201

Mike Riddle. Blows evolution  away! 2008  50 min.

How DNA Destroys Evolution  HS-COL  #5084

Jay Seegert.  2005  

How Do We Know the Bible is the Inspired Word of God?  GR 8-
COL  #5085

Louie Giglio. Emphasizes God's power and love, and His complete 
knowledge of YOU! Draws from astronomy, DNA, eyesight, a protein 
(laminin). Excellent presentation! 2007  41 min.

How Great Is Our God  GR 7-COL  #5055

Erwin Lutzer. 4 messages: "Predictions of a United Europe," "The 
Coming European Dictator," "Judgement on Europe and the World," 
"The End of World Government." Fascinating info on Adolph Hitler! 
1990  4 x 35 min.

*How Prophetic is Bible Prophecy?  HS-COL  #2038
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Don Batten. Do you know what your children learn in school? Dr. Batten 
investigates the evolutionary teaching in a typical biology text used in 
high school. It uses many deceitful, out-of-date and even fraudulent 
arguments to indoctrinate students in evolutionism. Be prepared to 
equip our youth with answers!   50 min.

How Textbooks Mislead: "Facts" are not neutral--and neither is 
education  GR 8-COL  #5167

Philip Johnson, D. James Kennedy. Radio interviews with Dr. Philip 
Johnson, who explains why he argues on philosophical grounds, 
excluding Biblical teachings, when dealing with the creation/evolution 
issue. 1999  2 x 25 min.

How to Win the Evolution Debate (9/9-10/99)  GR 8-COL  #2060

Werner Gitt. Not until fairly modern times have ships returned to the 
proportions of Noah's Ark, which was designed by God to withstand the 
greatest storm in history, and with optimum storage room. No better 
vessel could have been designed. Contrast the real Ark with the silly 
images in most Sunday School materials! 2004  36 min.

How Well Designed Was Noah's Ark?  GR 9-COL  #5015

John Hartnett. "Contrary to the big bang theory's billions of years, we 
may actually be seeing a 6,000-years-ago creation right now! Physicist 
Dr. John Hartnett argues persuasively that quasars are not (as 
popularly believed) massive objects at the universe's edge but 
embryonic galazies ejected from mature galaxies in our own 
neighborhood." 2004  57 min.

Hubble, Bubble Big Bang in Trouble  GR 10-COL  #5022

Bob Devine. Uncle Bob interviews:  DNA, Lymph, Arterioles, Veins, 
Kidneys, Appendix, Pancreas, Liver.   

Human Body: Inside Your Organs  GR 3-6  #2052

Bob Devine. Uncle Bob interviews:  Teeth, Gums, Saliva, Jaw Bone, 
Tonsils, Tongue, Nose, Sinuses.   

Human Body: Mouth & Nose  GR 3-6  #2049

Bob Devine. Uncle Bob interviews:  Finger Nail, Hand, Bone Marrow, 
Cartilage, Tibia, Femur, Elbow, Skeleton.   

Human Body: The Bone Zone  GR 3-6  #2048

Bob Devine. "Uncle Bob" Devine interviews various parts of the human 
body: Brain Stem, Cerebellum, Skin, T-Cell, Small Intestine, Uvula & 
Epiglottis, Trachea, Peristalsis.   

Human Body: Your Amazing Body  GR 3-6  #2047

Narrated. "...the unimaginable complexity and potential of the human 
brain, the architectural masterwork of the hand and skeletal system, 
and the incredible durability of the heart..." --MIS 1992  62 min.

Human Life: Crown of Creation  GR 7-COL  #6145

Elizabeth Ernst, Steve Pitstick (ill.). Hummy the honeybee teaches Josh 
fascinating facts about how God designed bees. Do bees have blood? 
Bones? Demonstrates how everything in creation works together. 1997  
56 pg.

Hummy and the Wax Castle  GR 1-4  #1082

Ian Juby. Part 15: finishes describing the hydroplate model and ties it 
into the pre-flood world. He then ventures in to the supposed evidence 
for evolution in Darwin's finches and in "intermediate" fossils.
Part 16: examines several "intermediate" fossils, revealing the 
subjectivity (sometimes fraud) in interpreting the fossils. He then 
introduces how, 4000 years ago, the Chinese language referred to 
events in Genesis! 2008  28/28 min.

Hydroplate theory / Intermediate fossils~The  GR 7-COL  #5099

Buddy Davis. This real-life dinosaur researcher inspires kids with his 
solid creation teaching and infectious passion for the Gospel. Buddy 
discovers a big dinosaur bone, and in the process shows the effects of 
Noah’s Flood on the Montana landscape. Your kids will see a remote 
part of the USA where the floodwaters scoured the earth and left a 
mangled graveyard of dinosaurs, fish, plants, and more—a treasure 
trove of fossils! 2012  25 min.

I Dig Dinosaurs  PRE-GR 4  #5185

Actors. A "How To Fossil Hunt" video. Excellently done; the only 
negative aspect is the evolutionary ages ascribed to fossils. 1993  25 
min.

I Dig Fossils  GR 4-9  #6174

Jonathan Wells, Roger DeHart, Bruce Chapman, Stephen Meyer, David 
Berlinski, Paul Nelson, et al. Based on the book "Icons of Evolution" by 
Jonathan Wells. Many supposed proofs of evolution, such as the "Tree 
of Life," Darwin's finches, and embryos going through the stages of 
evolution, have been discredited by evolutionists. Yet, students still 
learn them in public-supported schools, where many instructors dare 
not mention evidence against them. Excellent! 2002  51 min.

*Icons of Evolution  GR 8-COL  #6294

Werner Gitt. The sparrow, whale, platypus, swallow, glowworm, 
dragonfly, human eye, earthworm, E. coli bacterium and golden plover - 
all "talk" about their unique features, and of the intelligence with which 
the Creator made them. Reading level is higher than treatment style; a 
good "read to me" book. Ends with the Gospel. 2005  115 pg.

If Animals Could Talk: Creation Speaks for Itself  GR 2-6  #1114

Paul S. Taylor. Designed to accompany the film series "ORIGINS: How 
the World Came to Be," this is also useful alone as a concise, careful, 
detailed summary of evidences for a young earth and a worldwide 
Flood in Noah's day. The main text is 46 pages, followed by 68 pages 
of careful references, then by a 12-page index. Well-illustrated in B/W. 
1995  128 pg.

*Illustrated Origins Answer Book ~The (5th Ed.)  GR 9-COL  #1093

Dr. David DeWitt. In this engaging illustrated lecture, Dr. David DeWitt 
reveals why the missing link will never be found.  Highlighting such 
controversial science topics as DNA, human/ape skull comparisons, 
and proposed ape-man discoveries, Dr. DeWitt critiques the 
evolutionary tree that supposedly links humans to apes and exposes its 
roots for what they really are:  fiction. 2006  45 min

Image of God or Planet of the Apes?  GR7-COL  #5136

David Aikman. Aikman's interviews with anthropologists demonstrate 
that anthropologists can't agree on a single fossil as being a "proto-
human," yet  secular textbooks confidently assert that we have fossils 
of non-human ancestors! If Lucy, Neanderthals, Boxgrove Man, Homo 
Erectus and Homo Habilis aren't proto-humans, what are they? 2002  
27 min.

Image of God--Human Origins: Creation or Evolution? ~The  GR 9-
COL  #5040

David Noebel. Compares and contrasts the Christian worldview with 
Secular Humanism, New Age beliefs, etc., in areas such as theology, 
sociology, ethics, government, home/church/state relations, biology & 
psychology. Explains why we have a "Civil War of Values" in America!   
42 min.

*Importance of a Biblical Worldview ~The  GR 8-COL  #6290

Walter Brown. Audio of Dr. Brown's popular creation seminar, 
presented 9/28/91 in Aurora, IL. One unique aspect of Dr. Brown's work 
is his theory of a "honeycomb" structure to earth's  crust, within which 
he believes there was a vast quantity of water that contributed greatly to 
the world-wide flood. Excellent speaker! 1991  4 cassettes

In the Beginning ..." Seminar ~"  HS-COL  #2006
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John Baumgardner,  Andrew Snelling,  Russell Humphreys, Larry 
Vardiman, Steven Austin. "A radical new supercomputer model of 
catastrophic plate tectonics, developed by Dr. John Baumgardner at 
Los Alamos National Laboratory shows how runaway thermal 
subduction may have caused the breakup and flooding of Pangea, the 
early supercontinent." (Keziah)  With 4 other creationist Ph.D.s. 1996  
27 min.

In the Beginning: Catastrophic Plate Tectonics and the Genesis 
Flood  HS-COL  #6213

Gloria Clanin; the Snellenbergers (Illus.). "Imagine life for Noah's family 
while the Ark was being built and during the Flood. An exciting 
adventure book with an excellent teaching section." (per ICR) 1996  80 
pg.

In the Days of Noah  GR 4-10  #1056

Ian T. Taylor. Hard-to-put-down account of the history of the 
creation/evolution controversy. Starting with the thinking of the early 
Greeks and Hebrews to the present, Taylor explores philosophy and 
science on a layman's level. 1991  498 pg.

*In the Minds of Men: Darwin and the New World Order (3rd Ed.)  
GR 11-COL  #1032

Jobe Martin. "…enters the fascinating world of animals to reveal the 
sophisticated and complex designs that shake the traditional 
foundations of evolutionary theory .. .. [with]  creatures that produce fire 
…. How does a giraffe get a drink without causing lethal blood pressure 
to his brain? How can Geckos walk upside down…? …proves that 
animal designs can only be attributed to a creator …. will inspire you to 
look more closely at the word around you." (Cover)  (Professionally 
filmed, live footage) 2000  

*Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution  GR 6-COL  #6238

Jobe Martin. Fireflies and glowworms, which generate light almost 
without heat; birds that navigate thousands of miles over oceans by 
instinct; whales that dive to the depths of the ocean, without being 
crushed by pressure; and creatures that regenerate parts of their 
bodies, even growing a new head! 2000  46 min.

*Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution II  GR 4-COL  #6292

Colin Gunn & teachers, students, administrators. Remember when 
public education was required to be "neutral" on controversial matters? 
Was it ever? This documentary follows Colin Gunn and his family as 
they travel the U.S. in an old school bus revamped as a mobile home. 
Colin interviews teachers, students, administrators, Ken Ham & others. 
Truth is, the Left wants to form the minds of all children, and YOUR 
public schools are now THEIR domain! 2011  12 min.

IndoctriNation: public schools and the decline of Christianity in 
America  GR 8 - COL  #5169

David Menton. When Hollywood makes history into a film, it tends to 
embellish the story, if not outright misrepresent personalities and 
events. "Inherit the Wind," the movie about the Scopes "Monkey Trial," 
was no exception. Here's info you probably never heard before! 2003  
74 min.

Inherently Wind: A Hollywood History of the Scopes Trial  HS-COL  
#5003

David N. Menton. If you think you know what happened in the Scopes 
Trial, based on "Inherit the Wind," read this! Compares in detail the 
historical records of the "Monkey Trial" versus events in the screenplay. 
I.e., John Scopes himself said he never taught biology - he substitute-
taught the biology class, and never discussed evolution. He was not 
jailed,  etc. One lie after another is examined. 2006  32 pg.

Inherit the Wind: A Hollywood History of the Scopes Trial  GR 9-
COL  #1096

David Menton. Dr. Menton takes two teens on a teaching-tour through 
the major systems of the body …Humorous and insightful talks that 
leave audiences in hushed awe at the Creator's wisdom. Menton 
employs anatomical props, models, and microscopic images to teach 
about God's amazing designs for life. 2011  45/48 min.

Integumentary System (SKIN)~The [Parts 1&2]  GR 6-COL  #5188

Georgia Purdom. Discusses the history, theology, and philosophy of the 
ID movement, its positive and negative aspects. How does it help and 
hurt evangelism? 2005  

Intelligent Design Movement: How Intelligent Is It?  GR 9-COL  
#5068

Ian Juby. Part 9: Not only did MAN and dinosaurs live together, but 
super intelligent man! In this wild episode, ancient technology and out 
of place artifacts are discussed.
Part 10: Evidence of dinosaurs in historic time, and the how the fossil 
record is powerful evidence for Creation: nothing has changed - plants 
and animals are either still here, or they have evidently become extinct. 
2008  28/28 min.

Intelligent Man and Diinosaurs / Nothing Changes  GR 7-COL  
#5096

Dean Kenyon. In 1969 Dr. Kenyon co-authored "Biochemical 
Predestination," examining how life might have formed in the primitive 
ocean. In this interview, he discusses why he no longer believes in a 
strictly neo-Darwinian origin of life.  Dr. Kenyon is not a young-earth 
creationist, but has valuable scientific insights. Caution advised. 1994  
36 min.

Interview with Dean H. Kenyon ~An  GR 11-COL  #6215

Michael Denton. Interview with an evolutionist research scientist. His 
1986 book "Evolution: A Theory in Crisis" won him criticism by fellow 
evolutionists. "While he unequivocally rejects neo-Darwinism on the 
basis of scientific evidence he also rejects creationist explanations on 
the basis that they are non-naturalistic." (cover) 1993  

Interview with Michael J. Denton ~An  GR 11-COL  #6155

Phillip E. Johnson. Dr. Johnson speaking at the McKenzie Study Center 
1996  

Interview with Phillip E. Johnson ~An  GR 11-COL  #2041

Phillip E. Johnson. Interview with a UCLA Berkely law professor 
concerning philosophical and logical problems with evolution. Johnson 
himself is more of a theistic evolutionist, but his points are made so well 
you might get your thoroughly evolutionist intellectual friends to listen! 
1993  45 min.

Interview with Phillip E. Johnson ~An  GR 11-COL  #6154

Duane Gish, Ian Taylor. Dr. Gish discusses various evidences for 
creation, and his part in the modern creation movement. Ian Taylor 
discusses in detail the life of Charles Darwin, evidence that 
archaeopteryx fossils are fraudulent, and how blind belief in evolution 
results in violations of the scientific method. 2000  75 min.

Interviews with Dr. Duane Gish & Ian Taylor  GR 10-COL  #6281

Andrew McIntosh. Dr. McIntosh answers all the important questions 
about the ability of birds, bats, and insects to fly. 2003  60 min.

Intricacies of Flight, The  GR7-COL  #5127

Henry Morris Jr.. "...outlines the Biblical doctrine of creation...answers 
the how, when, and why questions...No references are made to 
science..." 1994  50 min.

Introduction to Biblical Creationism  GR 10-COL  #6170
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Michael Behe. "Professor Behe presents the biochemical challenge to 
evolution and introduces the concept of irreducible complexity." (ARN) 
1996  

Introduction to Darwin's Black Box  GR 12-COL  #2045

Henry Morris Jr.. "...uses scientific data only, showing that the facts of 
biology, geology, and other sciences support the Biblical teaching of 
recent, special creation." 1994  60 min.

Introduction to Scientific Creationism  GR 10-COL  #6171

Randy Sims. Audio CD - lecture. 2005  

Introduction to Worldviews  GR 9-COL  #4005

Michael Behe. Prof. Behe speaks before a live audience at Princeton 
University: the impossibililty of successive mutations producing 
systems such as bacterial motors, cilia, vision, cellular transport, etc. 
Good computer animations. His points are well made, but Behe still 
believes in some areas of evolution. View with caution. 1997  101 min.

Irreducible Complexity: The Biochemical Challenge to Darwinian 
Theory  GR 10-COL  #6214

John Mackay. Bible study on the Trinity in the Old Testament, 
compared with the teachings of the Koran on the nature of God. 2002  

Is Allah the Creator God of Abraham & Moses?  GR 10-COL  #4017

Ken Ham. Ken pulls no punches in explaining why taking the Bible's 
history literally is vital to taking the rest of its teachings as valid. Every 
major doctrine of Scripture has its roots in the early chapters of 
Genesis! Why the legal push for abortion, sexual "liberation" and killing 
the unwanted are a logical outgrowth of rejecting Scripture as the final 
authority. (You might want to show something milder to evolutionists.)   
30 min.

*Is Genesis relevant today?  GR 6-COL  #6247

Martin G. Selbrede, Don B. DeYoung. Debate between 2 creationists. 
Selbrede holds the minority view that the earth is the center of the 
universe, and is not turning nor orbiting the sun. DeYoung takes the 
majority view that neither the Scriptures nor science support the 
geocentric, geostatic position. 1991  

Is Geocentricity a Dangerous Error?  HS-COL  #2008

Michael Girouard. Explains why the possibility of life evolving by chance 
in a primaeval ocean is zero! Humorous and understandable to non-
scientists. 1990  46 min.

*Is Life Just Chemistry?  HS-COL  #6032

John C. Whitcomb. Evidences that there would NOT be life anywhere 
else.   50 min.

Is There Life on Other Planets?  HS-COL  #6097

Ken Ham. Be equipped to defend your faith beginning with the very first 
verse of the Bible.  Learn how to answer such questions as, "Where did 
God come from?"  "Who made God?"  "Does the Bible teaching 
concerning a Creator fir with real science?"   

Is There Really a God?  GR7-COL  #6345

Donald Chittick. Chittick is always intelligent and gentle in his treatment 
of those who resist accepting the evidence for creation. Some of us 
could well learn from his style! 1989  

Issues and Answers  HS-COL  #2037

A. Charles Ware. Gay marriage - racism - respect for human life - 
society's beliefs have changed because of a loss of respect and trust in 
the Bible. Dr. Ware explaines WHY the church is losing the culture war, 
and what we can do about it! 2004  45 min.

It Doesn't Take a Ph.D.!  GR 9-COL  #5019

Buddy Davis. Buddy Davis, formerly of the Grand Ol' Opry, performs 15 
of his original Christian songs that - aren't just for kids. 1998  

It's a Whale of a Story!  K-GR 4  #2082

John MacKay. MacKay answers volumes of questions about dinosaurs, 
such as when did they live, what did they eat, did they go on the Ark, 
etc. Filmed on location around the world. 1994  73 min.

*Jehovah's Park: The Monsters God Made  GR 9-COL  #6228

Actors. This is the Jesus movie shown all over the world, credited with 
winning 32 million to Christ. Shot on location with a cast of 5000, with 
careful Biblical and historical accuracy. 1979  120 min.

*Jesus  GR 8-COL  #6167

Jonathan Sarfati. Details specific Old Testament prophecies that 
describe the Messiah, from Genesis through the whole Old Testament, 
including references to the Messiah's deity and the plurality of the 
Godhead. Dr. Sarfati is a Messianic Jew. Fast-paced. Very good video 
but slightly muddy audio. Edited-in graphics of Bible verses and 
Hebrew/English/Greek texts. 2004  49 min.

Jesus in Genesis: the Messianic Prophecies  GR 10-COL  #5027

Jonathan Sarfati. Details specific Old Testament prophecies that 
describe the Messiah, from Genesis through the whole Old Testament, 
including references to the Messiah's deity and the plurality of the 
Godhead. Dr. Sarfati is a Messianic Jew. Fast-paced. Very good video 
but slightly muddy audio. Edited-in graphics of Bible verses and 
Hebrew/English/Greek texts. 2004  42 min.

Jesus in Genesis: the Messianic Prophecies  GR 10-COL  #6317

Donald A. Bierle. Presents the historical evidence that the "real Jesus" 
of history was NOT the Jesus of Michael Brown's novel "The Da Vinci 
Code!" 2006  49 min.

Jesus: Divine or Da Vinci? A Biblical Response to the Da Vinci 
Code  GR 8-COL  #5075

Phillip E. Johnson. Dr. Johnson being interviewed by SPC, KBLF 
Talkshow 1992  

Johnson Interview with Joseph S. Busey  GR 11-COL  #2042

Actors. "The Eagle's Nest Gang witnesses a robbery at the Museum of 
Ancient Art. Now it's up to them to catch the thief, as the Park family 
travels to find artifacts that tell us about our past."   1 hour

Jonathan Park & the Adventure on the Aucilla River  GR 1-5  #2078

Actors. Disaster: "Dr. Kendall Park and Jim Brenan make a discovery of 
a lifetime--a dinosaur graveyard! However, it turns into a nightmare 
when…" Safari: "The evil Dr. Cassat has discovered a multi-million 
dollar mine in Africa. But why has he asked the Park and Brenan 
Families to come…?"   28 min. x 2

Jonathan Park & the Disaster at Brenan Bluff/African Safari  GR 1-
5  #2076

Actors. Escape: "The Park and Brenan families, on their way to 
Roswell, are stranded outside the city late at night. They end up in a 
retreat center run by Utopians--an alien cult." Clue: "…the bully of 
Painted Dunes Elementary School just can't seem to leave Jonathan 
alone…"   28 min. x 2

Jonathan Park & the Escape from Utopia/the Clue from Nineveh  
GR 1-5  #2077

Actors. "Santa Fe is hit by a catastrophic storm! To survive, two 
families are driven to seek safety in an underground cavern with a 
secret…"   1 hr.

Jonathan Park & the Secret of the Hidden Cave  GR 1-5  #2075
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Narrated. (MV): "Follow a simple seed through its valiant struggle for 
survival, and see how it reflects the journey of the seed of God's Word, 
taking root in human hearts." 1985  40 min.

Journey of Life  GR 4-COL  #6033

David A. DeWitt. "A noted researcher in biology, Dr. DeWitt shows how 
evolutionary assumptions have led to the mistaken belief that DNA is 
filled with 'junk' leftovers from millions of years of evolution. On the 
contrary, this supposed junk has been proven to play many essential 
roles." Recommend you see #6173 or 6108 first! 2004  56 min.

'Junk' DNA is Not Junk  COL  #5032

Buddy Davis & "Proto". "The Creation Adventure Team travels the 
world in a fun-filled quest to uncover the mysteries of the dinosaurs. 
When did they live? How did they die? What do their remains reveal? 
What about Noah's Flood, and were the dinosaurs on the Ark?" 2003  

*Jurassic Ark Mystery ~A  GR 2-6  #5002

Buddy Davis & "Proto". "The Creation Adventure Team travels the 
world in a fun-filled quest to uncover the mysteries of the dinosaurs. 
When did they live? How did they die? What do their remains reveal? 
What about Noah's Flood, and were the dinosaurs on the Ark?" 2003  

*Jurassic Ark Mystery ~A  GR 2-6  #6314

Paul Ackerman, Bob Williams. This book recounts the real history of 
the Kansas Science Curriculum standards controversy, which you can 
compare with what you heard from the secular media!  Also gives 
information to help you take action in your own state. 1999  93 pg.

Kansas Tornado: The 1999 Science Curriculum Standards Battle  
GR 11-COL  #1066

David Barton. "...the wise counsel and instruction given to us by our 
Country's founders, advice largely disregarded today." 1994  59 min.

*Keys to Good Government  GR 8-COL  #6166

Joseph Stowell. The president of Moody Bible Institute compares the 
beliefs of the Heaven's Gate cult members with those of Christians, and 
finds striking similarities! Why would these people commit suicide to 
get on a never-seen spaceship, and what makes Christians think we're 
more reasonable than they? And, where are they now? 1997  

Keys to Heaven's Gate ~The  GR 8-COL  #2046

Allan Steel. Many people think that the increase in diversity of 
languages is like biological evolution. But as Allan Steel demonstrates 
in this fascinating easy-to-follow presentation, the truth is very 
different—and it points to a major event in history … recorded in the 
Bible—Babel! 2004  56 min.

Languages: The Bible vs. Evolution  GR 8-COL  #5118

The Last Adam is a concise history of mankind and of the One who 
became our Savior.  2007  33 min+extra

Last Adam, The  GR7-COL  #5130

Jonathan Sarfait. Why should Christians defend their faith? How should 
they do so? See how to spot common fallacies and use correct logic--
both to present a positive case for Christianity, and refute objections. 
Sarfati gives clear examples of good and poor logic, and applies it to 
not only the creation controversy but to attacks on Christianity of 
various kinds. 2009  56 min.

Leaving Your Brains at the Church Door? The power of logic in 
defending your faith  GR 9-COL  #5107

Kent Hovind. "...deals with the fire-breathing dragon of Job 41 and 
reveals the greatest problem in most people's lives today." (Per the 
publisher))   90 min.

Leviathan: A Dragon  GR 7-COL  #6119

Ham, Ken. Audiobook on 4 CDs. Explains why belief concerning origins 
dictates how much one can believe Scripture; the consequences to 
individuals and society of belief in evolution or creation, and the non-
scientific reasons for which evolution has become the accepted 
doctrine of modern academia. 2005  4 discs

Lie:  Evolution, The  GR7-COL  #4026

Ken Ham. Explains why belief concerning origins dictates how much 
one can believe Scripture; the consequences to individuals and society 
of belief in evolution or creation, and the non-scientific reasons for 
which evolution has become the accepted doctrine of modern 
academia. 1987  168 pg.

*Lie: Evolution ~The  HS-COL  #1004

Kent Hovind. "Shows how public school textbooks are permeated with 
fraudulent information in order to convince students that evolution is 
true."  (Per the producer) (OK to copy, unedited, for free distribution 
only.) 2012  168 min.

Lies in the Textbooks  GR 8-COL  #5173

Kent Hovind. "...shows how public school textbooks are permeated with 
fraudulent information ... to convince students that evolution is true."  
(In 2 parts.) [DVD: 5173] 2002  137 min.~

Lies in the Textbooks  GR 9-12  #6309

Explore where life and design came from in this unique collection of 
videos from the Creation Museum.  2007  25 min+extra

Life  GR3-COL  #5131

Jules Poirier. Fascinating details of the life cycle of monarch butterflies, 
some of which travel thousands of miles, by instinct, to their over 
wintering areas in Mexico and the southern U.S.A. Written in the 
persona of a butterfly, with cartoons, technical line drawings, photos 
and electron micrography. Rated "Grades 3-6," because of the 
treatment style, but reading level is perhaps 6th grade, and interest 
level is up to college. 1997  32 pg.

Life and Adventures of Monica Monarch ~The  GR 3-6  #1097

Gary Parker. An in-depth treatment, for kids, of how a baby develops, 
and on what embryology tells us about creation. Focuses on the value 
of each human being. Great illustrations. 1992  84 pg.

Life Before Birth  GR 5-8  #1045

Gary Parker. Discusses the formation of a child in the womb, DNA, 
mutations and birth defects, the value of human lives when their bodies 
are defective, the survival of babies born weighing less than 1 pound, 
and the difference between the view of man in the Bible  vs. evolution's 
view. As always, Parker is both entertaining and informative. 1994  

Life Before Birth: The Creator's Blueprint  GR 8-COL  #6172

Michael & Beverly Oard, the Snellenbergers (illus.). "After Noah's Flood 
the earth and its climate were undergoing drastic changes. The stage 
had been set for the Great Ice Age. Noah's descendants had to learn 
how to survive in a strange, often hostile land…" The first part is written 
in story form, around a boy growing up in the new world. The second 
part is more technical, concerning the causes of the Ice Age. 
Fascinating, readable, and beautifully illustrated. 1993  71 pg.

*Life in the Great Ice Age  GR 5-COL  #1033

John Mackay. Why didn't Adam and Eve die the day they sinned? Why 
did God accept Abel's offering, but reject Cain's? Why did Jesus have 
to shed His blood to save us from sin? Would it matter if He had been 
strangled? These and other questions on the nature of life and death 
are answered… It will  help you understand the Gospel! 2002  

Life is in the Blood ~The  GR 8-COL  #4014
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Barry Setterfield. Three narrated slide programs on 1 tape; 1 hour each. 
In 1987 Setterfield co-authored the Stanford Research Institute Invited 
Research Report, "Atomic Constants, Light, and Time," indicating the 
speed of light has decreased. This has serious implications for the age 
of the universe: if the speed of light has decreased significantly, 
estimates on the distance of far objects in space are wrong, and the 
age of the universe could be much less.   3 hours

Life, the Universe, & the Bible. Parts 1-3  HS-COL  #6087

Narrated. "What does modern DNA research now prove about the 
theory that simple cells evolved into all life on earth? . . . .that evolution 
is impossible. . . .How much can animals change? Why do so many 
species depend upon one another to survive? Where does instinct and 
intelligence come from?" Parrot fish, dolphins, ostriches, wildebeest, 
cheetah, giraffes, lions. Filmed on location over 5 years in 10+ 
countries. 2004  56 min.

Life's Story: The One That Hasn't Been Told  GR 7-COL  #5038

Charles Colson. Colson turned his life over to Jesus Christ before being 
imprisoned as a Watergate conspirator. After release, he went back 
into prisons with a message of God's justice, mercy, and power to 
change lives. Easter 1999 at New Jersey State Prison. 1999  40 min.?

Light in the Darkness  GR 7-COL  #2080

Kent Hovind. TV show broadcast on WVCY, Milwaukee. Good overview 
of subject.   30 min.

Live TV Call-In Talk Show  HS-COL  #6128

Joachim Scheven. Takes you on a tour of dozens of specimens of 
"living fossils," displayed with their modern-day examples, 
demonstrating that 'the dominant facts of the fossil record are stasis 
(staying the same) and extinction (dying out)."   90 min.

Living Fossils: Confirmation of Creation  HS-COL  #6158

Henry Morris Jr.. The societal effects of belief in evolution, from ancient 
times to the present.  Dr. Morris is one of the founders of the modern 
creationist movement. 1990  56 min.

Long War Against God ~The  HS-COL  #6034

John MacKay. Various mini-segments from MacKay's presentations on 
Australian public television. Topics: Feet, Exploding seed pod, Nautilis, 
Mosquito-catcher plant, etc. Excellent audio/video quality. 1995  28 min.

Lord God Made Them All ~The  GR 3-COL  #6230

Bob Devine. Uncle Bob interviews a lungfish (they're supposedly on the 
evolutionary trail to leaving the water permanently) and a tiny 
tardigrade, an arthropod you just about can't kill!   

Lori the Lungfish/Timothy Tardigrade  GR 3-6  #2012

David Menton. This anatomy professor demonstrates that "Lucy", the 
skeletal australopithicine, was not human. Includes NOVA footage of 
the ALTERING of Lucy's pelvis to make her appear human! Dr. Menton 
is always easy to understand, logical and calmly humorous. 2004  59 
min.

Lucy - She's No Lady!  GR 8-COL  #5043

David Menton. This anatomy professor demonstrates that "Lucy", the 
skeletal australopithicine, was not human. Includes NOVA footage of 
the ALTERING of Lucy's pelvis to make her appear human! Dr. Menton 
is always easy to understand, logical and calmly humorous. 2003  58 
min

*Lucy, She's No Lady!  GR 8-COL  #6295

Michael Oard. Perhaps millions of wooly mammoths have been found 
frozen in the soil in northern regions, especially Siberia. Why so many? 
How could they die and be buried so suddenly that we find them with 
flesh and hair NOW? Wasn't the latest Ice Age about 10,000 years 
ago? Oard shows how the Biblical Flood would cause the Ice Age! 
2004  50 min.

Mammoth & The Ice Age ~The  GR 10-COL  #5080

Henry Morris Jr.. "Comprehensive, yet warm and evangelistic. Presents 
practical evidences for the infallibility of the Bible. Inspirational reading, 
yet suitable for classroom." (ICR) 1994  381 pg.

Many Infallible Proofs  GR 11-COL  #1040

Actors. Still seeking to prove creation to Prof. Malcolm, Marty and Dr. 
Hanson search the Congo for mokele mbembe - which may be a living 
dinosaur! But Prof. Malcolm is determined that no evidence shall be 
found! Live action comedy-drama.   30 min.

Marty and the Last Dinosaur (#2)  GR 3-6  #6271

Luci Swindol. Based on Foxe's Book of Martyrs. Luci Swindol recounts 
the histories of men and women persecuted to death for their faith. 
1996  40 min.

Martyrs ~The  HS-COL  #6206

Actors. Professor Malcolm has offered $1 million if Dr. Hanson can 
come up with real evidence that creation is true. To make sure that 
doesn't happen, he also sends Marty as a saboteur on Dr. Hanson's 
expedition! Science and humor, live action.   30 min.

Marty's Fossil Adventure (#1)  GR 3-6  #6270

Actors. Marty's research takes him to the Grand Canyon, to study what 
fossil nautiloids demonstrate about the canyon's formation. Back in the 
"Control Room," a group of teens monitor his work via satellite, and 
someone tries to sabotage the project! Topics: why suffering and death, 
and the salvation offered through Christ. Too technical for little kids, 
except as a story; but a "kiddish" treatment. 2003  65 min.

Marty's Grand Adventure  GR 3-5  #6293

David Pensgard. Sometimes humorous, this black and white "comic 
book"  compares religions, philosophies and evidences, and concludes 
that Jesus Christ is Who and What He claimed to be! Includes CD. 
2002  213 pg.

Me, the Professor, Fuzzy & the Meaning of Life  GR 9-COL  #1089

Raymond Eve. Presentation to the staff of Fermi National Accelerator 
Laboratory on 12-9-92. The speaker, a sociologist, has a pro-evolution 
perspective. Apparently brought to speak on the danger that 
creationists, as an "anti-science" political force, will succeed in 
destroying taxpayers' willingness to fund Fermi Lab. 1992  1 hr?

Meeting the Challenge of the Creationist Movement in America  
GR 11-COL  #2009

Henry Morris Jr.. "Unique collection of brief biographies and the 
Christian testimonies of great Bible-believing scientists of the past-- 
many who were 'founders' of modern science. Clearly shows that one 
can be a great scientist and a creationist Christian." 1988  107 pg.

Men of Science-Men of God  GR 9-COL  #1037

Richard Bliss. (CLP): "Documented treatment of the impact of 
evolutionary humanism on modern education and the minds of children 
and young people." 1985  40 min.

Menace of Humanism ~The  GR 7-COL  #6080

Narrated. Awesome photos of the universe, stressing the size of the 
creation--and its Creator. 1996  40 min.

*Milky Way & Beyond ~The  GR 7-COL  #6194
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Steve Ham. Ham unpacks the Apostle John’s letter to the church, 
revealing the answers needed to overcome the modern idea that seeks 
to redefine the historical reality of Christ. Be prepared to recognize and 
refute modern gnosticism. Is Jesus who He says He is—Creator and 
Savior? How do you know? 2013  48 min.

Millions of Years: The New Gnostic Religion  GR 6-COL  #5179

Terry Mortenson. AUDIO. The men and the theories that popularized 
the idea of billions of years of earth history. Have you heard of the 
“scriptural geologists” who opposed the old-earth geology in the early 
19th century? Gives historical context for understanding why the 
authority of Scripture is so undermined in the church today and how this 
hinders the proclamation of the gospel. 2007  50 min.

Millions of Years: Where Did the Idea Come From?  GR 10-COL  
#4021

Terry Mortenson. Introduces the men and summarizes the theories that 
helped popularize the unbiblical idea of millions of years of earth 
history. Have you heard of the “scriptural geologists” who opposed the 
old-earth geology in the early 19th century? Give the historical context 
for understanding why the authority of Scripture is so undermined in the 
Church today and how this relates to the proclamation of the gospel. 
2005  65 min.

Millions of Years: Where Did the Idea Come From?  GR 9-COL  
#5028

John C. Whitcomb. History of the Bible, and evidences that it is reliable 
today.   50 min.

Miraculous Origin of the Bible ~The  HS-COL  #6101

Robert Carter. The Bible records 3 historical Biblical "main events" that 
would have left an indelible mark on our genetic makeup: Creation, the 
Flood, and the Tower of Babel. Exciting research in modern genetics 
actually underlines the reality of these events, if you expect to find the 
evidence and go looking for it (but you have to know where to look!).   
37 min.

Mitochondrial Eve and the 3 "Daughters" of Noah  GR 10-COL  
#5164

John C. Whitcomb. Does modern science prove there's no such thing 
as a miracle? Or do miracles prove that there's a supernatural Creator, 
who invented natural laws, and can suspend them any time He likes?   
50 min.

Modern Science and Biblical Miracles  HS-COL  #6102

Ken Ham. The Scopes Trial was a watershed event! While creationists 
"won" the legal battle, they began to lose the culture war. Ham 
describes the now-defunct arguments for evolution that were used in 
the Scopes Trial, and points out that we need to believe God, not man, 
when they disagree. 1997  

Monkey Trial ~The  GR 9-COL  #6297

Danny Faulkner. The Bible says the moon was created for: light, 
calendar, signs, and to show God's glory. It also causes total solar 
eclipses (visible on no other planet) which enable us to study the sun. 
Earth's moon is so different from others as to suggest it had a different 
origin. All naturalistic theories of its origin have been disproved. Much 
info, easy to follow, but audio is poor. 2001  1 hr.~

Moon Design and Age  GR 10-COL  #6306

John C. Whitcomb, D. DeYoung. "...best comparison of the various 
moon origin theories I have ever seen."--James B. Irwin, Apollo 15 
Astronaut. "Both the scientific and Biblical discussions are sufficiently 
comprehensive and objective to warrant an honest hearing in the 
classroom…" 1978  180 pg.

Moon: Its Creation, Form and Significance ~The  HS-COL  #1005

Steven Austin, James Kennedy. Kennedy interviews a geologist from 
ICR about his findings at Mt. St. Helens. The 1980 explosion rocked the 
geological world, as it became apparent that many accepted beliefs 
about formation of Grand Canyon, the many layers of fossil forrests in 
Yellowstone, and the Petrified Forest could well have had sudden 
origins! 1994  30 min.

Mount St. Helen's  HS-COL  #2025

Steven Austin. Fascinating coverage of the May 1980 eruption and the 
resulting rapidly-formed canyons, stratified rocks, and trees buried 
upright through layers of sediments. Documents that geological 
features found in the Grand Canyon, the Petrified Forest and 
Yellowstone, long interpreted as millions of years in forming, can be 
produced very rapidly!   58 min.

Mount St. Helens: Explosive Evidence for Catastrophe  GR 8-COL  
#5016

Steven Austin. Fascinating coverage of the May 1980 eruption and the 
resulting rapidly-formed canyons, stratified rocks, and trees buried 
upright through layers of sediments. Documents that geological 
features found in the Grand Canyon, the Petrified Forest and 
Yellowstone, long interpreted as millions of years in forming, can be 
produced very rapidly! 1993  58 min.

*Mount St. Helens: Explosive Evidence for Catastrophe (Revised)  
GR 7-COL  #6035

Paul Thomsen. Helicopter pilots risk their lives to save victims of Mt. St. 
Helen's eruption. Two creationist geologists risk their lives researching 
the sediments and deep canyon that formed at Mt. St. Helen's, not in 
millions of years but in hours! 1997  74 pg.

Mountain of Fire  GR 4-7  #1085

Ken Ham, Jonathan Taylor (illus.), Buddy Davis (music). Brilliantly-
illustrated rhyming board book with music CD by Buddy Davis. Buddy 
sings the text of the book. Covers 6 days of Creation, fall of Adam, 
results of Original Sin, the Flood, Tower of Babel, origin of human 
"races," Christ's death and resurrection, and it almost presents the 
Gospel. 2006  24 pg.

*My Creation Bible  PRE-GR 2  #1108

William J. Murray. Bill's "life without God" was, unfortunately, very 
interesting. Have you wondered what motivated his mother, Madalyn 
Murray O'Hair, to attack any mention of God in public places? Why did 
this son turn to Jesus Christ? Updated to remove "salty" language, and 
to deal with the kidnapping and murder of Madalyn, her other son and 
Bill's own daughter, who disappeared in 1995. Hard to put down! 2000  
336 pg.

My Life Without God  GR 8-COL  #1068

Charles Thaxton, W. Bradley, R. Olsen. "A valuable summary of the 
evidence against the chemical evolution of life out of non-living matter. 
It presents a very well thought-out and clearly written analysis of the 
alternatives to the accepted scientific theory of the origin of life."--
Robert Jastrow 1984  228 pg.

Mystery of Life's Origin: Reassessing Current Theories  COL  
#1006

John Sanford. One of the world's foremost experts on genetics traces 
the history of human genetic decline due to mutations in our DNA. The 
evidence is startling to those who don't believe in the Genesis account 
of Creation because it refutes conventional dates for alleged human 
evolution. This is powerful evidence for the Bible's timescale for human 
history.   49 min.

Mystery of Our Declining Genes  GR 10-COL  #5161
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Brian Barkley. More evidence that America's Founding Fathers put 
Biblical principles into our government's basic laws, giving us the 
greatest nation on earth. Covers pre-colonial to modern times, including 
the beginnings of Planned Parenthood, the ACLU, and the homosexual 
revolution. Excellent filming! 1994  92 min.

*Nation Adrift ~A  GR 7-COL  #6312

John Morris. No scientist disputes the reality of natural selection, but 
could it select something that doesn't exist, to bring it into existence? 
John Morris argues that the complex designs in living things are proof 
of there being a Designer. 1993  43 min.

Natural Selection Versus Supernatural Design  HS-COL  #6133

Phillip E. Johnson. Dr. Johnson speaking at the University of Oregon 
1996  

Naturalism and the Modern University  GR 11-COL  #2040

Gary Parker. Makes the complex operation of DNA understandable and 
entertaining. Explains why cells did NOT spontaneously form in the 
ocean. 1992  90 min.

Nature and Origin of the Genetic Code ~The  HS-COL  #6108

Robet Augros, George Stanciu. The authors are evolutionists, but their 
interesting premise is that species cooperate, not compete, contrary to 
evolutionary thought. 1987  274 pg.

New Biology. Discovering the Wisdom in Nature ~The  COL  #1018

Ken Ham, David Barton, David Noebel, M. Foster, B, Howse, D. 
Wildmon, R, Linsted, M. Chapman. Compilation of  keynote talks at 
Christian Worldview Weekends. McDowell states, "…this book will help 
you develop clear biblical insight for successfully living the Christian life 
in a post-Christian world. My prayer is that you will read this book and 
gain a greater passion for proclaiming a biblical worldview to a world 
that has questions for which we have the answers." 2000  252 pg.

No Retreats, No Reserves, No Regrets  HS-COL  #1072

John Morris. "Along with the exciting story of the author's personal 
search for Noah's Ark, this book describes, in simple language, 
scientific evidence for the flood and the nature of the pre-flood world. 
Beautifully illustrated. Salvation message interwoven." (per ICR) 
Updated version of "Noah's Ark and the World That Perished." 1994  64 
p.

*Noah's Ark and the Ararat Adventure  GR 7-10  #1036

John Morris. Tim asks "Tracker John" (Morris) about the Ark and the 
Flood. Dr. Morris has searched for the Ark in Turkey, and researched 
the Ark and Flood. Colorful and exciting! 1998  32 pg.

Noah's Ark, Noah's Flood; Lots of Water, Lots of Mud  K-GR 4  
#1080

E. Behling, G. Schwinghammer, R. Oakland, T. LaHaye, J. Whitcomb, 
C. Moody, Et al.. 16 speakers, including some claiming they've seen 
the Ark, and experts for and against the idea that the Ark still resides in 
the mountains of Ararat. How could all the animals fit on one boat, and 
be kept alive for over a year? Well-done. Home & classroom use OK, 
other users need to contact Grizzly Adams Productions. 1995  29 min.

*Noah's Ark: Fact or Fable?  GR 6-COL  #6263

Tim Lovett. Lovett's long study of the design of Noah's Ark has resulted 
in AIG revising their view of the Ark's overall design. Gives details of 
why the Ark may have had a non-"boxy" design, tools and materials and 
design methods available to Noah, other ancient and modern ships 
compared with the Ark. 2008  73 pg.

Noah's Ark: Thinking Outside the Box  GR 7-COL  #1122

Tim Lovett, John Whitcomb, Ken Ham. The product of 13 years of 
study on how Noah could have built a vessel so large, and supplied air, 
food and water, using materials and technology available 4500 years 
ago. 2007  25 min.

Noah's Ark: Thinking Outside the Box  GR 8-COL  #5091

Carl Baugh, Charles Berlitz, Ethel Nelson, Steve Deckard, Ken 
Cummings,  et al.. Over 200 cultures around the globe have native 
legends of a large flood, often sounding much like Noah's Flood. But 
where would the water come from, and go? How could one boat shelter 
all those animals? Contains rare evidence of artifacts found in coal! 
Home & classroom use OK, other users need to contact Grizzly Adams 
Productions. 1995  34 min.

*Noah's Ark: Was There a Worldwide Flood?  GR 7-COL  #6254

Various. Multiple eye-witness stories, modern and ancient, of people 
claiming to have seen Noah's Ark. Very interesting! Live-action video. 
Home & classroom use OK, other users need to contact Grizzly Adams 
Productions. 1995  42 min.

*Noah's Ark: What Happened to It?  GR 4-COL  #6264

Animated. Draw-on animation of the old story.   23 min.

Noah's Big Adventure  PRE-GR 3  #6109

Tas Walker. Australian geologist Dr. Tas Walker highlights some of the 
remarkable geologic features that he has studied in his home country -- 
and they can only be explained by a worldwide flood. 2003  62 min.

Noah's Flood: Evidence in Australia  GR 10-COL  #5114

Terry Mortenson. AUDIO. Examines the Biblical evidence for a global 
flood during Noah's day and the geological evidence for rapid deposits 
of sediment during that Flood. Emphasizes why it matters what we 
believe. 2007  50 min.

Noah's Flood: Rocks & Fossils    #4023

John A. Stormer. "Falling academics--the dumbing down of our 
children--is not the only problem....the very smart kids.... Are taught to 
base their thinking and decisions on faulty, humanistic, God-is-not-
relevant foundations. They are being trained and prepared to be the 
leaders of 'the new social order' which education 'reformers' say they 
are working to create." (page xiii) 1999  266 pg.

None Dare Call It Education  GR 9-COL  #1125

Dr. Jason Lisle. Presuppostionalism:  the best method for defending the 
faith.  Dr. Lisle gives  numerous examples of real-world discussions, 
and demonstrates how to expose the inconsistencies and arbitrainess 
in secular worldviews while revealing the logic and consistency of the 
Biblical worldview. 2009  59 min

Nuclear Strength Apologetics: A Practical Procedure for 
Defending Christian Fatih Part 1  GR7-COL  #5155

Dr. Jason Lisle. Presuppostionalism:  the best method for defend the 
faith.  Dr. Lisle gives  numerous examples of real-world discussions, 
and demonstrates how to expose the inconsistencies and arbitrainess 
in secular worldviews while revealing the logic and consistency of the 
Biblical worldview. 2009  59 min.

Nuclear Strength Apologetics: A Practical Procedure for 
Defending Christian Fatih Part 2  GR7-COL  #5156

Irwin Moon. Points out the dependability and the accuracy of the 
Scriptures as compared with man's writings that must be constantly 
revised to correct inaccuracies. 1954  29 min.

Of Books and Sloths  GR 4-Col  #5079
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Paul Davis; D. Kenyon, C. Thaxton. Intended as a supplemental biology 
text. Tries to balance evolution and creation treatments. Good 
treatments of genetics, molecular similarities among species, fossils, 
etc. Clearly written and interesting. Well illustrated. 1989  166 pg.

Of Pandas and People: the Central Questions of Biological 
Origins  HS-COL  #1008

Tim Chaffey, Jason Lisle. A comprehensive biblical, theological, and 
scientific critique of old-earth creationism, the book presents its 
compelling testimony in layman's terms... 2008  207 pg.

Old-Earth Creationism on Trial: The Verdict Is In  GR 8-COL  #1128

Buddy Davis. 14 original songs: We're One Blood; Why?; I'll Worship 
My Creator; They Think That They've Seen You; He Makes Dreams 
Out of Nothing; I've Got Good News; Come To Jesus; I Wish The 
World Could Love Like Them; Keepers Of The World; Here At Home 
It's Off To Church; May All Creation Praise Thee; I Believe; Big Sam; 
Take My Hand 2001  

One Blood  GR 4-COL  #2083

Ken Ham, Carl Wieland, Don Batten. Racism has been a blot on history 
for thousands of years. Incredibly, most white Christians don't know the 
answer to the race question. Where do black people come from? Is 
inter-racial marriage OK? This ground-breaking book explains the 
genetic origins of color and provides a great answer to the plague of 
racism. 1999  176 pg.

One Blood: The Biblical Answer to Racism  GR 9-COL  #1132

Ken Ham. "If we all come from Adam and Eve, how do we explain the 
different 'races' of people today? Is inter-racial marriage allowed in the 
Bible? How has evolution led to an increase today in racism? What is 
the real solution to racial reconciliation?" (Cover) 1999  60 min.

*One Blood: The Biblical Answer to Racism  GR 8-COL  #6259

Erwin Lutzer. Sermon audio series on 4 cassettes. Individual titles:
a. A Glimpse Behind The Curtain/The Descent Into Gloom
b. The Ascent Into Glory/ Welcome! You Have Arrived!
c. Living In The New Jerusalem/ Can Modern Man Believe In Hell
d. When God Opens The Curtain For You/ Questions And Answers.
Dr. Lutzer's talks are thoroughly Biblical and never shallow. Also 
discusses the phenomena of ghosts and near-death experiences. 
Fascinating!   8 x 25? Min.

*One Minute After You Die: a preview of your final destination  GR 
8-COL  #2064

Ken Ham. In SPANISH

Many people today are confused about he origin of the so-called 
"races" of people.  But the Bible and accepted scientific principles 
provide easy-to-understand answers.

Mucha gente hoy dia esta confundida en cuanto al origen de las asi 
llamadas "razas" de gente. Pero la Biblia y aceptados principios 
cientificos proveen respuestas que son faciles de entender. 2007  47 
min

Origen de las razas, El  GR7-COL  #5149

Mike Riddle. Another fascinating, detailed account of why you can't 
believe everything in your textbooks! Counterfeit fossils of ape-men, 
misrepresentations of Neanderthals, australopithecines, Lucy and the 
Homo erectus group; plus what mutations do to the health and survival 
of organisms.   53 min.

*Origin of Humans ~The  GR 8-COL  #6245

A. E. Wilder-Smith. (FFC): "Proves that Man and even the simplest cell 
could never have evolved by time and chance. Evolution is 
mathematically impossible!" 1982  30 min.

*Origin of Life ~The  GR 7-COL  #6036

Duane Gish. Even "simple" life forms -- are not! Gish shows how 
impossible evolution is from the starting point. Again, sharp info, rather 
dull presentation. 1991  50 min.

Origin of Life ~The  HS-COL  #6073

John C. Whitcomb. Emphasizes the Biblical reasons for a literal 6-day 
creation event, and why the universe has no properties that would 
cause life to form by chance, even in billions of years. Concludes with 
an invitation to trust Christ. Very few graphics, but good "talking head".   
51 min.

Origin of Life ~The  HS-COL  #6089

Mike Riddle. Detailed info on the Miller experiment and other attempts 
to create proto-life, probability of the spontaneous origin of life, cooking 
the Primordial Soup, the Law of Entropy vs. evolution, and how the 
information in DNA could NOT arise by chance.   50 min.

Origin of Life ~The  GR 8-COL  #6244

Mike Riddle & Bob Compton. This is intended as interactive training for 
high school to college students. It would  fit into a semester of Sunday 
School or youth group meetings. Topics center on origin of life issues. 
Includes videotaped lectures by Riddle, Student Manual, Instructor 
Guide, and a CD with everything in the course except video. Includes 
PowerPoint slides, if you wish to lecture. If your class is large, you 
should provide small group leaders to role-play with students, to help 
students learn to ask good questions in biology classrooms, to spread 
their knowledge (gently!) to their classmates. 2001  11 hrs.

Origin of Life Equipping Course  GR 9-COL  #7004

Mike Riddle. Advertising Riddle's "Origin of Life Equipping Course", 
aimed at high school and college students. They get the facts against 
evolution, and they role-play respectfully bringing up questions in public 
school. Can be taught by your staff or Riddle. (Includes a  3-minute 
AND a 16-minute version.) 2001  3 or 16 min.

Origin of Life Equipping Course - Preview Video  HS-COL  #6286

Richard Bliss, Gary Parker, Duane Gish. Very readable, creation-
oriented approach to technical topics, i.e., the early atmosphere, 
likelihood of accidental formation of organic molecules, etc. Could be 
used as textbook. Well illustrated. 1979  51 p.

Origin of Life: Evolution - Creation  GR 7-12  #1029

Russ Hanson.  2008  58 min.

Origin of Man ~The  GR 7-COL  #5062

Duane Gish. Fossil men, fossil apes, but where are the real ape-men? 
This series has good info throughout, and flat presentations throughout. 
1991  48 min.

Origin of Man ~The  HS-COL  #6072

A. E. Wilder-Smith. "...There is clearly no good evidence that Man 
evolved from ape-like animals. Uncovers the errors, hoaxes, and 
misinformation." (per producers) 1982  30 min.

*Origin of Mankind ~The  GR 7-COL  #6037

John C. Whitcomb. From a Scriptural standpoint, contrasts the origin of 
Man with the claims of evolution. One major point is how Adam could 
have named the animals in  one day (he had more intelligence and 
memory than we). Emphasizes the differences between humans and 
animals.   50 min.

Origin of Mankind ~The  HS-COL  #6090

Terry Mortenson. "The church's compromise on biblical authority began 
long before Charles Darwin. …shows how far back biblical geologists 
defended biblical history (and exposed the fallacies in an old earth), but 
the church refused to listen." 2004  52 min.

Origin of Old-Earth Geology & Christian Compromise in the Early 
19th Century, Part 1  GR 8-COL  #6330
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Terry Mortenson. "The church's compromise on biblical authority began 
long before Charles Darwin. …shows how far back biblical geologists 
defended biblical history (and exposed the fallacies in an old earth), but 
the church refused to listen." 2004  71 min.

Origin of Old-Earth Geology & Christian Compromise in the Early 
19th Century, Part 2  GR 8-COL  #6331

A. E. Wilder-Smith. "Proves that animals cannot evolve upward by any 
natural process, including mutations and natural selection. 
...Exceptionally easy to understand." (per producers) 1982  30 min.

*Origin of Species ~The  GR 7-COL  #6038

Terry Mortenson. AUDIO. Natural selection and beneficial mutations do 
not support the “theory” of evolution! Rather they confirm the biblical 
accounts of creation, the Fall of Adam and Eve in sin, and the Flood of 
Noah’s day. A close look at the claims of evolutionists, showing that the 
scientific evidence fits with what the Bible teaches. 2007  50 min.

Origin of Species: Was Darwin Right?~The  GR 10-COL  #4022

John MacKay. Representatives of cultures around the earth describe 
their own group's legends of the creation, fall of man, world-wide flood, 
the Pleides. How did widely scattered cultures get the same stories and 
star constellations, if not from a common culture, and fairly recently? 
Professionally filmed. 1993  32 min.

*Origin of the Races ~The  GR 7-COL  #6233

A. E. Wilder-Smith. (FFC): "Outer space and our solar system provide 
impressive evidence against Evolution and against the `Big Bang 
Theory.' The universe was clearly designed and created, but is now 
degenerating--not evolving upward." 1982  30 min.

*Origin of the Universe ~The  GR 7-COL  #6039

Duane Gish. "Critique of the Big Bang and other theories of cosmic and 
stellar evolution." (ICR) Valuable info, but not very lively style. 1991  50 
min.

Origin of the Universe ~The  HS-COL  #6074

John C. Whitcomb. Looks at Genesis and finds no room for evolution in 
the days of creation; looks at astronomical facts and finds no  
evolutionary explanation for the planets, moons or sun. Focus is on the 
solar system, not the whole universe.   50 min.

Origin of the Universe ~The  HS-COL  #6096

Duane Gish. Covers many areas lightly, but has very good explanation 
of how the Law of Entropy militates against evolution. Graphics are not 
visible. 2001  1 hr.

Origin of the Universe ~The  GR 11-COL  #6287

David Barton. Barton demonstrates very clearly that the founders of 
America had no desire to remove religion from public life! So how can 
our courts believe otherwise? This historian traces how we got where 
we are! 1996  533 pg.

Original Intent: The Courts, the Constitution, & Religion  GR 9-12  
#1057

John C. Whitcomb. How was the earth different originally from what we 
see today? What the Bible says about the early earth, the present 
earth, and what it will be like when God gets done with it.   50 min.

Original Perfection of the World ~The  HS-COL  #6098

Richard Bliss. Part of teaching materials for jr. high - adult study in 
creation science. 1983  40 min.

Origins: Creation or Evolution  GR 7-12  #6081

DeYoung, Donald. Looks at four of the most popular ideas evolutionists 
have to offer regarding the moon's origin, and logically concludes that 
this "lesser light" could only have been placed in its orbit by an all-
knowing, all-powerful Creator.  Lecture style presentation. 2006  39 min.

Our Created Moon  GR7-COL  #5125

Narrated. Breathtaking NASA photos of the planets and moons of the 
Solar System. 1996  40 min.

*Our Solar System  GR 7-COL  #6193

Parents all over America are losing their rights and don't even know it. 
Featuring 3 reenactments based on real cases, "Overruled" is a 
shocking 35-minute docudrama that exposes how the rights of parents 
in America are being eroded and what you can do to turn the tide. Disc 
includes 35-minute, and trailers of 7, 3 and 1-minutes.    35-min

Overruled: Government Invasion of Your Parental Rights  GR 5-
COL  #5202

N/A. This request asks us to pick a book for you!  Tell us the age level, 
topics of interest, etc.   

'Pick a book for us!'  N/A  #1000

N/A. This request asks us to pick a CD for you. Let us know AUDIO or 
other format(s), the age level, topics, etc.   

'Pick a CD for us!'    #4000

N/A. Instructs the Library staff to pick a DVD for you, based on what 
you tell us about your audience and their age levels and interests.   

'Pick a DVD for us'  N/A  #5000

N/A. This selection asks the Library staff to pick a video for you. Tell us 
the age level and topics of interest. YOU SHOULD ALSO TELL US OF 
TITLES YOU'VE ALREADY SEEN ELSEWHERE. We keep records of 
what WE sent you.  We try not to send the same title twice, unless you 
tell us it's OK to do so.   

'Pick a VHS for us!'  N/A  #6000

N/A. This request asks us to pick an audio tape or series for you. Let us 
know the age level, topics, etc.   

'Pick an audio tape for us!'  N/A  #2000

Narrated. "...Nowhere else but on this small, bluish jewel has God 
brought together the precise and perfect qualities necessary to sustain 
life...you'll discover hidden miracles absolutely vital to our survival."--
MIS 1992  65 min.

*Planet Earth: Sanctuary of Life  GR 7-COL  #6143

Bob Devine. Uncle Bob interviews some real stars to explore how they 
show the wonders of God's heavens. Also contains 2 short 
dramatizations on another topic.   

Pleiades Star Cluster/The North Star  GR 3-6  #2011

Experts in the fields of paleontology, anatomy, genetics, and acient 
Bible texts examine both the scientific evidence and the Biblical record 
to show that humans are not related to apes, but were specially created 
by God in His image.  2010  96 pages

Pocket Guide to Apemen, A:  Separating Fact from Fiction  GR7-
COL  #1134

James Dobson. "Pornography is a trap. ...the secret addiction that has 
destroyed careers, relationships and lives. This frank talk about 
temptation … helps you avoid destructive choices. … includes 
segments from Dr. Dobson's interview with serial killer Ted Bundy 
telling how he was influenced by pornography." 1994  44 min.

*Pornography: Addictive, Progressive and Deadly  HS-COL  #6192
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Narrated. (MV): "Witness the mysterious mechanisms behind "The 
Power in Plants" with the help of spectacular time-lapse photography. 
Follow the hard-working bee through her exhausting daily routine, 
guided entirely by an amazingly accurate inborn pattern." "Then explore 
the world of microorganisms…" 1988  30 min.

Power in Plants/Busy As a Bee/It's a Small World  GR 2-6  #6058

David Barton. Examples of how the founding fathers created America 
based on the teachings of the Bible. Many Christian ministers signed 
the Declaration of Independence, signed the Constitution, led 
congregations in the War of Independence, sat on court benches, and 
became presidents and congressmen. Audio is poor, image is grainy.   
43 min.

*Practical Benefits of a Biblical Worldview ~The  GR 6-COL  #6308

Ian Juby. Part 13: overview of the fascinating pre-flood model.  
Experiments with plants and animals show stunning results which help 
affirm the Bible as literal history, and may explain tropical fossils in the 
Arctic and Antarctic, giantism in the fossil record, and longevity before 
the flood.
Part 14: more on Dr. Walter Brown's hydroplate theory as to causes of 
the Flood. Where did the water come from? Where did it go? This 
model explains many features of the earth today. 2008  28/28 min.

Pre-Flood World / The Hydroplate Theory~The  GR 7-COL  #5098

Ian Juby. Part 5: More evidence that demands extremely energetic 
processes in the past, not long ages, plus more evidence of Noah's 
flood, and some of Ian's first-hand research around North America.
Part 6: More on why the Bible, not present geologic processes, is the 
key to understanding earth's history. 2008  28/28 min.

Present Still Cannot be the Key to the Past / The Bible is the Key 
to the Past~The  GR 7-COL  #5094

Irwin Moon. (MV): "Many of man's most ingenious inventions have been 
borrowed from God's original designs in nature....the Venus Fly Trap, 
archer fish, trapdoor spider, and other fascinating animals reflect the 
inventive genius of God." 1953  28 min.

Prior Claim  GR 4-COL  #6040

Jay Richards, Guillermo Gonzalez. Is the earth just an ordinary speck 
of dust in the universe, adrift in "no special place?" Contrary to the 
claims of evolutionists, the earth actually has numerous unusual 
properties, in its location and in itself, which make life possible and 
make scientific discovery possible! Interviews, computer 
animation,excellent visually and in content. One of the best videos in 
the creationist genre! Bonus material also. 2004  60 min. +

*Privileged Planet ~The  GR 7-COL  #5046

Jay Richards, Guillermo Gonzalez. Is the earth just an ordinary speck 
of dust in the universe, adrift in "no special place?" Contrary to the 
claims of evolutionists, the earth actually has numerous unusual 
properties, in its location and in itself, which make life possible and 
make scientific discovery possible! Interviews, computer 
animation,excellent visually and in content. One of the best videos in 
the creationist genre! 2004  60 min.

*Privileged Planet ~The  GR 5-COL  #6315

Peter W. Stoner, Irwin Moon. (Includes Spanish track!) Did the Bible 
prophets speak by divine authority or from imagination? What chance 
do human predictions have of coming true and how do fulfilled Bible 
prophecies compare? Prophecies considered deal with Babylon, 
Jerusalem, Tyre, Petra. First issued in 1961 as a film. 1998  30 min.

Professor and the Prophets~The  GR 4-COL  #5086

Don Johnson, Joseph Miano, Len Ortenzi. DNA is the code that's in 
every cell of every living thing, and in viruses. But while DNA itself 
wouldn't form by chance, the information it contains, that causes every 
function of cells and viruses, is wildly impossible of forming by 
spontaneous generation (evolution)! NOVA quality program! 2011  45 
min.

*Programming of Life  GR 9-COL  #5194

(Actors). "Mikey's chances of winning the science fair take a nose-dive 
..., but the discovery of a dinosaur bone revives his dashed hopes. 
When Mikey realizes that evolution doesn't agree with his Christian 
beliefs, he …. must decide what he believes and then have the courage 
to defend it, even if it means losing the science fair -- and the respect of 
his classmates and teacher." 2000  64 min.

*Project DINOSAUR  GR 4-9  #6225

John Mackay. Audio CD. Moses prophecied in Deuteronomy 18 
concerning the coming of "a prophet like Moses." Islamics believe this 
to be Muhammad. Similarities and differences between Mohammad 
and Jesus. 2006  

Prophet Muhammad or Jesus? ~The  GR 9-COL  #4016

Kent Hovind. Discusses "... dinosaurs and the age of the earth in an 
actual public school with no mention of God or the Bible." (per 
producers)   

Public School Presentation  HS-COL  #6130

Donald Chittick. Pop culture has led us to believe that ancient man was 
primitive, originating from primates and steadily improving through an 
evolutionary process of time and chance. But does that agree with 
reality? ….
examines details of technology, evidence of ancient machine power, 
and optical technology possessed by ancient people. (AIG) 2006  274 
pg.

Puzzle of Ancient Man: Evidence for Advanced Technology in Past 
Civilizations (3rd ed.)  GR 10-COL  #1147

Richard Blair. "New expeditions and scientific investigations using 
satellites, computers, and aerial spy cameras" have been used to 
attempt to find the ark.  Some claim to have seen it! "Filmed in U.S.A. 
and Turkey. Based on a Book by Charles E. Sellier and David W. 
Balsiger. 1999  92 min.

*Quest for Noah's Ark ~The  GR 4-COL  #6218

Jason Lisle, Larry Vardiman, Fazale Rana, and Hugh Ross. A 
conference on creation held at the First Evangelical Free Church in 
Fullerston, California, on April 29, 2006. 2006  190 min.

Question of Age, A  GR7-COL  #5158

Duane Gish, Gary Parker, John Morris, Roger Oakland, et al.. ".. 
.provides overwhelming evidence in favor of Creation.. .thoroughly 
exposes the blind speculation and evolutionary bias in .. . Cosmology, 
Chemistry, and Biology. ..The Bible is the only Holy Book in the world 
that is scientifically accurate. ..This video is essential for anyone who 
has questions or doubts concerning the scientific accuracy of the 
Bible." (Cover) 1998  60 min.

*Question of Origins ~A  HS-COL  #6217

Kent Hovind. The final seminar covers a variety of topics including 
radiometric dating, the speed of light in relation to star distance, 
"primitive man", race origins, the mark of the beast, and supposed 
contradictions in the Bible. [DVD:5176] 2002  

Questions and Answers  GR7-COL  #6341
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Kent Hovind. "…wide variety of topics including radiometric dating, [how 
can] starlight [reach earth in 6000 years if the sources are over 6000 
light years away], 'primitive man', race origins, the mark of the beast, 
alleged contradictions in the Bible, and many more." (Per the producer) 
(OK to copy, unedited, for free distribution only.) 2012  2.5 hr & 3 hr

Questions and Answers (2 DVDs)  GR 8-COL  #5176

Ron Carlson. Two presentations at the Worldview Weekend Family 
Reunion 2008. Part 1: evidences from cosmology, chemistry, biology 
that refute evolutionism. Part 2: geology, mountain formation, 
dinosaurs, global flood. Dr. Carlson is both very understandable and 
humorous. 2008  

Questions of Origins  GR 8 - COL  #5207

Charles Ware. Evolutionary theory has pseudo-justified racism, making 
it seem scientific. But what about racism taught by supposedly 
Biblically-based Christians? What does Scripture say about human 
"races"? White and Black Christians need to clean our own house! 
2001  

Racial Reconciliation in the Church  GR 7-COL  #2071

Carl Kerby. "... Light from God’s Word and from real science on the 
truth about so-called “races”: we all share a common ancestor in 
Adam!" 2003  45 min.

Racism: Is There An Answer?  GR 7-COL  #6329

Jim Mason. Is radiometric dating really proof that the earth is billions of 
years old as evolutionists claim? What about the evidence from 
radioactive decay that the earth is actually only about 6,000 years old--
just as the chronologies in the Bible indicate? Quite technical. 2013  54 
min.

Radioactive Dating and a Young Earth: How nuclear physics 
supports the Bible's timeframes  GR 11-COL  #5198

Keith Wanser. Dating techniques are at the cutting edge of the debate 
over an 'old earth.' The decay rate of radioactive elements is at the 
heart of modern claims about an old age for earth. Dr. Wanser reveals 
astonishing facts that are shaking the foundations of this paradigm. 
2004  52 min.

Radioactive Decay Update: Breaking Down the Old-Age Paradigm  
GR 10-COL  #5112

Keith Wanser. Extremely techincal and fast-paced discussion of 
research impacting the assessment of the age of the earth and 
universe. Speed of light decay, speed of gravity, migration of parent 
and daughter elements into rock being dated, etc. A background in 
calculus and college physics would be helpful to understand this. 2003  
52 min.

Radioactive Decay Update: Breaking Down the Old-Age Paradigm  
COL  #6334

D. Russell Humphreys. Radiometric dating has been claimed to be the 
scientific, irrefutable source of absolute dates of events in geologic 
history: formation of the earth, rock and fossil layers, and ancient 
artifacts. Humphreys explains the inherent problems with radiometric 
dating methods. 2001  75 min.~

Radioisotopes and a Young World  GR 10-COL  #6307

Steven Austin. Critique of radiometric dating methods that have been 
used to date rocks and fossils as millions of years old. Demonstrates 
that the scientific facts are better explained by the  Biblical model of a 
worldwide flood and a "young" earth. Dr. Austin also explains what led 
him to abandon the Old Earth position. 2004  38 min.

Radioisotopes and the Age of the Earth  GR 10-COL  #5058

Ian Taylor. Very good, in-depth explanation of radiometric dating 
methods and their problems. Very technical. Visuals poorly captured on 
camera. 2001  67 min.

Radiometric Dating  GR 12-COL  #6288

David Aikman, Andrew Snelling, Graeme Watmuff, Phillip Hohnen. 
"Evolutionary science claims that no major catastrophes have struck 
the Earth in recent times, yet legends of Australian Aborigines speak of 
catastrophic events in recent history. The Genesis account also tells 
how almost all land life was destroyed in a devastating global flood. . . 
.geologists . . . present evidence that Uluru, in the heart of the red 
desert, was formed rapidly and recently in torrential flooding. . . ." 1998  
27 min.

Raging Waters: Evidence of the Genesis Flood in Australia  GR 6-
COL  #6320

Ken Ham. "This hard-hitting message by Ken Ham examines the 
significance of the family in relation to the book of Genesis. What does 
the Bible say about raising children? What is the role of the father as 
spiritual head? What is true Christian education? This video will help 
parents answer many of the objections people have to homeschooling 
and Christian schooling." (Cover) 1996  68 min.

Raising Godly Children in an Ungodly World  HS-COL  #6224

Doug Phillips. True story of a group of home schoolers participating in a 
"dino dig" in Colorado, unearthing all or parts of a stegosaur, a 120-foot 
brachiosaur, and the most complete allosaur ever found! Buried with 
the allosaur were unfossilized remains of plants, that could not have 
remained unfossilized for millions of years, the fossil's age as claimed 
by evolutionists. Professionally-filmed on location. 2002  70 min.

*Raising the Allosaur  GR 4-COL  #5014

John MacKay. Filmed on location worldwide! What caused human 
"racial" differences? How could we all come from two original people? 
Some of the topics: African Adam, Designer Genes, Our Chinese Feet, 
Black Before Africa, Babel's Witchcraft, Human Devolution, Snake 
Worship, Tribal Truths, Created Skin, Lip Evidence, Genesis Genius, 
Techno-Crash, Winning the Human Race 1996  35 min.

Real Roots Video ~The  GR 6-COL  #6319

Carl Kerby. As you learn how God radically transformed Carl’s life, you 
will catch Carl’s passion—for God’s Word, for the Gospel, and for giving 
answers [to comon objections to Christianity]…. Most important, you 
will discover how God can use you to change countless lives: by giving 
reasons for our hope to a lost and dying world. (from RforH.com) 2011  
240 pg.

Reasons for Hope In the Mosaic of Your Life  GR 9-COL  #1148

Nancy DeMoss, Ed.. America's spiritual history from its founding to the 
present. Hard to put down. Uses short segments on topics of current 
interest. Many photos. Shocking demonstration of how far we've come 
from our roots! 1986  256 pg.

Rebirth of America ~The  HS-COL  #1049

Don Patton, Paul Ackerman. The Paluxy River bed in Texas is the site 
of what appear to be human and dinosaur tracks, in the same layer and 
overlapping. They occur in sediments that have been freshly exposed. 
Many creationists have set this evidence aside due to changes that 
have recently appeared in some of the tracks. Also has brief segment 
by a psychology professor who's researching how unbiased viewers 
would identify the prints. Video quality is mediocre, but good 
presentation. 1992  88 min.

Recent (1992) Developments on the Paluxi  HS-COL  #6153
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A. Charles Ware. "When it comes to the issue of 'race,' you'll never 
think the same way again! Dr. Ware, the president of a multiethnic 
college and pastor of a dynamic, multiethnic church, explains how 
Genesis has the key to resolving conflicts between the so-called 
'races.'" 2004  65 min.

Reconciliation Rooted in Redemption and Guided by Revelation  
GR 6-COL  #5030

Irwin Moon. (MV): "The most complex factory ever designed is the 
human circulatory system. Rare footage shows how blood is the body's 
lifeline--a perfect picture of how Christ's shed blood is the source of 
life." 1957  28 min.

Red River of Life  GR 4-COL  #6041

Animated. In "The Red Sea," Mr. Fixit tells his young friends about 
God's power to create a path in the ocean, and in "David and Saul" the 
subject is victory through forgiveness, not revenge.  Ancient film, but 
good lessons.   13 min x 2

Red Sea/David and Saul  GR 3-5  #6204

Jonathan Sarfati. Survey of evidences for the accuracy and reliability of 
the Bible, from science and history. Chapters deal with "Authority of 
Scripture," "Days of Creation," "History of Interpretation of Genesis 1-
11," "Order of Creation," "Big Bang and Astronomy," "Origin of Death 
and Suffering," "The Created Kinds," "Global Flood and Noah's Ark," 
"History of Mankind," "'Biblical' Old-Age Arguments," "Science and the 
Young Earth," "Refuting Old-Earth Arguments." 2004  411 pg

Refuting Compromise  COL  #1090

Jonathan Safarti. This book was written to provide answers to the anti-
creationist book "Teaching about Evolution and the Nature of Science." 
It is aimed primarily at those dealing with the evolution establishment in 
schools, but its concise, timely reports are useful to anyone wondering 
about modern purported evidences for evolution. 1999  143 pg.

Refuting Evolution  HS-COL  #1062

Ken Ham. This tape was sent to pastors to interest them in an 
upcoming "Back to Genesis" seminar.  Never boring!   

Relevance of Creation  HS-COL  #2027

Ken Ham. Hard-hitting talk on why Christians need an understanding of 
Genesis as written, and where the churches that deny basic New 
Testament doctrines started to go wrong -- by denying the literalness of 
Genesis. Audio quality is poor.   

Relevance of Genesis ~The  HS-COL  #2070

Keith Wanser. One of the world’s leading scientists in creation 
research, Dr Wanser shows exciting evidences from physics that 
support the belief that the earth is only a few thousand years old! (High 
School–Adult) 70 mins. 2003  70 min.

Relevance of Physics, Cosmology & Astronomy for Young-Earth 
Creation ~The  GR 12-COL  #5117

Keith Wanser. One of the world’s leading scientists in creation 
research, Dr Wanser shows exciting evidences from physics that 
support the belief that the earth is only a few thousand years old! 2003  
70 min.

Relevance of Physics, Cosmology & Astronomy for Young-Earth 
Creation ~The  GR 10-COL  #6335

David Noebel, Kevin Bywater, Tom Eckblad, Del Tackett. Documentary. 
Demonstrates that "Secular" Humanism is a real religion, as stated in 
Humanist Manifesto I of 1933, and its proselytizers are public schools. 
Examines its origins and societal consequences. Based on the book of 
the same title. 1998  40 min.

Religion of Secular Humanism: Clergy in the Classroom~The  GR 
7-COL  #6328

Chuck Smith, Caryl Matrisciana. "…study of the world's major religions 
… compare Christianity with other religious philosophies by contrasting 
their religious writings, examining archaeological and historical 
evidence, and examining claims of prominent religious leaders." Very 
well-done. 1991  48 min.

*Religion vs. Christianity  GR 7-COL  #6082

Henry Morris Jr.. "…the account of Job… is one of the most historically 
and scientifically accurate records of the ancient world.  Perhaps the 
oldest book in the Bible, the Book of Job touches on many subjects of 
science and history…. This commentary … attests to the historicity of a 
man …who understood at the end of his life that God cannot be "figured 
out," but He can most certainly be trusted." 2000  146 pg.

Remarkable Record of Job ~The  HS-COL  #1069

Henry Morris Jr.. Job is probably the oldest book in the Bible. It not only 
contains accounts of probable dinosaurs, but sheds other light on 
creation. Good information, but the presentation is not very lively. 1991  
40 min.

Remarkable Record of Job ~The  HS-COL  #6070

David Menton. Dr. Menton takes two teens on a teaching-tour through 
the major systems of the body …Humorous and insightful talks that 
leave audiences in hushed awe at the Creator's wisdom. Menton 
employs anatomical props, models, and microscopic images to teach 
about God's amazing designs for life. 2011  38/.33 min.

Respiratory System~The [Parts 1&2]  GR 6-COL  #5190

Mike Riddle. Lecture for kids, with animations and humor! Teaches kids 
to think critically as Mike covers when dinosaurs were created, how 
many kinds were there, were dinos on the Ark, and much more. ALSO 
contains a message fro Mike to parents on answering more technical 
questions kids might ask, such as theories of dinosaur extinction, why 
aren't human bones found with dinosaur fossils, etc. 2005  62 min.

Riddle of the Dinosaurs ~The  K-GR 6  #5033

Narrated. "As your family watches powerful storms, flooding rivers, and 
crashing tidal waves, you will marvel together at the power of God's 
creation. . . You'll learn why tides ebb and flow like clockwork, the 
source of thunderstorms, and why, if you live on a flood plain, you 
should never let your guard down!" 1995  43 min.

Roaring Waters  GR 6-COL  #6189

Andrew Snelling. If the global Flood cataclysm really occurred as 
described in Genesis 7–8, then what evidence would we look for? 
Wouldn’t we expect to find billions of dead plants and animals 
deposited rapidly by water in rock layers all over the earth? In this 
illustrated lecture, Dr. Andrew Snelling demonstrates that is exactly 
what we find. 2007  47 min.

Rock Strata, Fossils, and the Flood  GR 6-COL  #5181

Emil Silvestru. Explains the assumptions that govern what geologists 
"see" in the rock record. Compares the facts of science with the 2004  
65 min.

Rocks and Ages: Do They Hide Millions of Years?  GR 10-COL  
#5119

Emil Silvestru. Dr. Silvestru investigates geological "anomalies" that 
secular scientists avoid … because they conflict with the idea of 
evolution! A tree fossilized in layers of rock supposedly laid down 
thousands/millions of years apart! Pollen fossils in rocks supposedly 
formed before pollen-bearing plants! He shows how they fit in the 
Biblical history of a young earth. 2006  53 min.

Rocks Around the Clock: the eons that never were  GR 10-COL  
#5116
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Larry Vardiman. "…report on the largest research project in the history 
of creation research--Radioisotopes and the Age of the Earth (RATE). 
Researcher Larry Vardiman shares astonishing findings that support a 
recent creation and shake the foundations of old-earth dating." 2004  60 
min.

Rocks of Ages or Rock of Creation?  GR 10-COL  #5023

Kent Hovind. "Miscellaneous ideas used by Kent Hovind (PhD in 
Education) to improve: classroom discipline, physical education, 
playground equipment, homework, testing, etc." (Per the publisher)   

School Ideas  HS-COL  #6129

Henry Morris Jr., John Morris. An overview of the scientific case against 
evolution: we don't see it happening NOW, it isn't seen in the fossil 
record of the PAST, geological data are better explained by a worldwide 
flood, and we have more evidence for a young earth than an old one -- 
for starters! Biology, geology, paleontology, astronomy, earth-dating 
methods, etc. 1996  343 pg.

Science & Creation  GR 11-COL  #1059

Narrated. Divided into 4 sections: 1-Defines science, 2-explains the 
scientific method, 3-gives the limitations of science, 4-contrasts the 
creation and evolution models, and shows that both creationists and 
evolutionists rely on faith. 1993  48 min.

Science and the Christian  GR 4-COL  #6159

Ken Ham. Ken Ham tackles the biggest creation/evolution questions 
that he’s constantly asked by teens. Over a dozen “hot topics” are 
answered with the humor and intensity that has made this Australian-
born educator one of the most-requested Christian speakers in 
America. 2012  58 min.

Science Confirms the Bible: Ken Ham Speaks to Teens  Gr 6-COL  
#5180

Henry Morris Jr., John D. Morris. Enlarged, updated version. Biblical 
and scientific evidence for a young earth, by an hydrologist and a 
geologist. "Answering modern attacks by Davis Young and other 
evangelical Christians on the Biblical doctrines of the recent six-day 
creation …" 1989  95 p.

Science, Scripture, and the Young Earth  HS-COL  #1028

Henry Morris Jr.. Philosophy, astronomy, thermodynamics, the origin of 
life, genetics, similarities among living things, the fossil record, the age 
of the earth, fossil men, ancient languages, races, civilizations, and 
religion. 1991  50 min.

Scientific Creationism  HS-COL  #6068

Henry Morris Jr. (Ed.). "...intended primarily as a source...for the 
teacher, rather than as an actual textbook." Philosophy, astronomy, 
thermodynamics, the origin of life, genetics, similarities among living 
things, the fossil record, the age of the earth, fossil men, and more. 
1974  217 pg.

Scientific Creationism (Public School Edition)  GR 11-COL  #1009

Henry Morris Jr., John Morris. "...a comprehensive treatment of the 
evidences and applications of the biblical doctrine of creation." (back 
cover) Indexed. 1996  228 pg.

Scripture & Creation  GR 11-COL  #1058

John Morris. "A firsthand re-telling of sensational Mt. Ararat adventures 
by...a veteran participant of numerous Mt. Ararat expeditions."  Live 
footage and slides. 1992  59 min.

Search for Noah's Ark ~The  GR 6-COL  #6084

Bryant Wood. "…For decades secular archaeologists have regularly 
announced discoveries that seem to contradict the Bible….[I.e.,] that 
the biblical account of the conquest of Jericho could not be factual. … 
shows how biblical archaeology uncovered the true story about the 
battle for Jericho….viewers will join an actual dig to begin a search for 
the ancient city of Ai …. This faith-building presentation will encourage 
viewers never to be discouraged by claims that contradict the Bible." 
1998  42 min.

*Second Great Battle of Jericho ~The  HS-COL  #6249

Dennis Swift. The Ica culture flourished in Peru about the time of the 
Inca, but disappeared before conquistadors arrived. Their graves yield 
stones with carvings of scenes including dinosaurs, and of what appear 
to be surgeries & use of telescopes. 2006  144 pg.

Secrets of the Ica Stones and Nazca Lines  GR 10-COL  #1136

Randall Hedtke. …On the Origin of the Species was originally released 
in 1859, and by 1872, the sixth and last edition was published. 
…Darwin himself expressed doubts about certain portions of his 
speculations and suppositions. …Hedtke works to expose Darwin's 
work by examining the paradigm shift that occurred after The Origin of 
Species was published; by examining the multiple revisions that took 
place between editions; … and other arguments that challenge the 
elements of evolution.... (from ChristianBook.com) 2010  158 pg

Secrets of the Sixth Edition: Darwin Discredits His Own Theory  
HS-COL  #1133

Priscilla Mitchell. ". . .collection of stories in strong-metered poems that 
explores our carefully programmed world. . . your child will see . . . 
many fun facts of how God brings plants and animals to life; they are all 
truly amazing creations -- computerized miracles." 1998  95 pg.

Seeds:  God's Awesome Computers  PRE-GR 3  #1065

Ken Ham. In SPANISH

Ken shows that accepting the Bible's very first book as it was written--
as literal history--is absolutely vital.

Ken muestra que es absolutamente vital que se acepte el primero libro 
de la Biblia tal como fue escrito--como una historia literal. 2007  48 min

Seis Dias o Millones de Anos?  GR7-COL  #5150

This CD contains the printable notes and worksheets from the seminar, 
plus printable charts of human longevity from Adam to Joseph, and a 
timeline comparing Biblical history to modern evolutionary history.  
2012  

Seminar Notebook, Workbook, Timeline chart, Longevity chart  GR 
6-COL  #5178

Randy Sims. Audio CD - lecture. 2005  

Servant Leadership  GR 9-COL  #4006

Josh McDowell, et al.. This kit is "part of the national Right From Wrong 
Campaign….designed to enable you to teach your youth to make right 
moral choices based on God and His Word as their absolute standard 
of right." Includes video, leader's guide with reproducible handouts, and 
"Truth Slayers" novel. You may need to acquire copies of the novel if 
you have several participants. 1995  5 sessions

Setting Youth Free to Make Right Choices  GR 7-12  #7003

Kirk Cameron, Chelsea Noble, et al.. "...the realities of unwanted 
pregnancies, STDs and AIDS..." Dramatic testimonies from victims of 
AIDS and their families. Well-known actors and athletes encourage the 
viewer to wait until marriage. 1993  30 min.

Sex, Lies & ...the Truth  GR 5-COL  #6199
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Various scientists. While the Shroud of Turin can not prove the 
resurrection, there are good reasons to believe it might be the burial 
cloth of Jesus! The producers believe it is and give more evidence pro 
than con. Don't use this tape to prove the resurrection to your friends, 
but it could be a great discussion opener! Well-done documentary, live 
footage throughout. Home & classroom use OK, other users need to 
contact Grizzly Adams Productions. 1995  35 min.

*Shroud of Turin: Fraud or Evidence of Christ's Resurrection?  HS-
COL  #6251

John C. Whitcomb. Dr. Whitcomb explains why he believes that sign-
miracles generally ceased shortly after the Gospel began to be 
proclaimed.   50 min.

Sign-Miracles and the Bible  HS-COL  #6103

John C. Whitcomb. What's the proper place of gifts like tongue-
speaking, healings, prophecy and miracles today? Whitcomb's view is 
that they were used to validate new dispensations of God's plan, but 
they became extinct during the lifetime of the Apostle Paul.   50 min.

Sign-Miracles and the Church  HS-COL  #6104

Narrated. "How man's senses can be fooled in flight....experiments that 
dramatically illustrate the problems pilots and astronauts face...learn 
why man needs outside guidance from God, just as pilots need to place 
faith in their instrument controls."   28 min.

Signposts Aloft  GR 6-COL  #6157

Bernard Nathanson. A doctor who co-founded the National Abortion 
Rights Action League and presided over thousands of abortions 
changed his mind the hour he saw this tape he'd made of a fetus trying 
desperately to escape the abortionist's suction tube. 1984  28 min.

*Silent Scream ~The  GR 5-COL  #6200

Bill Jack. Four dynamite questions that challenge the thinking of 
evolutionists and New Agers! I loved his logic, but not the sometimes 
disrespectful attitude towards the people he questions. Do as he says, 
not as he sometimes does. 1997  48 min.

*Simple Tools for Brain Surgery  GR 9-COL  #6212

Listen as the words of Genesis are set to a sweeping musical score 
and envisioned on the wide screen of the Creation Museum's Six Days 
Theater.  2007  27 min+extra

Six Days and other Biblical Perspectives  GR3-COL  #5134

Ken Ham. "Ken Ham gets to the heart of the debate about the six days 
of creation. If we 'read from' what the biblical text says (exegesis), it 
allows only one interpretation--six 24-hour days. Any other interpretation 
is eisegesis ('reading into' the Bible)." 2003  75 min.

Six Days and the Eisegesis Problem  GR 9-COL  #6321

Buddy Davis & "Proto". "The Creation Adventure Team embarks on an 
unexpected adventure when they use amazing new inventions to help a 
student with her science report. Buddy and friends reveal the wonders 
of the six days of Creation...showing that the universe is the work of 
God and not millions of years." 2003  35 min.

*Six Short Days, One Big Adventure  GR 3-5  #5001

Buddy Davis & "Proto". "The Creation Adventure Team embarks on an 
enexpected adventure when they use amazing new inventions to help a 
student with her science report. Buddy and friends reveal the wonders 
of the six days of Creation...showing that the universe is the work of 
God and not millions of years." 2003  35 min.

*Six Short Days, One Big Adventure  GR 2-5  #6313

David Menton. Dr. Menton takes two teens on a teaching-tour through 
the major systems of the body …Humorous and insightful talks that 
leave audiences in hushed awe at the Creator's wisdom. Menton 
employs anatomical props, models, and microscopic images to teach 
about God's amazing designs for life. 2011  39/36 min.

Skeletal System, Cartilage, & Bone~The [Parts 1&2]  GR 6-COL  
#5187

Jerry Bergman, Donn Chapman. 2 shows on one CD. "Slaughter of the 
Dissidents" is based on his book of that title, documenting many cases 
of academics who were fired strictly because they doubted macro 
evolution! Solution: we need laws to protect academics from 
discrimination based on their ideas! "Persuaded by the Evidence" is 
another of Bergman's books, this time detailing how several 
atheistic/agnostic scientists came to faith in a Creator based on 
scientific evidence itself, refuting the charge that "No REAL scientists 
doubt Darwin!"   30 min. each

Slaughter of the Dissidents | Persuaded by the Evidence  GR 8 - 
COL  #5105

Francis Schaeffer, Everett Koop. "Slaughter" points out that the current 
killing of born babies is a logical extension of abortion. "Death by 
Someone's Choice" projects the future for the elderly and unwanted if 
the trend continues.   50 min.

*Slaughter of the Innocents/Death by Someone's Choice  HS-COL  
#6183

Henry Morris Jr., John Morris. Traces evolutionism's origins back long 
before Darwin, and demonstrated that acceptance of evolution as a 
"fact" has altered how we "do science," and caused a "Civil War of 
Values" in Western culture. Evolutionism has justified the sexual 
revolution, racism, radical feminism, and emasculated the Church! 
How? 1996  203 pg.

Society & Creation  GR 11-COL  #1060

Various scientists. The sites of Sodom and Gomorrah are now 
apparently known, and archaeology demonstrates that the details of 
their destruction agree with the Biblical account. Dramatization and 
interviews with archaeologists both pro- and anti-Biblical. Please READ 
GEN. 18-19 FIRST FOR THE REAL STORY! Home & classroom use 
OK, other users need to contact Grizzly Adams Productions. 1995  24 
min.

Sodom and Gomorrah: Legend or Real Event?  GR 8-COL  #6250

Greg Speck. 1-God's view of sex and...its proper place in marriage. 2-
Biblical standards for conduct. Encourages teens to set their limits 
beforehand, and explains consequences of sexual involvement. 1988  
40/35 min.

Some Straight Talk About...Sex/Petting, Pinching, and Peer 
Pressure  GR 5-COL  #6197

D. James Kennedy. Series from the "Truths That Transform" radio 
program. Contents: Evolution's Bloopers & Blunders;  Creationism: 
Science or Religion; The Crumbling of Evolution   

Something from Nothing; Shattering Existing Theories (units 1-3)  
GR 8-COL  #2067

D. James Kennedy, Ken Ham, Henry Morris, Jr., Steve Austin, John 
Morris. Series from the "Truths That Transform" radio program.  In this 
set: Evolution & You -- Dr. Kennedy; Overview: Creationism & Evolution 
(Ken Ham);  Scientific Creationism vs. Evolution (Henry Morris);  Mt. St. 
Helen's & Noah's Flood (Steve Austin, geologist);  Noah's Ark & 
Dinosaurs (John Morris).   

Something from Nothing; Shattering Existing Theories (units 4-6 
of 6)  GR 8-COL  #2068
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John MacKay. Comprised of  many 2-4 minute segments on different 
animals, plants, etc., and how they demonstrate they have a 
supernatural Creator. Filmed outdoors. Stars, giants, water lillies, roses, 
fossil men, human brains, peanuts, sea creatures and boomerangs. 
Intended a discussion starter for study groups. 2001  30 min.

Special Creation Moments  GR 5-COL  #6234

David Barton. "This tour through the inside of the Capitol will give you 
not only an exclusive look at the building but also a unique perspective 
on its history. You will be inspired by the many Godly heroes honored 
throughout this structure and will discover the beautiful religious artwork 
and engravings…. Numerous historical reenactments ..." 1999  60 min.

*Spiritual Heritage of the United States Capitol  GR 7-COL  #6277

Russell Humphreys. Deals with the question of how we can see stars 
that are said to be billions of light years away, if the light has not had 
billions of years to get here! Has sections for the knowledgeable 
layperson, and for the professional physicist. 1994  133 pg.

Starlight and Time  COL  #1039

Russell Humphreys. This creationist physicist explains his theory of 
how God created the universe. How can light from stars that are 
thought to be billions of light years away, be reaching earth now, if the 
stars were created only thousands of years ago? Uses animation well. 
2001  23 min.

*Starlight and Time  GR 11-COL  #6236

Russell Humphreys. This creationist physicist explains his theory of 
how God created the universe. How can light from stars that are 
thought to be billions of light years away, be reaching earth now, if the 
stars were created only thousands of years ago? Uses animation well. 
This DVD version is updated and expanded over the VHS version we 
have had. 2005  

Starlight and Time - Updated and Expanded  COL  #5013

Stewart Custer. "The Stars Speak will tell you how God used the stars 
to communicate with men….problems with astrology, visitors from outer 
space, the end of the world, and much more .…written so that the 
novice can readily understand ….the accomplished student will benefit 
from Custer's presentation of the importance of stars in ancient 
civilizations." 1977  195

Stars Speak: Astronomy in the Bible ~The  HS-COL  #1071

Carl Wieland. This booklet is an excellent quick overview of evidences 
for Biblical creation, and why the issue is not "the scientific model" vs. 
"the religious model."  Short enough to read in an hour. 1990  42 pg.

Stones & Bones; powerful evidence against evolution  HS-COL  
#1070

Russ Bixler, Bryant Wood, Maura Brown, Jim Canelon. From the 
popular "Crossroads" TV series. Archaeologist Bryant Wood "shows 
and tells" findings confirming and explaining Old Testament history. 
Includes the fall of Jericho and Ai, Sodom, Senecharib's attack on 
Judah, Cyrus' edict ending Jewish captivity, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and 
more! 1993  60 min.

Stones Cry Out ~The  GR 9-COL  #6262

Actors. Kids' version of the "Jesus" movie from Campus Crusade. Six 
children watch Jesus' miracles, listen to His teachings, watch Him die, 
and learn of His resurrection. What is He - a fraud or the Son of God? 
(www.jesusforchildren.org for tracts, teacher guide, etc. Our #1086 is a 
preview copy of teacher guide.) 1979  62 min.

*Story of Jesus for Children ~The  GR 2-8  #6273

Gary Parker. (CLP): "The fascinating evidence for God's creative 
genius as shown in the amazing adaptive characteristics of the 
woodpecker. Includes animation and real-life photography." ND  30 min.

Strange Case of the Woodpecker ~The  GR 4-COL  #6042

Mike Riddle, Frank Sherwin, Dennis Swift, Gary Kanter, Ray Comfort. 
Docu-tainment, aimed at families, on how the dinosaurs fit into the 
Bible. Animations, quiz, cornball humor, and lots of facts. 2008  57 min.

T.R.U.T.H. About the Dinosaurs  GR 1-6  #5067

Bob Devine. You might find painted turtles and common frogs -- in your 
backyard! Uncle Bob interviews them for their stories of how the 
Creator made each.   

Tammy the Painted Turtle/Franklin the Common Frog  GR 3-6  
#2017

Richard Bliss, Duane Gish, James Dobson. A science educator and a 
former biological researcher discuss with Dr. Dobson why they rejected 
evolution and why the subject is important to Christians. 1985  1 
cassette

Teaching Your Child about Creation  GR 8-COL  #2007

Robert F. Helfinstine, Jerry D. Roth. Do fossils found in Texas really 
indicate that man and dinosaurs lived at the same time? Much of this 
book is centered on the vicinity of Glen Rose, Texas, and the Paluxy 
River valley, where for years there have been reports of human and 
dinosaur tracks found in the same limestone layers. 2007  135 pg

Texas Tracks and Artifacts: Do Texas Fossils Indicate Coexistence 
of Men and Dinosaurs?  GR 10-COL  #1144

Bob Devine. Two more fascinating animals tell their story! Ever 
wondered how the firefly makes light?   

Theresa the Arctic Tern/Ferdinand Firefly  GR 3-6  #2018

Narrated. (MV): "Come worship the Lord in this marvelous journey 
through God's creation. Your visual feast will be served with a backdrop 
of beautiful music and moving passages from God's Word. This is the 
perfect companion for spiritual reflection, group worship,…" 1988  28 
min.

This Is the Day  GR 4-COL  #6043

Norma A. Whitcomb. "A Biblical Approach for Children, their parents & 
their teachers" (book cover).  Black/white drawings, covers dinosaur 
types, dinosaurs on Noah's ark, dinosaurs today, etc. 1991  115

Those Mysterious Dinosaurs  GR 4-7  #1025

Norma A. Whitcomb. Mrs. Whitcomb teaches a group of children, using 
overhead transparencies. 4 total talks. 1992?  70 min.

Those Mysterious Dinosaurs  GR 4-6  #6107

Institute for Creation Research. From 1997 to 2005, ICR facilitated a 
group of scientists known as the RATE team to carefully examine 
conventional dating methods and conduct extensive scientific research 
that now offers persuasive evidence that the earth is thousands, not 
billions, of years old. 2005  48 min.

Thousands...Not Billions  GR7-COL  #5146

Narrated. "Examine the power and majesty of the earth beneath our 
feet. Travel deep inside its very core. Take a fascinating look at its 
many layers. Learn what's behind its shifting plates and molten volcanic 
eruptions. …Learn how the same magnificent power that undergirds the 
earth provides a firm foundation for every living thing." 1995  47 min.

Thundering Earth  GR 6-COL  #6190

Werner Gitt. On the nature and origin of time. How we measure it, its 
properties, its mystery, eternity, Heaven and Hell. How the Bible deals 
with time and eternity. Part 1 is technical, but the author states you may 
skip that and go on to the more important parts following. 2001  150 pg.

Time and Eternity  GR 11-COL  #1074
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Bob Devine. T-Cells are part of the immune system, the part attacked 
by the AIDS virus! Tony and Garcia tell about how wonderfully they 
were designed by their Creator.   

Tony the T-Cell/Garcia the Mexican General Grasshopper  GR 3-6  
#2016

Bill Jack. Radio interview with founder of a creationist youth ministry. 
Importance of worldview; differences between a God-centered 
worldview and a nature-centered worldview. New Age-Hindu vs. Judeo-
Christian worldviews. 1994  1 hr?

Torn Between Two Worlds  GR 8-COL  #2024

Gloria Clanin, Lloyd Hight (Illus.). This children's book is both thoughtful 
and imaginative. In other words, it's well worth reading, but be careful of 
substituting imagination for what Scripture does and does not actually 
state. Nicely illustrated on every page. 1996  32 pg.

Tower of Babel ~The  GR 4-6  #1077

John C. Whitcomb. What was it about the Tower of Babel that caused 
God to want to miraculously create multiple new human languages to 
scatter people from each other? Dr. Whitcomb discusses these issues 
as a theologian.   50 min.

Tower of Babel and the Origin of Human Races ~The  HS-COL  
#6091

Bodie Hodge. Answers the most important questions about the Tower 
of Babel and the intriguing topics related to it. What happened at Babel 
is key to understanding evangelism and the lands and people of the 
world today! (The best Babel talk I've seen! - Librarian) 2002  50 min

*Tower of Babel: Can the "Story" Be Trusted Today?~The  GR 6-
COL  #5182

Doug Sharp, Jerry Bergman, Eds.. For many of the authors, the 
challenges presented by the theory of evolution and painful life 
experiences and losses, have become stumbling blocks that were 
difficult to overcome. When one asks "How could God allow this?," or 
when confronted with claimed evidence that the Bible is mythology, the 
scientific evidences have upheld the faith of many. 2014  223 pg.

Transformed by the evidence: Testimonies of Leading 
Creationists  GR 10-COL  #1152

Narrated. (MV): "Take a spectacular trip deep into the earth to see 
some of God's seldom-seen wonders...find out how animals of every 
description move...and pay a fun visit to the poor, misunderstood 
spider--one of God's most productive and least appreciated 
creations…" 1988  10 min x 3

Treasure Hunt/Animals Move/The Eight-Legged Engineer  GR 2-6  
#6044

Geoff Downes. Weather affects tree growth rings, but is weather the 
only explanation for wider/narrower rings? Is only one ring produced 
each and every year? Tree-ring studies are used to support an ancient 
earth, and are used to argue for man-made climate change. This tree 
scientist explaines the facts. 2009  51 min.

Tree Rings, Dating and Changing Climates  GR 9-COL  #5168

Phillip Johnson, Mr. Cashill, narrated by Woody Cozad. Besides 
showing the holes in evolutionary logic, contains beautiful footage from 
Africa to Alaska to the controversial school board hearings in Kansas, 
where the state board attempted to provide balanced treatment of 
origins. 1999  60 min.

Triumph of Design ~The  GR 8-COL  #6269

Henry Morris Jr.. "Devastating effects of evolutionary teaching." (ICR) 
This series has good info throughout, and flat presentations throughout. 
1991  44 min.

Troubled Waters of Evolution ~The  HS-COL  #6071

Ken Ham, illus. by Bill Looney. The church is now debating the validity 
of Genesis as history, the reality of hell, and even if Adam was a real 
person. Trying to change the biblical time-line to fit with the secular 
concepts of millions of years has led many in Christian academia to 
reject the literal interpretation of the Bible itself. 
This beautiful book clearly illustrates the truth about the first man and 
woman and how their disobedience led to our need for Jesus Christ! 
2012  64 pg.

True Account of Adam & Eve~The  GR 6-GR10  #1142

Ken Ham. (CLP): "Beginning with the historical account of civilization, 
the events in Genesis can be trusted as literal accounts." Very similar 
to "A Walk Through Genesis -- Part 1." 198?  50 min.

True History of the World: Part 1 ~The  HS-COL  #6045

Ken Ham. (CLP): "Discover how last-day prophecy from II Peter 3 is 
being fulfilled before our own eyes." VERY similar to "A Walk Through 
Genesis -- Part 2." 198?  55 min.

True History of the World: Part 2 ~The  HS-COL  #6046

Larry Zimmerman. On the philosophy of mathematics, or, "WHY is 2 + 
2 always 4?" How can Christian schools "integrate mathematics with 
faith?" What's there to integrate? Math seems so disconnected from 
anything, yet is part of everything, from cooking to science to 
philosophy. Lively treatment of an esoteric topic. 2000  72 pg.

Truth & the Transcendent: The Origin, Nature, & Purpose of 
Mathematics  GR 11-COL  #1078

Dr. Jason Lisle. Dr. Lisle goes beyond the battle over "evidence" and 
shows why secular worldviews cannot stand up to logical scrutiny, and 
how only the Christian worldview can account for the world we live in. 
2009  58 min

Ultimate Proof of Creation: Resolving the Origins Debate  GR7-
COL  #5153

Sheri Richard. Amazing footage of the activities of unborn children. Too 
persuasive to be allowed to be shown to congressmen considering 
"Freedom of Choice Act!" The presenter also discusses her own 
abortions, done before she'd seen unborn children on ultrasound. 1991  
55 min.

*Ultrasound: "A Window to the Womb"  GR 6-COL  #6088

Ken Ham, Gary Parker. Study guide for "Understanding Genesis" video 
series. 1988  30 pg.

Understanding Genesis Study Guide  HS-COL  #1019

David Jeremiah. Parts 1-3 of 10-part series (formerly #2022). Includes 
"New Age or Old Lie?;"Resurrection or Reincarnation" and "New Age 
Rocks or the Rock of Ages."   3 x 1 hr.

Understanding the New Age (parts 1-3)  GR 10-COL  #2072

David Jeremiah. Parts 4-6 of 10-part series (formerly #2022). Includes 
"Channeling Through to the Dead," "The New Globalism" and "The 
Human Potential Movement."   3 x 1 hr.

Understanding the New Age (parts 4-6)  GR 10-COL  #2073

David Jeremiah. Parts 7-10 of 10-part series (formerly #2022). Includes 
"Holistic Health," "New Age Education," "New Age Influence in the 
Church" and "The Impact of the New Age."   4 x 1 hr.

Understanding the New Age (parts 7-10)  GR 10-COL  #2074

Ian Juby. The corrupt history and poor science of uniformitarian 
geology, explaining why it has been the most effective weapon ever 
launched against the Bible. Covers speed of formation of sedimentary 
rocks, polystrate fossils, whether Noah's flood was global, the age of 
the earth. 2007  

Uniformity: The greatest weapon ever formed against the Bible  
GR 5-COL  #5050
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Danny Falkner. Explores and explains the historical development of this 
science up to the present. From a creationist standpoint, Faulkner also 
addresses common misconceptions, difficulties, and critiques about 
relativity and cosmology. Illus., index, endnotes, chapter questions & 
answers. 2004  142 pg.

Universe by Design: An Explanation of Cosmology and Creation  
GR 10-COL  #1120

Dennis R. Petersen. Beautiful, full-color, glossy update to earlier 
version, with some evidences added and subtracted. Contains 32 
sections on the early earth; 24 on biology, 25 on the origin of humans, 
and 25 on ancient civilizations. DOES have some problems. 2002  240 
pg.

Unlocking the Mysteries of Creation, Premier (2nd) Ed.  GR 9-COL  
#1087

Stephen C. Meyer, Paul Nelson, Scott Minnich, Michael J. Behe, Wm. 
Dembski, Dean Kenyon, et al.. Interviews with scientists and science 
philosophers who have concluded that the level of design in living 
things could not have developed by chance. Great animated footage of 
DNA being transcribed into RNA, and RNA being used to assemble the 
proteins, which produce DNA, RNA and everything else! Also has 45+ 
minutes of bonus materials. 2002  65 min. +

*Unlocking the Mystery of Life: the Case for Intelligent Design  GR 
10-COL  #5047

Stephen C. Meyer, Paul Nelson, Scott Minnich, Michael J. Behe, Wm. 
Dembski, Dean Kenyon, et al.. Interviews with scientists and science 
philosophers who have concluded that the level of design in living 
things could not have developed by chance. Animated footage of DNA 
being transcribed into RNA, and RNA being used to assemble the 
proteins, which produce DNA, RNA and everything else! 2002  60 min.

*Unlocking the Mystery of Life: the Case for Intelligent Design  GR 
10-COL  #6291

David Down. Conventional Egyptian chronologists claim there are no 
records of the Hebrew nation in captivity in Egypt. But a revolution has 
been occurring and many long-held incorrect assumptions are being 
overturned. Hear exciting evidences from a leading Christian 
archaeologist that demonstrates the Bible had it right all along!   45 min.

Unwrapping the Pharaohs: Fascinating facts about Egypt--and the 
Bible  Gr 6-COL  #5159

David Menton. Dr. Menton takes two teens on a teaching-tour through 
the major systems of the body …Humorous and insightful talks that 
leave audiences in hushed awe at the Creator's wisdom. Menton 
employs anatomical props, models, and microscopic images to teach 
about God's amazing designs for life. (Kidneys) 2011  26/38 mins.

Urinary System~The [Parts 1&2]  GR 6-COL  #5192

Thomas F. Heinze. Destroys the very "proofs" that have convinced so 
many that evolution is true. Technical, yet very readable. 2005  94 pg.

Vanishing Proofs of Evolution ~The  GR 9-COL  #1110

Jerry Bergman, G. Howe. General discussion of the vestigial organ 
concept and functions of specific organs once believed to be vestigial, 
i.e.: coccyx, "tail" of human embryo, tonsils, vermiform appendix, 
thymus, pineal gland, body hair; animal organs: whale hip and leg 
bones, and more! 1990  97 pg.

'Vestigial Organs' Are Fully Functional  GR 11-COL  #1015

Richard Bliss, Donald DeYoung. Similar to 'Voyage to the Stars.' 
"Highly informative on the nature of each planet and its satellites, yet 
absorbingly interesting and beautifully illustrated." (ICR) 1994  128 pg.

Voyage to the Planets  GR 6-8  #1046

Richard Bliss. "Written in the form of an adventurous trip into space on 
a space shuttle, creative design and power of God are made evident 
throughout." (ICR) Very nice illustrations, too. 1991  111 pg.

Voyage to the Stars  GR 7-12  #1035

Ken Ham. Very similar to "A Walk Through Genesis -- Part 2" by Ken 
Ham, when he was with the Institute for Creation Research.   

Walk Through Genesis: Unlocking the Mystery of History -- Part 2 
~A  GR 6-COL  #6256

Ken Ham. Very similar to "True History of the World -- Part 1" which is 
also by Ken Ham, when he was with the Institute for Creation 
Research.   

Walk Through Genesis; Unlocking the Mystery of History -- Part 1 
~A  GR 8-COL  #6255

John Morris, John Rajca. "Guided tour of the unique and impressive 
ICR Museum of Creation and Earth History."  ICR's museum exists to 
point out how earth's history is best understood from a Biblical 
framework. 1994  80 min.

Walk Through History ~A  GR 7-COL  #6177

Carl Wieland. Former medical doctor   34 min.

Walking Through Shadows--A Testimony  GR 6-COL  #5162

Ham, Ken, and others. Audiobook on 3 CDs.  Nine authors read their 
chapters answering questions on worldviews.  Unabridged. 2005  216 
min.

War of the Worldviews  GR-7 - COL  #4027

Narrated, et al.. Promo for the Institute for Creation Research's Back to 
Genesis! Seminar. "How did we go from a nation founded on Biblical 
principles … to a nation bent on separating itself from the basic 
precepts of Christianity or accountability to a Creator? …a quick tour of 
history…" Live action, professional filming, but a bit cornball in the 
combat scenes.   25 min.

War of the Worldviews  GR 7-COL  #6239

John Morris, Doug Phillips. 20 questions clearly answered, covering 
science, education, social problems and the value of the doctrine of 
recent creation. Each is covered in 2 pages, with references for further 
study. Good for a quick overview of the issues. 1998  47 pg.

Weapons of our Warfare; 20 Key Issues for Creationists  HS-COL  
#1079

Michael Oard. Well-illustrated! Weather science, what the Bible says 
about weather, Noah's flood and the weather, Ice Age, Future climate, 
experiments to run. 1997  80 pg.

Weather Book ~The  GR 8-10  #1055

Bob Devine. Uncle Bob interviews:  Sun, Blue Sky, Fog, Hail, Ice, Snow 
Flakes.   

Weather Or Not:  Sun & Snow  GR 3-6  #2058

Bob Devine. Uncle Bob interviews:  Wind, Rainbow, Clouds, Dew, Rain 
Drops, Rain Clouds.   

Weather Or Not: Wind & Rain  GR 3-6  #2057

Kent Hovind. Two attempts to reconcile evolution with the Bible are the 
Gap Theory (God created and destroyed the world and its original 
population between Gen. 1:1 and 1:2); and the notion that the "days" of 
Genesis 1 were really long ages, allowing evolution time to happen. 
Kent explains some of the problems with adding "long ages" to the 
story.   30/30 min.

What about the Gap Theory?/Were They Really 24-Hour Days?  HS-
COL  #2035
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John Mackay. Includes: Where did Cain get his wife? Was Noah's flood 
world-wide? Does radioactivity prove the world is millions of years old? 
How did Noah fit the animals on the Ark? What about the Big Bang 
theory? How could God make the universe in just 6 days? Do babies 
show evolution as they develop? What about new theories of evolution? 
And more! 2002  2-CDs

What About the Ice Ages? Plus 14 other questions  GR 9-COL  
#4015

Mel & Norma Gabler, James Hefley. Very readable account of the 
Gablers and their fight to reform the anti-traditionalist textbook industry.  
Even liberals are concerned when shown what's in textbooks! 1985  
192 p.

What Are They Teaching Our Children?  HS-COL  #1030

D. James Kennedy, comments by many others.. The effects of Christ 
and the Bible around the world: Christ's teaching of the value of every 
human being as made in God's image has resulted in almost all of the 
organizations dedicated to the welfare of the poor and sick, and ended 
slavery. A belief that God's Word was to be read by all gave us 
education for the masses - including females. Belief that women were 
likewise in God's image elevated females from property status to having 
legal rights and respect. Much of the art, music and literature of the 
world came from Christianity and the Bible. Modern science came out 
of Christian thinkers who saw the universe operating under laws given 
by the Creator. Much more! First-rate videography, filmed on 4 
continents. 2003  48 min.

*What if Jesus Had Never Been Born?  GR 7-COL  #6316

Henry Morris Jr., Gary Parker. Tackles the claim that "evolution is 
science and creation is religion," with logic and scientific evidences. 
This is so clearly handled that the book makes a great gift to friends 
who are willing to investigate the claims of creation! 1987  331 pg.

*What Is Creation Science  GR 10-COL  #1092

Phillip E. Johnson. "...lllustrates how shifting definitions of evolution, 
creation, and science [have] led to confusion and controversy.  Pulpit 
Rock Church, Colorado Springs, CO, Dec. 1991" (ARN) 1991  90 min.

What is Evolution and Why Does it Matter  GR 11-COL  #2043

John C. Whitcomb. The differences between man and God, and man 
and animals.   50 min.

What Is Man?  HS-COL  #6099

Duane Gish. Six lively, cogent arguments for Intelligent Design: artificial 
selection of genetic traits does not equal natural selection; peppered 
moths and Galapogos finches have not evolved; the woodpecker, 
Monarch butterfly and bombardier beetle have multiple specialized 
parts that ALL must work, or none is of use. Graphics are adequate. 
2000  44 min.

What is NOT Evidence for Evolution  GR 10-COL  #6284

Ken Ham. A thorough understanding of Scripture's view of human 
"races" undercuts racism. Darwinism gave racism a pseudo-scientific 
undergirding, and a major impetus to get rid of "less-fit" people groups. 
Even some Christian groups have held racist beliefs, such as in a curse 
on all Black people, which never existed! 2000  30 min.

What is the Only Answer to Racism?  GR 6-COL  #6326

Kent Hovind. Did God really intend us to interpret the creation account 
in Genesis as meaning a literal supernatural creation within 6 ordinary 
days? Haven't scientists proved the earth is 4.6 billions years old?   
30/30 min.

What Is Time?/How Old Is the Earth: 6,000 or 4,600,000,000?  HS-
COL  #2033

Ken Ham, John Morris. Creation, the fall, the flood, and the possible 
explanations for the absence of dinosaurs today. Very attractive and 
informative! 1990  32 pg.

What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs?  GR 1-3  #1010

Ken Ham. Ken enjoys teaching a group of children to think Biblically 
about dinosaurs and when they lived. Did they exist with men, or much 
earlier? Did they go on Noah's Ark? 1990  40 min.

What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs?  GR 4-8  #6047

Ken Ham. Newer version of Ken's talk on what happened to the 
dinosaurs. Did they actually live with men? Graphics are excellent. 
1994  53 min.

*What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs?  GR 4-6  #6265

Douglas Kelly. The language of Genesis, written in Hebrew, allows only 
one interpretation of God's creation: it was six 24-hour days. Dr. Kelly, a 
theologian, carefully explains why long-ages interpretations are not the 
author's intent! 2004  73 min.

What the Genesis Text Really Says About Creation  HS-COL  #5083

Douglas Kelly. The language of Genesis, written in Hebrew, allows only 
one interpretation of God's creation:  it was six 24-hour days.  A 
respectful theologian and scholar, Dr. Douglas Kelly carefully explains 
the relevant passages of Scripture, leaving doubters without excuse. 
2004  73 min.

What the Genesis Text Really Says About Creation  GR7-COL  
#5138

Ian Juby. Part 7: Theology of the debate, showing how the scriptures, 
Jesus Christ, and the Apostles leave no room for any other 
interpretation but a recent creation. He then introduces dating methods.
Part 8: "Absolute" dating methods used on rocks are fraught with error. 
Compelling evidence that man and dinosaurs lived together. 2008  
28/28 min.

What Would Jesus Believe? / Dating Methods/Intelligent Man and 
Dinosaurs  GR 7-COL  #5095

Spike Psarris. Tour our magnificent Solar System, and explore these 
wonders in the heavens. You will visit each plant and many of their 
moons, through over 230 breathtaking photographs and graphics from 
NASA and other soures. Did you know many of the planets theoretically 
shouldn't exist? They testify to their Creator! 2009  106 min.

*What You Aren't Being Told About ASTRONOMY  GR 6-COL  
#5210

Spike Psarris. The universe contains about 100 billion galaxies, of 
about 100 billion stars each. Did you know that according to the 
evolutionist model, none of them should exist? The evidence for the 
Creator is shown in quotes from secular astronomers who admit their 
theories don't work. 130+ photos from NASA and other sources. Clear, 
simple explanations. 2009  63 min.

*What You Aren't Being Told About ASTRONOMY: Our Created 
Stars and Galaxies  GR 6-COL  #5211

Francis Schaeffer, C(harles) Everett Koop. "Cultures can be judged in 
many ways, but eventually every nation in every age must be judged by 
this test: How did it treat people?" (page 15)  One chapter for each of 
the 6 films in the series. The authors argue against devaluation of 
human life. Extensively referenced. 1979  256 pg.

Whatever Happened to the Human Race?  GR 9-COL  #1130

Gary Parker. (CLP): "Dr. Parker shows how variation within type or kind 
is possible, but uses wit and specific examples to demonstrate that 
upward...evolution is biologically impossible." 198?  55 min.

What's Wrong With Evolution?  HS-COL  #6048
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Buddy Davis. A very fictionalized account of the original world, when the 
dinosaurs and other animals were friendly. On the enclosed music CD, 
Buddy Davis reads and sings the words of this book. It ends with a 
simple presentation of the Gospel, to help you lead a child to Christ. 
1999  40 pg.

When Dragons' Hearts Were Good  PRE-GR 3  #1063

John Morris. "Evolution insists that life evolved by random chance. 
There is no God and no Designer of life to set moral absolutes.  
Parents, educators, and church leaders must awaken to the struggle 
Christians, especially students, face living in today's society dominated 
by the evolution worldview." -ICR   26 min.

When Two Worldviews Collide  HS-COL  #6216

Ken Ham. Ken clearly explains, from science and the Bible:  
That all humans are descendants of one man and one woman! Who 
Cain married! How to use basic genetics and biblical history (such as 
the event of the Tower of Babel) to explain the origin of the so-called 
“races.” All humans basically have one skin color! Why the gospel can 
be preached to every tribe and nation. That the human population is 
divided into “people groups,” not “races.”   32 min.

Where Did the Races Come From?  GR 10-COL  #6337

A six part educational series addressing:
1) Life:  The big question
2) What Darwin didn't know
3) Molecules and mousetraps
4)How did life begin
5)Language of life
6)Design inference

Each segment is approximately 10 minutes long.  2003  @60 min.

Where Does the Evidence Lead?  GR7-COL  #6338

Narrated. (MV): "The barren moon and fertile earth--what's the 
difference? Water! This amazing liquid holds the key to man's physical 
life just as God's supply of Living Water sustains us spiritually." 1975  
28 min.

Where the Waters Run  GR 4-COL  #6049

Narrated. "Learn where wind comes from, what makes it whisper and 
what makes it roar. What makes it send cooling relief on a hot sumer 
day, or whirl into a raging tornado. Discover wind's role in our complex 
weather system…" 1995  45 min.

Whirling Winds  GR 6-COL  #6191

Ian Juby. Part 1: Who cares?  An introduction to the Creation/Evolution 
debate. What Creation and Evolution are, and why it applies to you.
Part 2: Where this whole debate started - it all began with one man who 
was determined to discredit the bible, and it had nothing to do with 
science. 2008  28/28 min.

Who cares? / Uniformity: The greatest weapon ever formed 
against the Bible  GR 7-COL  #5092

Michael Girouard. (ICR): "Christians should be able to answer life's 
hardest questions. Dr. Girouard gives practical ways we can be `ready 
to give an answer.'" 1990  56 min.

*Why Death and Suffering--and Six Other Questions Christians 
Must Answer  HS-COL  #6050

Ken Ham. (CLP): "Every single Biblical doctrine … ultimately has its 
basis in the book of Genesis." 198?  45 min.

Why Does Genesis Matter?  HS-COL  #6051

Ken Ham. Many people refuse to believe that a good, all-powerful God 
could allow the misery in the world today. The Bible says God did NOT 
create the world with disease, predation and death, and it won't always 
be this way! But why is it so now? 2000  30 min.

Why Is There Death And Suffering?  GR 6-COL  #6322

Greg Speck. 1-"Why wait for sex?....gives several reasons...."/4-Final 
session; addresses very sensitive issues. Also gives hope and 
encouragement for those who've fallen or been victimized. 1988  30/54 
min.

Why Not?/Perversions and Preventions  GR 5-COL  #6198

Larry Vardiman. How long ago was the Ice Age -- or is it "Ice Ages?" 
How does it fit into the Bible's view of history? Why did year-round snow 
cover large parts of the earth for so long? Dr. Vardiman unites solid 
science and the Genesis account of history. 2003  60 min.

Wild, Wild Weather: The Genesis Flood & the Ice Age  GR 10-COL  
#5005

Grace Mally. From a young person to other young people, this book 
addresses the fears we face and excuses we make, while providing 
vision for being strong for the Lord in the years of one’s youth! It 
contains practical ideas of how to begin conversations, how to ask the 
right questions, defend the gospel, and walk closely with the Lord 
ourselves. (AIG) 2012  283 pg.

Will Our Generation SPEAK? A call to be bold with the GOSPEL  
GR 7-COL  #1146

Narrated. "Can you always trust your five senses to tell the truth? Ever 
"seen" the odor of an onion? Or known why dogs come running to a 
"soundless" whistle? …Answers these questions and many more…" 
1960  28 min.

Windows of the Soul  GR 6-COL  #6188

Josh McDowell, Dann Spader, Street Jam. Evangelism training 
package for your youth group!  Leader's Guide, teacher training audio, 
evangelistic video, samples of tracts, worksheets. From Josh McDowell 
Ministry. 1993  4 sessions

Won By One  GR 7-COL  #7001

Narrated. (MV): "Superb photography portrays the unique, God-
designed ways animals gather food … captures the exciting 
transformation of a lowly caterpillar into a butterfly … explores the 
comples human body which reveals the glory of an infinite Creator." 
1980  10 min ea

Wonder of You/A Matter of Taste/A Mystery Story ~The  GR 2-6  
#6052

Wayne Spencer. Over 120 NASA photos covering all 9 planets, with 
music by Steve Green, Twila Paris, Second Chapter of Acts, Tim Meier. 
A worship and educational experience. Presents evidence that the solar 
system was created less than 10,000 years ago. 1992  45 min.

Wonders of the Solar System  GR 6-COL  #6083

Russ Hanson. What can we know, from science and the Bible, about 
the early earth, before the Flood? 2008  59 min.

World at its Best, or The Pre-Flood World ~The  GR 7-COL  #5064

Russ Hanson. Noah's Flood, Genesis chapters 6-9, was a real 
historical event that changed the planet forever after. 2008  49 min.

World at its Worst  GR 7-COL  #5065

John MacKay. Demonstrates, with about 20 examples of living plants 
and animals and their fossils, that they haven't evolved from or into 
anything else, even over "hundreds of millions" of years! Somewhat 
humorous. Live footage. 1990  38 min.

World of Living Fossils ~The  HS-COL  #6267
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Narrated. Demonstrates the reality of the Genesis Flood, and of God's 
judgement of sin! One of the first excellent motion pictures in the 
creationist genre, both in information and film-making. Don't miss this 
one! 1977  35 min.

*World That Perished ~The  GR 2-COL  #6011

Gregory A. Hull.    

World Views & Origins/The Nature of Truth  HS-COL  #2021

John Mackay. What is worship? Why is Jesus worthy of worship? From 
Genesis to Revelation, God is to be worshipped! 2007  42 min.

Worship the Creator  GR 9-COL  #4018

Kurt Streutker. Humorous, very silly, fast-paced but still-educational. 
Deals with questions like "where do dinosaurs fit in the Bible?" 
Examples of cave and rock paintings of dinosaurs, done hundreds to 
thousands of years ago, demonstrating that dinos were contemporary 
with humans. This is a creationist response to children's TV programs 
that teach evolution. Unfortunately, its disjointedness will be annoying 
to some viewers!   29 min.

X-Nilo Show ~The  GR 2-6  #6221

Robert Gentry, David Gentry. Scientific evidences for a young earth: 
rapid deposition and erosion of sediments in Grand Canyon, rapid 
formation of granites, life forms required design, rapid, recent formation 
of coal and oil, dinosaurs were on earth only thousands of years ago. 
Shows the power of a much smaller flood that carved a gigantic hole in 
Glen Canyon Dam in 1983. 1994  79 min.

*Young Age of the Earth ~The  HS-COL  #6179

John Morris. Packed with evidence of the world-wide flood, as taught in 
Genesis. Includes overhead transparency masters plus 136 pages of 
text. 1994  136 pg.

Young Earth ~The  GR 12-COL  #1047

John MacKay. Response to Ian Plimmer's anti-creationist book "Telling 
Lies for God." MacKay points out Plimmer's false claims and frequent 
misquotes. Topics include the Ark, the Flood, math in the Bible, alleged 
proto-humans, polystrate tree fossils, the accomplishments of 
creationist scientists, and more! Very good presentation, but images 
are not very clear. 1995  82 min.

Your Answer to Bible Skeptics, or Who's Telling Lies?  GR 7-COL  
#6279

John W. Whitehead. The attorney author founded The Rutherford 
Institute, which informs and assists Christians whose religious liberties 
are threatened or violated. Excellent information. 1992  39 pp.

Your Rights in the Public Schools  HS-COL  #1031

Cryptozoologist John Goertzen talks about his article in the Creation 
Research Society Quarterly that reseraches the 1977 report of a 
Japanese fishing vessel that retrieved a carcass of an unknown 
creature that looks lik a plesiosuar.    30 min.

Zuyia-Maru Cryptid - Not a Basking Shark  GR9-COL  #6343
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